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ABSTRACT 
The general purpose of this study has been to select and pre-
sent contextual factors from the past and present in Malawi that 
provide insights into the process of the growth of the Church in 
Malawi and in particular the growth of the Free Methodist Church. 
The study is done with the understanding that it is preliminary to 
a field study which will provide the basis for decision making by 
both the Church and Mission. 
Past contextual factors discussed are the geographical setting, 
the acculturating agents and effects of acculturation with emphasis 
on the four major intrusions of the 19th century, and the influence 
of Dr. Banda himself. Present factors discussed include the social 
structures, religious structures, economic structures, education, 
population patterns, public health, and theological and spiritual 
factors. From these background discussions numerous questions are 
raised to be answered in additional research. 
A history of the Free Methodist Church in Malawi based on 
original documents and the author's personal participation is included 
both as a contribution to knowledge and as further background for 
understanding what is happening in the Free Methodist Church. 
Available statistical data on Church membership in Malawi is 
presented in tables and graphs and analysed in the text. The picture 
of slow growth and the apparent boundaries between the Christian, 
Muslim and Tradidional communities are quantified. 
Tentative conclusions of the study suggest that the positive 
call of a particular man by God and intervention by the Holy Spirit 
have combined with the spiritual vacuum created by undershepherding 
in the larger denominations and the leadership opportunity vaccuum 
created by the cutting off of traditional opportunities plus the 
high degree of control in both the political and religious spheres. 
Small receptive pockets of population are being discovered and led 
to Christ. Half or more of the membership appears to be by conver-
sion from the non-Christian population reservoir. Mission intervention 
should take seriously the fact that the Church began with a black 
man whom God called. The offer of resources to help should not be-
come the assumptio~ of control and responsibility. 
The final result of the study is a proposal in detail for a 
field evaluation study utilizing a team comprising students pastors 
and professional consultants. 
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 
In January 1974 Moses Phiri, a graduate of the Lundi Bible 
School of the Free Methodist Church in Rhodesia began to plant the 
Free Methodist Church in Malawi. In May of 1978 Phiri reported a 
church of over 1,000 members with 15 organized societies. These 
are distributed in the central and southern regions of Malawi among 
several of the major ethnic groupings and in at least ten differ-
ent administrative districts. The northernmost congregation at 
Kasungu is nearly 300 miles from the southernmost congregations 
near Blantyre. 
This widespread and quite rapid spread of a new denomination 
in the context of Malawian history raises several questions. The 
prir.Jary question is what factors best account for th·is growth. 
The corollary, but even more crucial question, is what part can and 
should the Free Methodist Church, individual missionaries and the 
founding leader, Moses Phiri, play to encourage continued growth. 
And finally what actions that could slow or stop growth should be 
avoided? 
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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
To attempt an adequate answer to these questions would re-
quire a full scale church growth survey (cf. Smith 1976). 
Since this task would require some considerable time spent in in-
struction and research in Malawi such a survey is impossible for 
the author at this time. 
However~ an important part of such a survey is research into 
the total context of the area of growth and potential growth. The 
object of the research would be to pinpoint those aspects of the 
present and the past which are significant for church growth under-
standing. This will include factors rising from the geography and 
communications structures, the population distribution and strati-
fication, the social structures, the political, the economic and 
the religious factors together with some understanding of their 
inter-relationships. 
Therefore, this study is primarily a library research project 
to supply answers to the above questions from existing data as a 
beginning point. The study is hopefully enlightened by the author's 
personal experiences while teaching Malawian Bible School students at 
lundi Bible School over a period of five years. In addition he made two 
tours in Malawi~ one an extensive evangelism tour visiting all the 
areas of the church duri~g a five week period in 1975 and the other 
a one week journey with the entire student body and their families 
(35 persons) when it became necessary to repatriate the Malawi 
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students in 1976 due to war conditions in Rhodesia. 
In addit·ion, this study will present an introductory history 
of the Free Methodist Church in Malawi 1974-1978 based on original 
documents .. ~ ·1 etters, reports and observations -- by the author and 
others intimately involved in this period of the church. It is the 
author's hope that this section will provide an important and ori-
ginal piece of work from which to proceed in future studies. 
It is a further purpose of this study to set up a working 
hypothesis and a somewhat detailed plan of procedure for gathering 
data in order to provide an adequate answer to the questions raised. 
SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE 
It is not the purpose of this section to review the entire 
literature of the history of Malawi, nor even the range of liter-
ature dealing with the history of missions. The focus is recent 
studies which have reference to the planting and growth of the 
churches in Malawi with some analytic insights. 
To my knowledge there is no published work in English which 
deals comprehensively and specifically with the history of missions 
in Malawi and the growth of the Church into recent years. 
In "Missions in ~1alawi", an unpublished master•s thesis for 
Fuller Theological Seminary, George Alexander did a church growth 
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study in 1969 focusing on the Churches of Christ in Malawi. As 
part of that study he produced a brief history of missions which 
is based on secondary sources and not a serious attempt at in depth 
treatment by his own statement. However, he has a good section on 
the people of central and southern Malawi, a good section on Bantu 
traditional religion and philosophy, as well as some helpful infor-
mation on the growth of the churches" A major section of his thesis 
is devoted to a theoretical treatment of church growth principles 
from which he hypothesizes about the future of church growth in 
Malawi. The bibliography is useful. The work lacks definition 
because of lack of field data, a deficiency Alexander recognizes 
in the beginning. 
In 1958~George Shepperson and Thomas Price published an ex-
haustive and definitive study on John Chilembwe that includes the 
major available data on the origins of the introduction of inde-
pendent churches in Malawi. This book documents that independency 
had its beginnings in Malawi as a result of a deliberate missionary 
thrust rather than as a result of protest, fission or nativistic 
movements which have been described in other parts of Africa. The 
full title of their work is The Independent AfPican: John Chilem-
bwe and the 0Pigins~ Setting and Significance of the Nyasaland 
Native Rising of 1915. The book contains a wealth of helpful data 
and insights for church growth history, although little statistical 
information for comparative or analytic study. The focus of the 
book is in terms of nationalistic politics not church expansion. 
There is a very helpful bibliography and a good index. 
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To follow the independent churches theme, R.L. Wishlade has 
a small volume, Sectarianism in Southern Nyasaland; published in 
1965; it is the result of studies done in the late 1950 1s. He 
treats both white and black led churches found in the Lake Chilwa 
area. He has a good section on geographical and cultural back-
ground. He has done an in depth study of the relationships and the 
source of converts for The Faithful Church of Christ with scattered 
data about the growth of the church. The focus is on the kinship 
factors and the structures of leadership. There are some very 
helpful insights as a result of thorough research in a specified 
area. More similar studies would make comparative studies possible 
for matters which are mostly conjecture at present. The bibligraphy 
is useful. The book is well-indexed. 
-
A work which helps to set the early thrust of the major Euro-
pean missions of East Africa into perspective is Roland Oliver•s 
The Missionary Factor in East Africa published in 1952. The empha-
sis is on the missionary penetration from, and to, the East African 
countries in terms of the main European mission agencies. The book 
is valuable for studies into the vision and thrust of European 
mission agenciess but does not contribute much to the contextual 
factors of church growth in Malawi today. The data is more about 
the expansion of the missions than the expansion of the Church. 
Both bibliography and index are useful. 
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John ~lcCracken has produced an in depth study from primary 
sources on the Livingstonia Mission in Malawi from its beginning 
until 1940, Politics and Christianity in Malawi 1875-1940 was pub-
lished in 1977 and is the result of a Ph.D. dissertation for Cam-
bridge University. While the study focuses on the social change 
resulting from the impact of Livingstonia Mission in the northern 
region, it makes frequent references to other mission activit.)' of 
the time. There is only cursory data concerning growth, but much 
analysis~ anecdote and direct quote of early missionaries and· 
African church leaders. The main focus is political in the broader 
sense. As in Shepperson, the emphasis is on Christianity and its 
development of nationalistconsciousness among the Christian elite. 
There is an extremely helpful bibliography and the index is thor-
ough, 
The final major study that the author found important is Jan Lin-
·den1s Catholics~ Peasants and Chewa Resistance in Nyasaland. Published 
in 1974 it analyzes the expansion of the Roman Catholic Church from 
its first entry to 1939 and the establishment of a church with over 
half a million members -- nearly half of all Malawi Christians are 
Roman Catholic -- among the peasantry with virtually no significant 
contribution to the political upheaval in terms of elitist leader-
ship either among the missionaries or the Africans. Linden•s study 
provides excellent insights into the educational evangelistic meth-
odology of the Roman Catholic mission, the tension between Roman 
Catholic goals and the goals of the Scottish Mission, the changes 
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in relationship between settlers and Catholics after 1915 that 
helped growth for the Catholics and the tensions between traditional 
religion and Catholic faith" Linden's work is indispensible for 
an understanding of the other side of the story of Christianity in 
Malawi in balancing the studies surrounding the Scottish, South 
African and British missions. The growth of the Roman Catholic 
Church is essentially ignored in other studies. The index is ex-
cellent. Unfortunately there is no bibliography and one must fum-
ble through the attributive notes to find his sources. 
Finally two studies published in The Early History of Malawi 
edited by Bridglal Pachai should be mentioned. The first is Philip 
Elston's, "A Note.on the Universities Mission to Central Africa, 1859-
1914". He summarizes the "civilizing" nature of the mission in all 
its aspects, indicates the expansion of mission stations and con-
tact, but discusses almost not at all the interaction between the 
mission and the African or the expansion of the Afri~an church as 
such. The paper documents the Universities Mission's contri-
bution toward a Europeanized segment of Malawi with little regard 
for African culture and religious belief. He uses primary resource 
material almost exclusively. 
The second paper in Pachai is J"L Pretorius • 11 An Introduc-
tion to the History of the Dutch Reform Church ~1ission in Malawi, 
1889-1914". Pastorius mentions the origin of the mission in the 
spiritual awakening of the mid-1880's in the putch Reform Church 
in Cape Colony and that sense of spiritual life that 
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dominated the early mission in Malawi. Pretorius describes the 
educational methodology intent on development of a family centered 
church that would be economically viable without destroying the 
African social structures. There are some good data on the growth 
of the Church. The paper indicates the expansion beyond Malawi as 
well as including activity among migrant laborers. This paper is 
an important balance to the emphasis in works about the Scottish 
Missions. Nearly all the reference is to primary source material. 
Not related to the growth of the Church as a study, but very 
·important for its we 11 done and usually accurate information about 
Malawi is the Area Handbook for Malawi edited by Harold Nelson and 
others and produced by the Foreign Area Stu~ies department of The 
American Universit_y ·in 1975. It is published by the Government 
Printing Office in Washington, D.C. It has no specific religious 
or even interpretive bias and presents in clear concise terms a 
vast wealth of information about Malawi both past and present. As 
a descriptive reference source it is excellent. The bibliography 
is extensive except for little specific interest in the mission and 
church aspect of r~al awi hi story. One drawback for academic research 
is that the book, obviously the result of well done research, is 
not documented except through its bibliography. Comparison with 
the text and the sources reveals high correlation and it appears 
to be reliable. It would be a basic tool for building an initial 
understanding about Malawi from which to proceed into further study. 
STATEMENT OF HYPOTHESIS 
This study is projected with the following working hypothesis 
to explain the growth of the Free Methodist Church in Malawi. 
Population growth has resulted in the formation of many new 
rather homogeneous units of society based on authority or social 
groupings. Existing churches have not planted new churches amongst 
these new societal units and have not met their spiritual needs. 
The growth of the Free Methodist Church is fundamentally a result 
of the dynamics of spirit filled leadership finding a religious 
vacuum in the societal pattern and offering a structure and faith 
that meets that need. 
This hypothesis will be tested provisionally in this study 
and refined or reformed as a part of the projections for further 
study in the final chapter. 
DELIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
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It would be impossible to present any adequate general account 
of the history or the current setting of Malawi within the limited 
pages and scope of this project. Furthermore, considerable work of 
this sort has already been done and some of this was discussed in 
the section on the literature. 
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Therefore, the general background part of this study is limited 
to a highly selective presentation of the factors the author believes 
to be important for church growth understanding. There is no attempt 
to write another history of Malawi. 
The history of the Free Methodist Church will be treated in 
somewhat more detail as an original contribution to future studies 
of the Free Methodist Church. 
The matter of statistics of growth of the Free Methodist Church 
and other religious bodies will only be given enough attention to 
illustrate the questions that need to be answered. 
This study is essentially limited to the preparations required 
to ask the right questions and how to proceed in order to get answers. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Bantu People 
The term Bantu people refers to the racially mixed black peoples 
who moved out of north central Africa south of the Sahara over succes-
sive centuries dating from before the Christian era. These peoples 
spread east, west and south in Africa. Not identifiable as a race, 
they are closely united linguistically by several unique characteris-
tics of language. Most notable is the noun classification system 
which requires a subject concord which appears in adjectival and 
pronoun forms that agree throughout a sentence or paragraph. 
In spite of the unity in language structure there is great 
diversity in culture. There are many many distinct languages. 
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The term Bantu derives from the term used by a great number of 
these peoples to distinguish themselves from other kinds of people. 
In this study the term is used consistently to denote the 
black Africans in preference to the common term African which has 
confusing connotations in the South African context since other 
groups of people consider themselves to be African but not Bantu. 
Church Growth 
The term church growth is encountered in various. forms. \Vhen 
both words are capitalized the formal definition is intended. When 
growth is not capitalized the concept of adding members is emphasized. 
When Church is capita'lized H refers to denominations, when not capi-
ta1ized it refers to local congregations. 
The formal definition ·is that of the School of World Mission, 
Fuller Theological Seminary: 
Church Growth is that science which investigates the 
nature, function and health of the Christian Church as 
it relates specifically to the effective implementation 
of God's commission to "make disciples of all nations" 
(Matt. 28:19). Church Growth is simultaneously a 
theological conviction and an applied science striving 
to combine the eternal principles of contemporary 
social and behavioral sciences, employing as its ini-
tial frame of reference the foundational work done by 
Donald McGavran. (Wagner, Peter 1978: Dictated in 
unpublished class lecture, Fuller Theological Seminary) 
While the nuances of the term as used in this paper are par-
ticularly oriented to the priority concerns of continued harvest in 
Malawi, the total context of the word in its formal meaning should 
always be understood. 
Culture 
The term culture in all its forms is used in the context of 
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the following definition given by Charles Kraft, Fuller Theological 
Seminary. 
Culture is the integrated system of learned behavior 
patterns, ideas and products characteristic of a soci-
ety (Kraft 1978: Unpublished Lecture Notes). 
Contextual 
The author uses the word contextual to describe the complex 
total set of factors in which a society exists. This includes the 
anthropological, the economic, the social, the psychological, the 
religious, and the historical factors. It includes factors internal 
and external to the society. It includes the fact of change. 
As used in this paper the term is not the equivalent of indige-
nous, In contrast to the rather static content of the idea surrounding 
indigenous, the term contextual as used here takes into account that 
culture is dynamic, always changing -- and in today•s world -- always 
in the process of interaction with external cultural forces. 
The contextualizing of the Church, of the gospel, of theology9 
of training for ministry has not been the issue in focus in this paper. 
Contextualization has to do with results of the process by which the 
gospel of Jesus Christ moves from the advocate to the societal group 
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who become the body of Christ. Contextualization is concerned with 
both the process by which this takes place and the forms which are a 
result of the process -- not only in terms of the receptor, but also 
of the advocate. In contextualization is the understanding that 
both are changed. 
This distinction should be held in mind in reading this paper. 
The concern here is with contextual factors not the contextualizing 
process. This is not because contextualization is not important but 
because this study is background for a study of contextual:ization. 
The study itself should move on from where this paper stops. It is 
* that kind of study which is proposed for further study. 
Church/church 
As explained-above, the term Church capitalized is used when 
a denomination or the universal Church is implied. The term church, 
uncapitalized, implies a local congregation. 
Church Community 
This term is used to describe the total number of people who 
think of a Church as their own, but are not necessarily communicant 
members. 
* See The Evangelical Missions QuarterZy 3 January 1978, for a lucid 
set of articles on contextua1ization. 
Church Membership 
This term is used to describe the communicant, and usually 
adult, members of a Church, 
Nyasa 1 and/r~a 1 awi 
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There is some inconsistency to the way in which these terms 
have been used. In general, when there has not been a quotation, 
reference~ or historical reason for using the term Nyasaland, the 
term Malawi has been preferred, even when it is obviously anachron-
istic. 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
The background study ·is library research enlightened by personal 
insights developed over eighteen years of working with Bantu people in 
Rhodesia plus a year of intensive graduate studies in missiology. 
The history of the Free Methodist Church is a combination of nar-
rative and reflection based on documents in the author•s possession 
plus personal participation. It is partly a monograph and partly 
documented observation by other participants. 
The method of procedure for future study is based partly on 
understandings of methodology gained from studies in Church Growth 
Science at Fuller Theological Seminary under Dr. Peter Wagner and 
partly from consultation with a personal friend, Dr. Charles W. 
Dohner, who is a nationally recognized consultant and Director of 
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the Office of Research in Medical Education at the University of Wash-
ington. 
Documentation has been used except in the case of standard in-
formation about Malawi readily available in secondary sources. 
The material in the author's personal files that forms the 
basis of the history of the Free Methodist Church in Malawi rises 
out of correspondence and reports to which he was party or had access 
because of his position first as Mission Superintendent of the Free 
Methodist Mission in Rhodesia and, from 1 June 1975 to 31 December 
1978, as Area Administrative Assistant for Southern Africa under the 
General Missionary Board of the Free Methodist Church. 
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CHAPTER Il. CONTEXTUAL FACTORS IN CHURCH GROWTH: HISTORICAL 
GEOGRAPHIC FACTORS 
Malawi is a long narrow section of the lower end of the Rift 
Valley. It comprises a land area of 36,325 square miles and water 
area of 9,425 square miles. Lake Malawi extends 350 miles south-
ward opening into its only outlet,the Shire River, which rDns 
another 250 miles to the south before plunging into the rugged 
Zambezi gorge 58 miles from the mouth of the Zambezi on the Indian 
Ocean. 
Because of the natural barriers created by lakes and rugged 
mountains the only land pass from East Africa into Central Africa 
is north of Malawi. This area, the wasp-waist of Central Africa, 
also opens a route into Malawi and its fertile soils. Malawi is 
open from the west across the Luangwa River depression but from 
the south only via the uplands ridge route east of the Luangwa 
confluence with the Zambezi or up the Zambezi and Shire river in 
small boats {Agnew 1972::30-32). 
All but five per cent of the land area of Malawi has at 
least 30 inches of rainfall per year, the mini~um for secure dry 
land farming in Central Africa. However, the lakes, the rapid 
change of altitude and the many rivers that cut the watershed 
create a great diversity of climate and ecosystems. Fifty-three 
naturai regions have been identi'fied and mapped (Agnew 1972: 33). 
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With water communication north and south, rich agricultural 
soils and large areas of tsetse-free grass lands Malawi became a 
crossroads between the cultural regions of eastern, central and 
southern Africa (Agnew 1972: 46). Cole-King notes the comments of 
Gasper Bocarro, early 17th century Portuguese traveller, concern-
ing his journey from Tete to Kilwa. Passage was handled in a 
businesslike way and copper from Tete was accepted readily as 
payment for porters, guides and supplies. Travel was along well-
used routes (Cole-King 1972: 75). 
Widespread cultural diffusion in Malawi is illustrated by 
the wide variety of traditional crops which are either marginal to 
or outside the main distribution areas for those crops in Africa. 
Cassava, rice, bulrush millet, finger millet and, more recently, 
maize are examplei. On the other hand, sorghum, the main indige-
nous crop of much of Africa, is only important in the lower Shire 
Valley {Agnew 1972: 45). 
East coast trade reached Malawi as early as the 12th century 
A.D. In Livingstone•s day of the mid-nineteenth century there was 
extensive trade in iron~ tobacco, salt and skins, baskets, nets 
and fish locally plus cloth, guns and beads in exchange for ivory, 
copper and slaves on the east-west trade routes in the north and 
south of Malawi (Cole-King 1972: 72,73). 
British colonial government cut off the northern trade 
routes and concentrated on Rhodesia, Mozambique and South Africa. 
Trade moved via rail to Beira and Nacala and via land and rail to 
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Rhodesia. However, moving the capitol to Lilongwe, development of 
a new international airport, rail lines to Zambia from Lilongwe 
and roads throughout the whole of Malawi will lead to greatly in-
creased trade and relations with countries to the north and west 
{Tanzania and Zambia). The early connections of Malawians with 
these cultures will be reaffirmed and the position as a crossroads 
may be regained {Cole-King 1972: 47). A recent trade delegation 
from Tanzania spent five days talking to government officials, 
industrial leaders and business men. The leader described the trip 
as an 11 eye-opener 11 • (This 1:s Malawi 1977: l.(3), 9). 
The geography of Malawi determines three influences important 
for Church growth insight. The land bridge between East and Cent-
ral Africa north of Malawi made Malawi a crossroads of cultural 
diffusion and movement of people north and south. The transporta-
tion facilities of rail and water make communication easier. The 
many small natural ecosystems generate communities of rural peo-
ples with common economic relationships. Agnew notes that tradi-
tionally these valleys were in communication with one another as 
well because the valleys lead upward to the plateau and thus are 
interconnected {Agnew 1972: 39). 
In addition, the extension of the rail link from Lilongwe to 
the border of Zambia will greatly extend the contact possible be-
tween peoples closely related to the Malawians, who speak the Chewa 
language and were separated only by an accident of political his-
tory in the division of boundaries in the 19th century. 
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It should be noted that Malawi has no significant mineral 
resources aside from the Mlanje bauxite deposits. This has deter-
mined the nature of development in Malawi in terms of agriculture 
and industry. The fact that Malawi has a rural agriculture based 
economy is also, in part, a function of the geography and is im-
portant to Church growth insight (Statement. of DeveZopment 
Policies 197.1-19801971: 1). 
AGENTS OF ACCULTURATION 
Early Movements of Bantu 
As early as 300 A.D. there were settled communities of agri-
culturalist iron workers in Malawi (Robinson 1969: 3,8; Tobias 
1972: 10). They were widespread from the northern region to the 
south end of the lake in the lowlands along the lake shore. There 
seem also to have been agriculturalist, cattle keeping iron work-
ers in the highlands of the central and northern regions. They 
persist in oral tradition as the Akafula and were closely related to 
the Bantu (Rangeley 1960: 18-20; 1963: 40-42; Nurse 1970). Clark 
identifies these people with the rock paintings of Malawi (Clark 
1973: 28-46). 
* Sometime in the 11th to 13th centuries A.D. groups of Bantu 
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calling themselves Maravi began to immigrate from the lower Congo 
lakes region. They came into what is now central and southern Malawi. 
Recent studies indicate that the later emmigrations of these people 
were united to a degree under the authority of the Phiri clan with 
the title of Kalonga. In Malawi they allied themselves with the 
earlier migrations of the Banda clan who were the ••owners of the 
land 11 and served a priestly function in relation to the ancestral 
guardian spirits. In this alliance Phiri males and Banda females 
in the royal line consolidated, to a certain extent, the political 
and the religious authority (Langworthy 1972: 107; Nurse 1977: 398). 
This pattern was complicated by clan subdivisions and union. 
Nurse suggests there may have been some non-negro clans assimilated 
(Nurse 1977: 398)._ From these early migrations developed the Acewa, 
the Amang'anja and the Anyanja (referred to in general, in this paper, 
as the Achewa). The Phiri clan was probably distributed among them 
all as a ruling clan (cf. Schoffeleers 1972: 91-100; Price 1963: 74-
77). The word Maravi and the Phiri clan are closely identified with 
fire (cf. Schoffeleers 1972: 91-100). 
* Pike, and others, indicate that the Bantu are not an ethnic group 
genetically but are a linguistic group united by the noun class 
prefixes and the necessary prefixal agreement of adjectives, pro-
nouns and verbs with the noun that controls them -- two features 
not found in other African languages (Pike 1965: 27; cf. G.W.B. 
Huntingford in Histo~y of East Af~ica 1963: 80). The Bantu are 
descendants of an intermingling of Bushman, Pygmy, Cushite and 
Negro stock rising from a small nuclear area in the Cameroun on 
the edge of the equatorial forest. 
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The central power of the early Kalongas was established through 
control of the religious ritual, economic and judicial services, as 
well as marriages of alliance that gave Phiri· status to heads of non-
Che\va clans. One Kalonga extended his authority for a while clear 
down to the east coast in the vicinity of Quelimane north of the 
Zambezi mouth. However it decentralized rapidly under external pres-
sure in the 19th century as other alliances became more credible, 
convenient or expedient (Langworthy 1972: 104-120). 
Somewhat later than the Maravi migrations was another movement 
of people from the northeast -- the Nyakusa-Ngonde. These people 
settled in the northern region of Malawi in the Nyakusa Valley, in 
the area of present-day Karonga, under the dynasty of the Kyungu. 
They were agriculturalists, industrious and advanced for their time. 
Instead of slash and burn they returned waste to the soil and left 
well-drained, well cleared fields (Terry 1961: 27). They were also 
involved in trade with the east coast from their arrival probably in 
the 15th century. They mingled with and consolidated to their author-
ity other Bantu groups (Wilson 1972: 140-142). 
Also migrating into the northern region were a group of clans 
without central leadership. They were loosely referred to as the 
Tumbuka (Langworthy 1970: 38). Sometime in the 18th century a group 
of Swahili ivory traders led by the Mlowoka (the ones who crossed 
over) moved into the Tumbuka area and gradually established a central 
authority called the Chikulamayembe. This has been described by Vail 
as an "economic hegemony 11 rather than a political dynasty (Vail 1972: 
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155-163). Their main interest was establishing trade routes into the 
interior and to the east coast. They imposed a patrilineal pattern 
on the matrilineal Tumbuka and began the export of ivory, regarded 
as useful for domestic use by the Tumbuka who were unaware of its 
trade value. In return the people received cloth, beads and other 
material goods previously lacking. 
Even in this fragmentary and over simplified sketch it can be 
seen that the early hi story of Ma 1 awi was one of continua 1 ~ontact, 
movement, growth and change. Aside from the Nyakusa-Ngonde, the peo-
ples of Malawi were subject to constant acculturative pressures. 
They were linked with trade to the east coast Arabs and Indians from 
very ear-'ly years and were acquainted with a great variety of plants 
and crops. They were basically agriculturalists skilled also in 
working with iron, cotton, basketry and pottery (cf. Wills 1973: 12-
16, 91), 
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Nineteenth Century Intrusions 
The Chikunda 
Four alien acculturative forces were brought to bear on Malawi 
in this short period. Toward the end of the 18th century the Chikunda 
traders began to settle in Malawi. Descendents of Portuguese and 
Bantu intermarriage, and originally involved in large agri-estates, 
they had long been in the slave, ivory and gold trade centered among 
the Shone of Zimbabwe (Wills 1973: 77). With the loss of trade to the 
south, the Chikunda moved to the north. From their long interaction 
with the Shona they brought Shona derived spirit mediums which Kings 
Phiri describes as introducing male possession "by aggressive lion 
* spirits (mhondoro or ziwanda za mikango)" (Phiri 1977: 8). 
The introduction of male spirit possession produced a new feature 
in the religious system of the Chewa matrilinial system which featured 
female mediums for the lineage guardian spirit. 
* 
However, since most Chewa chiefs based their political 
action on the exhortations and other utterances of spirit 
mediums, the distinctive impression one gets is that 
religious changes of the nature just described had a 
bearing on politics at chiefdom and kingdom level as 
we 11 . (Phi ri 1 977: 8) 
This is an interesting reference because I am not aware of any Shona 
group which associates lion spirit possession with the mhondoro cult. 
The mhondoro is the cult of the guardian ancestral spirit of the 
lineage and has mediums, both male and female. Possession by a 
lion spirit is usually associated with the Shave spirit possession 
which involves a variety of non-ancestral spirits both of human 
and non-human origin. Michael Gelfand has written extensively on 
this subject (cf. Gelfand 1962; Gelfand 1966). 
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The Chikunda extended the Portuguese slave trade into southern 
Malawi as well. 
The Ngoni 
A second fntrusfon was the migration of two groups of the 
* Ngoni from South Africa into Malawi just after the middle of the 19th 
century. One group, the Jere Ngoni, a branch of the Zwangandaba mi-
gration, settled among the Tumbuka and Tonga of northern Malawi. 
Another group (cf., Linden 1971), the Maseko Ngoni, settled first 
to the west of Lake Malawi and then moved south into the southern 
region of the Chewa. 
The Ngoni lived by cattle raiding and also took captives who 
were incorporated into their "lineages. Thus a small group of military 
and politically centralized elite established themselves over the 
loosely knit clan of the Malawian people. The result was a two-way 
acculturation. The military system and political centralization as 
well as Ngoni clan names and marriage customs were adopted by the 
Malawi clans. While Ngoni language and other features of Ngoni cul-
ture gave way to Chewa and Tumbuka features~ The Jere Ngoni became 
associated with the Phiri clan and the Maseko Ngoni with the Banda 
clan (Nurse 1973: 10). Much of the ceremonial and ritual as well as 
* Many of the Ngoni peoples were united under Shaka in the Zulu 
empire. A large segment resisted and fled Shaka's military re-
gime. The core of· the groups which migrated to Malawi originated 
in the southeastern Transvaal area of South Africa. They moved 
east to Swaziland and north into East Africa~ 
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the regimental performances of the military were appealing to the 
Tumbuka. In addition, the Ngoni patrilineal system offered a husband 
higher status potential than in tradi.tional Chewa society. Probably 
the procedure by which a husband could obtain control of his wife 
and family in traditional matrilineal Chewa culture was greatly strength-
* ened (Phiri 1972: 9; cf. Wills 1973: 65-68). 
The Slave Traders 
Coming about the same time as the Ngoni and building up inten-
sity toward the end of the century were the slave traders. These 
were of three kinds -- the white Arabs, the Swahili Arabs and the 
Ayao. 
White Arabs. 
The white Arabs tended to settle under the authority of a chief 
and did not attempt to disrupt the political power directly. Their 
main objectives were slaves and ivory in exchange for cloth, beads, 
guns and gunpowder. If the Arabs did not affect the political balance 
personally, the guns did and chieftainships rose in power and declined 
based on the new military factors. 
* It was a matter of great interest to me that one of the seven 
Malawian Bible School students at Lundi Mission in 1975-76 was 
careful to designate himself as Ngoni. He spoke Chewa and did not 
recall any of the old Ngoni language, though his parents used some. 
He mingled easily and well with the other students and considered 
himself as a Malawian. Yet there was a sense of sophistication 
and pride of lineage that seemed to set him apart from the other 
students. Although there was some dissent --which the class 
never revealed to me -- he was chosen by the students to represent 
them as student leader and representative to the faculty. 
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Swahili Arabs. 
A second kind of slave trader were the Swahili Arabs who came 
about 1880. They established several bases in the north near Karonga 
and a base at Khota Kota. At first cooperative with the Africa Lakes 
Company and European traders, Mlozi", the leading slave trader at 
Karonga, initiated war in 1887 that lead to his defeat and execution 
by the British in 1895. The Jumbes at Nkhota Kota were another impor-
tant Swahili slave trade dynasty that was eliminated by British inter-
vention (Shepperson 1966; cf. Macmillan 1972: 263-282). 
Page cites Nkhota Kota as an example of restructuring of the 
social system. Salim bin Abdullah after the middle of the 19th cen-
* tury using a few wOJJJUngwana, who were mostly Yao and Nyamwezi, dis-
mantled the social hierarchy and installed himself jumbe or principle 
headman. He offered protection to refugees from Ngoni disruption 
among the Tonga and Chewa population who joined him. Islam appears 
to have been a way of differentiation from the local political and 
cultural scene. The wawungwana had status in their community above 
the traditionalists and were recognized and used by the British in 
their administration after the Jumbe was deposed (Page 1974: 83, 84), 
While it seems as though the Jumbe did not proselytize yet 
Islam was firmly imbedded in Nkhota Kota and this is a traditionally 
important Islamic community in Malawi (Shepperson 1966: 19). 
* Literally freed men but in fact frfnge or detribalized Africans, 
sometimes volunteers and sometimes slaves who had been Islamized 
by circumcision, some rudimentary instruction and status in the 
Swahili east coast culture. 
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In addition to the materia 1 qua 1 ity of 1 i fe attractive to the 
Africans, the Jumbe was contras.ted wi.th the British as a man of 
mercy who did not oppress his people lShepperson 1966: 198-200). 
It is interesting to note that at first the slave trade was 
welcomed by many of the African chiefs. It gave them a way to get 
rid of criminals, malcontents and other undesirable people in their 
midst -- at a profit instead of maintaining them at a loss to their 
food supply (Rangeley 1963: 12). 
Shepperson indicates that Islam did not grow stronger in Malawi 
because Western Christianity under British rule presented a more 
powerful way of material benefit and differentiation. When anti-
white feelings might have made possible a consolidation of Arab 
Islamic influence disassociated from British rule, the need was dis-
placed by a son of .the Achewa, Dr. H. Kamuzu Banda (Shepperson 1966: 
202-204). 
Ayao. 
The final group of slave traders to be considered here are the 
Ayao. Historically a Bantu people involved in trade between the 
east coast and the Congo Basin but not involved in the slave trade 
except to buy slaves which they used as carriers in their trade and 
as domestic help, the Ayao were forced out of their country between 
Lake Malawi and the east coast by the Ngoni. They moved into Mang•-
anja territory south and east of Lake ~1alawi and became more involved 
with the slave trade as the demand grew in the. last decades of the 
19th century. They traded with both the Arabs and the Portuguese 
(Rangeley 1963: 9-13). 
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The Ayao adopted many of the characteristics of the east coast 
Is)amic culture, but Rangeley states that Islam did not become strong 
among them until the 1870's when the Arabs came to live among them as 
the slave trade increased (Rangeley 1963: 25). Shepperson comments: 
If this assertion is correct it suggests that, until a 
powerful foreign standard of comparison was available 
in the interior, the Yao had no social incentive to 
follow Islamic practices. (Shepperson 1966: 195) 
In the process of the migrations and slave trade that developed, 
~ 
including raiding each other as slave supplies dried up, the Ayao 
chieftains developed as tightly distinct units often differentiated 
by sectarianism within Islam. Because of their high regard for the 
chieftainship which has become combined with religious leadership, 
deviation from Islam is, today, regarded as an attack on the chief-
tainship.. Rangeley suggests that the Christian tendency to destroy 
the pov..rer of the chiefs increased resistance among Islamic Ayao 
(Rangeley 1963: 26). McCracken establishes that in the early exper-
ience of Livingstone Mission among the Ayao at Cape McClear their 
belief that only separation from the tribal chief could make the peo-
ple open to Christianity and their practice of setting up an alterna-
tive temporal author·ity for persons on the urban fringes and refugees 
from the ·local chiefs and slave traders resulted in a consolidation 
of the Ayao into Islam which in 1875 was not well established and made 
Christianity still a viable opti.on for the Ayao (McCracken 1977: 39,48-
51 '55) ' 
It is through the Ayao that Islam spread among Malawi people as 
did other east coast Arab customs·, including the square house which 
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has almost totally replaced the traditional round hut in central and 
southern Malawi. Rangeley says, however, that Islam is a thin veneer 
of the chiefs and royal houses and that they are regarded as infidels 
by coastal Arabs (McCracken 1977: 39,48-51,55). 
If the Ayao are today regarded as infidels by the east coast 
Islamic community, and if they have held such an influential position 
among Malawi people as seems evident it would also seem true that 
penetration of the 500,000 strong Islamic community (cf. Coxill 1968) 
by Christianity in a way that did not threaten their unity of social 
structure and authority patterns would result in large scale conver-
sian especially if it offered more acceptance in a large, stable and 
respected community than their tenuous position in the Muslim commu-
nity would indicate. 
The fact that the Free Methodist Church at Chia Lagoon is in a 
t·1uslim community raises the question of significant Free Methodist 
penetration of the Muslim population of Malawi. This is further en-
hanced by the fact that Moses Phiri •s father was a religious teacher 
-- n~alimu or sheke -- which was a highly respected position in the 
Muslim community (cf. Appendix: The Transcription of a Speech by 
Moses Phiri •s Father; Rangeley 1963: 26). 
The chief contributions of the slave trade, from a Church 
growth perspective, are Islam in Malawi, British government inter-
vention in the slave trade resulting in the whole complex of condi-
tions rising from that and the creation of a sizeable fringe of 
refugees who were reorganized under the early missions of the 19th 
\ 
century. 
Portland Center Ubrary' 
The Europeans 
The fourth major disruptive and accultyrating factor in the 
19th century were the Europeans. Coming almost simultaneously 
were missionaries, commercial traders and settlers, and British 
government officials. The early Portuguese influence is ignored 
for the purposes of this paper except in the form of the Chikunda 
treated earlier. 
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It was David Livingstone's now famous appeal at Cambridge in 
1857 that set in motion the process of "Christianity and Commerce" 
that initiated and characterized the European entry into Malawi 
(cf. Elston 1973: 61-84). 
The European entrance was made under the rubric of freeing 
Africa from the slave trade and civilizing and Christianizing the 
Africans (Elston 1972: 345). 
Missionaries". 
From the aborted attempt by the Universitites ~1ission in 
1961 to the end of the 19th century a number of missions made per-
manent entry to Malawi (Elston 1972: 344). In 1975 the Free Church 
of Scotland established Livingstone Mission, first at Cape McClean 
on the south end of Lake Malawi and later moving to the northern 
end of the lake (McCracken 1977: 17). The established Church of 
Scotland began its Blantyre Mission in the southern region in 1875. 
The Universities Mission returned to t~alawi territory and settled 
on Likoma Island in 1888 (Elston 1972: 344-364). In 1889 the 
Dutch Reformed Church of the Cape Colony was established in the 
central region at Mvera (Pretorius 1972: 365-383). ln 1889 the 
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White Fathers attempted two missions that ended in disaster at the 
south end of Lake Malawi in Yao land. Montfort Fathers established 
the first permanent settlement at Nzama. The White Fathers fol-
"lowed and by 1903 had a dozen missionaries in the central region 
where the Dutch Reform Church was also active (Linden 1974: 13-61), 
-Between 1892 and 1902 Joseph Booth began or was instrumental in 
introducing the Zambezi Industrial Mission, 1892, the Nyasa Indus-
trial Mission, 1884, the Baptist Industrial Mission, 1895, the 
Seventh Day Baptists at Plainfield, 1899, the Seventh Day Adven-
tists also at Plainfield, 1901, as well as John Chilembwe's Provi-
dence Industrial Mission under the National Baptist Convention 
(Negro) of the Uni-ted States in 1900 (Shepperson 1958: 18-123). 
He later was the means of introducing the Watch Tower Movement in 
1907 under Eliott Kamwana (Shepperson 1958: 150-156), the South 
African Churches of Christ under George Hollis in 1906 (Shepperson 
1958: 149)~ and re-introduction of the Seventh Day Baptist Movement 
under Charles Domingo about 1910 (Shepperson 1958: 160-165). In 
1900 the South Africa General Mission entered Malawi but not re-
lated to Joseph Booth (Linden 1974: 43). In 1900 the first United 
Missions Conference was held at Livingstonia. 
These missions, especially the Scots, Dutch Reform, Anglican 
and Catholic missions, spawned outposts and school in a wide net-
work in the north central and so~thern regions. For most Africans 
in 19th century t'1a 1 awi , the white man was represented most fre-
quently by a missionary. 
Traders and Planters. 
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In 1878 the African Lakes Corporation began as a commercial 
venture to assist the Livingstonia Mission and the London Mission-
ary Society. They contracted to bring supplies to the mission as 
well as engage in trade. The aim was legitimate trade to make re-
dundant the African slave trade. 
With the establishment of transport routes the settlers 
followed. The British South Africa Company made investments and 
eventually took over the African Lakes Corporation. Nearly one 
million acres of land were placed under cultivation by various 
white interests on. the Shire Highlands and the British South Africa 
Company laid claim to over two million more in northern Malawi. 
Coffee and cotton were primary export products of the large estates 
that were developed. Issues regarding land occupation and labor 
developed quickly in the latter part of the 19th century. 
British Government Officials. 
In 1891 the British government declared the British Central 
African Protectorate later simply Nyasaland Protectorate. The 
leading figure in the events that led up to this was Harry Johns-
ton, first British Cons~l of Mozambique and from 1891 Consulate 
General for British territories north of the Zambezi. Britain's 
initiative was sparked first by the threat of Arab advance on the 
east coast and then by Portuguese ambition to control the Shire 
Highlands as part of its scheme to develop a belt of control from 
Mozambique to Angola. The Scottish Missions played a dominant 
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role in persuading the British to become involved. Colonial office 
gevernment officials were thin on the ground and never developed 
to more than a handful of people attempting to administrate Malawi 
(cf. Wills 1973: 168-192). 
EFFECTS OF ACCULTURATION 
The acculturative effect of the Arab and Portuguese slave 
traders reached its peak in the Islam and the Chikunda intrusion 
respectively and continued to be felt only in the growth of the 
Islamic and Chikunda communities. Muslims were reported to be 
500,000 in 1968 (Coxill 1968: 233). The Chikunda settled into the 
traditional way of life and were assimilated. The Muslim Yao re-
present a significant population group that may be open to Chris-
tianity. The conservative nature of Islam, the resistance to 
Christian schools among the Yao, the persistence of traditional 
beliefs under a veneer of Islam, the consolidation of the religious 
leadership in the chieftainship, the probability that Islam among 
the Yao represents resistance to the break-up.of their traditional 
way of life and a way of differentiation from the national political 
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structures indicate a homogeneous unit of people that must be under 
considerable pressure in modern Malawi (cf. Shepperson 1966: 121-123). 
If being a Yao is being Muslim, if the conversions of the chiefs was 
the significant factor in the conversion of the Yao to Islam and if 
the initiation ritual is both a ritual reinforcement of the chief-
tainship and the means of spreading Islam and if the significant 
factor in Islam was its adaptability and concentration on orthopraxy 
instead of orthodoxy as Alpers suggests, then these factor~ suggest 
features of the approach Christianity would need to make to the Ayao 
{Alpers 1972: 173,180,181,194). Alpers quotes von Grunebaum for a 
statement in support of the conversion to Islam in the late 19th and 
early 20th centruies of the Yao people. It may also be true of the 
potentiai conversion of the Yao to Christianity. 
Once internal or external experience creates intellec-
tual, emotional, or organization needs that cannot be 
met by the insights or hypotheses evolved within the par-
ticular closed system, this system, its basic values as 
well as its doctrinal, ethical, artistic, and intellec-
tual solutions, will command less and less unquestioning 
adherence. The door will be open for its transformation 
or even displacement. (Alpers 1972: 192; quoted from 
G.G. von Grunebaum, Modern Islam: The Search for Cul-
tural Identity, New York 1964: 20). 
While. the Islamic influences have been largely limited to the 
Ayao, the acculturation pressures of the European intrusion increased, 
and even after independence, continue, although in a different manner. 
Mission Influences 
Education 
The education system built by missionaries produced an educated 
elite who did not accept inferiority to the European as a given. The 
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livingstonia Mission in the northern region was remarkable in this 
respect. Christianity was linked essentially with literacy and the 
study of the Bible. This was a distinct difference from the oral 
tradition and ritual procedure that characterized African religious 
* practice. Christianity became inseparably linked with school. The 
process of formal education is one of the chief means of transmitting 
culture. It was inevitable that the education process of the missions 
would transmit some measure of western culture in the process. How-
ever, this was, in fact, the declared aim of the early missions and 
captured so we 1·1 ·in a statement by James Henderson of L i vi ngstoni a 
Mission in ·1900. 
Our peoples, if not physically moribund like the indi-
genous races of Australasia, are really perishing in 
their stagnation from progress and their utter ineffi-
ciency for the great ends of mankind. It is not possible 
to stem the tide of western civilization if we desire it; 
but there is a more excellent way. Christ is in this 
civilization more than we all realize, so let us give it 
to them, keeping none of it back. (quoted in McCracken 
1977; 182) 
Elson notes the identical purpose of education in the UMCA on Likoma 
Island (Elston 1972: 358). 
It is .obvious that the context of the discussion at the Mission-
ary Conference was the problem of western culture and evangelization. 
Henderson correctly perceived that western civilization was already. 
upon Malawi by the turn of historic events and the entry of the 
* The route to baptism was a long course of study -- typically two 
to three years and usually involving some abi 1 ity to read (Mc-
Cracken 1977: 86-189; Pretorius 1972: 372). 
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British. He also correctly perceived that it was better to transmit 
that culture i'n a ChrisUan context as much as that was possible. 
The problem he did not answer, and with which missions' education-
ists are still struggling, is how can any educational curriculum be 
designed which does give entry to the western world and its litera-
ture and yet does not transmit primarily western civilization. Has 
the time come for evangelical educational leaders to get together 
from all over the world and redefine Christian e~ucation in terms of 
study of what Christians have done in the context of their cultures 
rather than attempting to define what Christians ought to do by, per-
haps unwittingly, assuming that there is a definable Christian 
culture (implicitly my own!) and marshalling the resources of educa-
tion to its transmission? 
An example of_ a creative approach in Malawi history is the Dutch 
Reformed Church Mission attempt to base an educational process on 
some Christian assumptions and adapt that to the cultural context. 
Faced with moral decay, as they saw it, from the effect of 
migrant labor, the Dutch Reformed Church t~ission launched a compre-
hensive educational program based on the assumption that the Christian 
family is the only true basis for an indigeneous church. To promote 
this in the context of migrant labor policies they rapidly expanded 
their village schools from 1904-1914, made reading a requirement for 
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* church membership and started a teacher's training school in 1904. 
More centra 1 to thr=i r program was the village industries and agri-
culture training program started at every mis.sion station. The 
industry was geared to what men and women could do in their own 
home and the agriculture was aimed at improvement within the techni-
cal and physical capabilities of the peasant farmer. The third 
part of th~ program was a training school for girls teaching home 
crafts designed to make each girl a better wife and mother. An 
important innovation was the institution of a Christian initiation 
school for the girls as a substitute for the traditional ceremony 
(Pastorius 1972: 372-374). 
In 1971 the Malawi government produced a comprehensive survey 
of manpower requirements in high and intermediate skilled categories. 
This was done to provide a basis for educational planning. Pearson, 
who did the survey, concludes that a Standard 8 and J.C. (two years 
of high school) is a basic educational requirement even for self-
employed farmers if better production is to be achieved (Manpower 
Survey 1971: 22,26). 
* This was also true of the Dutch Reformed Church t·1ission policy in 
Rhodesia, and, to my knowledge was still practiced in 1976. 
An interesting parallel of the closeness of school and 
Christianity is the Hlengwe term xikholwe commonly used in the 
southeastern part of Rhodesia to designate the day school, the 
Sunday worship or Christianity itself. 
Beyond this link, though, is the feeling that education is 
linked up with the entire achievement of western culture. Dr. 
Banda's thirst for education is typical (Short 1974: 12,13). 
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While progres~ is being made in providing educational facili-
ties at uni,versity level the most difHcult gap is increasing 
secondary school opportunities in real terms (Economic Repor>t 1976: 
55,56). The number of openings for secondary school has increased 
but so has the population. 
It is important for the Church to plan leadership educational 
programs that remain in step with the planning for the population 
rather than to the education of an elite who will find only tiny 
minorities of the population in which their ministry will be accep-
table, or to concentrate on a level of preparation too low to be 
acceptable to the people themselves. 
Model of Western Material Prosperity 
White Arab and Swahili presence had, before the coming of the 
western European, made a deep materialistic impression. House style, 
dress, the desire for manufactured goods, especially bright cloth, 
beads and guns, were not new. 
In spite of missionary avoidance of ostentatious living, the 
contrast b~tween their standard of living and that of the local popu-
lation was enormous. It was a major cause of friction in the Living-
stenia Mission which resulted in break-a-way movements. McCracken 
cites the case of the African head of Overtoun Institution who, at 
f48 per year in 1920 was receiving only a little more than a third 
of what his counterpart had received in 1888 -- £180 per year (Mc-
Cracken 1977: 199}. 
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Examples of this could be multiplied almost infinitely -- even 
from the authorts experience, Unforgettable ~as a reply received in 
response to a request for housing for Bible School and Secondary 
School teachers. The Missionary Secretary at that ti.me wrote that 
it would be unwise to provide housing that wa~ too superi.or to that 
found in the rural villages because the change back would be too dif-
ficult (personal correspondence). 
In this question there is involved not only the economics of 
a situation, but an entrenched feeling that those of the affluent 
Western culture should have more and those of the less affluent 
African culture should receive less regardless of their contribution 
to the work of the mission. 
Beyond this,. however, is the total impact of the implications 
of a better way of life materially. Christianity in Malawi, as in 
other parts of the world, was modeled and taught as providing a bet-
ter way of life, not only morally, but materially. The Dutch Reformed 
Church Mission was an outstanding example of the application of this 
in establishing village industries and agricultural techniques 
wood and iron work, bark cloth, wool and linen weaving, basket and 
mat work, leather work, leather tanning, soap making, machine and hand 
sewing, brick making and building are some of the skills taught in the 
Dutch Reformed Church Mission. They set up a store and weekly markets 
even producing their own tin coins (because of the scarcity of money) 
in order to stimulate local trade (Pretorius 1972: 372,373). 
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Dr, Chanock has argued that missions were not a great modern-
i-zing force in Malawi in the sense of providfng an ideological base 
for tnnovator~. He suggests rather that the mission influence, 
Livingstonia notwithstanding, basically prepared people to expect 
materi:a1 rewards within the coloni.al system (Chanock 1972: 436-438). 
The industrializing process and its technology is seen as be-
longing not to the process of innovation from within Bantu society 
but as an alien influence from the European. Chanock sees the future 
of significant change not in the industrial transformation brought 
about by revolutionary change but in the gradual move of the peasant 
agriculturalist from a subsistence to a market oriented production 
(Chanock 1972: 440). 
If one realizes that only about 5 to 6.percent of the Malawi 
populat-ion is involved in the wage economy (Malawi Statistical Year-
book 1976: 66-69) and that by 1968 statistics approximately one-third 
of Malawians were Christians or counted in the Christian community 
(Coxi11 1968: 36), although Alexander suggests it may be much higher 
(Alexander 1969: 104)~ then the fact of the rural impact of Christian-
; ty is appa.rent. 
To what extent has Christianity contributed to the acceptance 
of the small holder concept of agricultural improvement which requires 
hard work, discipline and thrift? How much has Christianity contri-
buted to the acceptance of the development projects and the entry 
into specialized agriculture for the cash economy and for export? 
How much has Christianity contributed to the acceptance of the law 
and order which has been a necessary part of the Malawian economy 
since Independence? 
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Or fn other words, when material rewards are on the increase 
as a result of rising productive activity brought about by diligence, 
hard work and thrift and these rewards are shared in anything like 
an approximate way among the population as a whole it would seem 
that thi~ is consistent with the Christian teaching introduced into 
Malawi by missions. To the extent that government pursues and 
achieves economic policies that make continuing advance materially a 
visible achievement to the 95 per cent peasant population of Malawi 
then Christianity in that sector is not likely to produce radically 
politicised leadership. Malawi •s continued growth in real terms of 
5.1 percent per year since 1964 (Economic Report 1976: 10) couples 
with the policy of development that seeks to maintain a healthy 
balance between urban and rural income so as to prevent the concen-
tration of income in the towns (Statement of Development Policies 
1971-80 1971: 2) suggests that the emphasis on material betterment 
through careful management of resources and hard work that seems in-
herent in conservative evangelical Christianity is not out of step 
with the Malawi government aims. Malawi •s consistent refusal to be 
involved even in diplomatic relationships with communist nations and 
the continued appeal to western development capital is well known 
(cf, Foreign Economic Trends 1978: 3, 4 and Background Notes 1978: 4, 5). 
Dr. Banda is quoted in This is Malawi, "It is fashionable to call 
oneself socialist these days. I am not one for fads and fashions. 
He are not capitalist, we are not socialist, we are not communist--
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we are just Africans_.' (This is Malawi, 1977: .Z.(2), 11). But, Dr. 
. * Banda's pro-western preference for development of ~1alawi is clear. 
The general economic climate and aspirations of Malawi indi-
cate that Christianity provi"di ng 1 inks with the approved trading 
and atding partners of Malawi" should be generally acceptable as long 
as the present policies continue. 
Politi cization 
Attempts have been made to connect the Christian mission with 
the politics of nationalism and independence, although nationalists 
have argued otherwise. Mufuka, after noting the Scottish missionar-
ies of Livingstonia and Blantyre Missions support of colonial govern-
ment then goes on to examine their activity and educational policy. 
He notes that 8 of 10 of the Independence cabinet were educated in 
Scottish mission schools (Mufuka 1977: 203) and concludes in the 
light of their pressure for African rights and their education in a 
tradition of independent thinking that at least the Scottish missions 
must be given credit for leading the way in progressive African 
thinking p~litically (Mufuka 1977: 212,213). On the other hand Mc-
Cracken examines the part played by Livingstonia Mission and concludes 
that the mission elite were not the primary political force in mass 
nationalism after the founding of the Nyasaland African Congress in 
* This emerged early in Independence. In 1965 disagreement over Dr. 
Banda's refusal of an offer of aid from communist China was one of 
the issues that resulted in ousting several.cabinet ministers. 
Short records full details (Short 1974: 197-230}. 
1944 (McCracken 1977: 291). Leadership passed to civil servants, 
traders and farmers in the Central Province. 
Linden examines the Roman Catholic participation in Malawi 
and concludes. they came into their own after the 1955 Chilembwe 
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uprising as defenders of government and law and order (Linden 1974: 
100-102). 11 \<lith a continued emphasis", states Linden, "on authority 
and hierarchy in tribal, national and Church life it is unlikely 
that the historical role of Catholicism in modern Malawi \-'Jill differ 
in any important respects. The character of the Malawian Church was 
defined for a long time to come in the formative period 1889-1939." 
(Linden 1974: 208) 
A considerable body of writing has developed around the acti-
vity of John Chil embwe. A protege of Joseph· Booth, Chil embwe went 
to America with Booth in 1897 and was educated under the auspices 
of the National Baptist Convention who sent him back to Malawi in 
1900 as an ordained minister to start Providence Industrial Mission. 
From 1901-1906 two American Negro assistants and Chilembwe were also 
supported by the National Baptist Convention. The mission was de-
signed to evangelize and to assist Africans in education and parti-
cipation in the economic life of the western world. While Booth 
* had been a radical proponent of Africa for the Africans he had also 
been a pacifist. Chilembwe was known by government and mission 
* He published a book by that name in the United States, 
Booth, Africa for the Africans, Ba 1 timore 1897. 
Joseph 
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authorities as a gentle man and his school had very favorable reports. 
Nevertheless) in 1915, after a period of sharp protest against the 
conscription of blacks in World War I, Chilembwe organized a scheme 
of violent uprising in cooperation with other leaders of independent 
churches with whom he was in close contact. His venture failed and 
he, and several other leaders were killed (Shepperson 1958: 85-146, 
218-319). 
One of the important factors in the failure of Chilembwe's up-
rising was that there was no mass response, although he had expected 
it (Tangri 1971: 312). The picture that emerges is that a few edu-
cated elite were politicized in the Scottish Missions, Joseph Booth 
affected another small group of leaders but the masses of people 
were not aroused or mobilized by the Independent Christian missions 
in the 1915 rebellion. Afterwards, the government kept a very close 
watch on mission activity and long inquiry was made into the parti-
cipation of various groups (Shepperson 1958: 323-396). As a result 
of the inquiry and subsequent deportation, exiling, imprisonment 
and execution of various leaders, the missions played an increasingly 
conservative role in the political life and by the time of the rise 
of a national political party in 1944 political leadership and church 
leadership were not identified. 
During a five week period of evangelistic activity with a team 
of Bible School students in 1975, one overriding awareness was that 
some representative of the MalavJi Congress Party was always alert to 
where we were, what we were doing and what we were saying. We were 
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introduced to ~1alawi Congress Party local committee representatives 
and noticed that it was even more important for them to know about 
our meetings than for the police. 
It is my opinion that antr-government political activity would 
be immediately repressed. But aside from this there was no restric-
tion on activity and growth of the Church from any official that we met. 
One day on the train a missionary and a leader of the Free Meth-
odist Church were in conversation with a leader in the Malawi Young 
Pioneers -- a youth branch of the Malawi Congress Party. As questions 
between the youth leader and the church leader approached the question 
of the supreme loyalty of a Christian, whether to Jesus Christ or to 
the head of Malawi government, the church leader walked away from the 
conversation and the missionary continued the conversation which imme-
diately took a different turn. This raises the possibility that im-
bedded in the political philosophy of Malawi is the seed of the 
necessity for absolute and supreme loyalty to the head of state. 
At the present time Dr. Banda participates easily in religio-
political observances such as the Martyr's Day celebration and reads 
the Bible ~n such public occasions (cf. This is Malawi, May 1978: 
~(2), 27). The joint Roman Catholic and Protestant Chichewa trans-
lation of the New Testament published in 1977 by the Bible Societies 
of Malawi was in response to repeated calls by Dr. Banda to have a 
better translati'on into correct Chichewa (This is Malawi, July 1977: 
1.(3}, 20). In July 1977 Dr. Banda praised the efforts toward Church 
unity expressed in the Christian Service Committee of the Churches 
in Malawi, formed in 1969. Commenting on various projects undertaken 
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by that committee Dr. Banda said it shows the cooperation of the 
churches, government and th.e people and "shows that the best use 
of Church contributions is made in projects that directly help im-
prove social life at a village level. 11 (This is Malawi, July 1977: 
1_(3), 13). 
The Establishment of the Church 
It could be easy to overlook the fact that whatever contro-
versies may arise about the various acculturating influence of the 
missionaries, the fact remains that in 1861 when the ill-fated 
first attempt by the Universities Mission began in Malawi there 
were no Christians in Malawi. In 1968 the World Chri~tian Hand-
book reports a total Christian community of 1,241,172 including 
Roman Catholics and independent churches (Coxill 1968: 76), which 
in a population of 4,039,583 (Malawi Statistical Yearbook 1976: 7) 
is approximately 30 per cent. If one uses the figures for communi-
cant members the per centage of the Christian community drops to 
about 21 per cent of the population. The Christian Church is a 
dominant factor in Malawi life. 
Alexander, however, points out that the growth of the Christ-
ian churches in Malawi since 1940 has barely kept pace with the 
population growth rate (Alexander 1969: 191,192). It has not 
always been this way. In 1895-1898 there was a widespread spiri-
tual awakening in the northern region and again from 1903 for a 
few years. From 1895 to 1914 the Livingstonia Mission expanded 
rapidly from a few hundred to over ~000 communicants. But slow 
growth became the pattern again after that. The harvest was 
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slowed because of the strict adherence to baptism only after sev-
eral years of catechumen classes. Waiting lists for baptism built 
up into the thousands and the Watch Tower Movement under Elliot 
Kamwana moved in in 1908-1910 and baptized about 10,000 people 
(McCracken 1977: 184). During the period 1903 to 1914 the general 
awakening affected both the Dutch Reform Church Mission and the 
Blantyre Mission and they grew somewhat more rapidly than in pre-
vious years. The Blantyre Mission reported 11,000 adult members 
in 1914 (Pretorius 1972: 377) and had another period of marked 
growth from 1925 to 1938. The Dutch Reform Church Mission shows 
an increased growth from 1940 to 1953 (Alexander 1969: 180,181). 
Alexander does not point out the beginning of the work among Malawi 
migrants in Rhodesia in 1912. These figures were included in the 
reports for the Dutch Reform Church Mission. Increased migration 
after 1940 due to the rapid expansion of European farming in the 
northern h~ghlands of Southern Rhodesia may have brought results 
to the Dutch Reform Church Mission from among non-Dutch Reform 
Church Mission Malawi immigrants as well since the CCAP was the 
only mission working among Malawian farm workers in Southern Rhode-
sia (verbal report of Rev. M. S. Daneel, The Evangelical 
Fellowship of Rhodesia Annual General Meeting, Salisbury 1966). 
There were about 6,000 members in this work in 1970 (Pastorius 
1972: 376). 
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The Universities Mission did not benefit from the awakening 
following 1903. The most obvious explanation is that they were 
working primarily among the Muslim Yao who were unaffected appar-
ently by the awakening. But that does not explain why the growth 
which did occur virtually stopped in later decades. 
In the years following 1900 a number of independent churches 
were started. The Watch Tower Movement swept a large number into 
its membership in the northern and central region. In the southern 
region the Providence Industrial Mission under John Chilembwe grew. 
Now under Dr. Malekebu~ the mission reported a membership of about 
25,000 in 1968 (Coxill 1968: 228). This was greater than the Uni-
versities Mission, now Anglican Diocese, reported. Was it because 
Chilembwe~ and from 1926 Makalebu, worked further to the south on 
the fringe of the Yao population and among the influx of migrants 
to the Shire Highlands both from the northern and central regions 
and from Mozambique as the Nguru or Alomwe people poured into 
southern Malawi? 
The Roman Catholics entered the Blantyre Mission and the 
Dutch Reform Church Mission territory just after 1900. There was 
constant rivalry between the Roman Catholics and the Presbyterians. 
After the struggle of the first decade, the Roman Catholics grew 
rapidly after 1915. They were much in favor with the government 
because of their cooperative role during the Chilembwe uprising 
and considered to be supportive of government~ 
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It is interesting however to note that the de Montfort Mis-
sions were the ones that grew so rapidly rather than those of the 
White Fathers. Linden presents a chart of the White Fathers• 
efforts and states that in the same period while White Fathers• 
results increased from 2,541 in 1918 to over 12,500 in 1933, the 
de Montfort work grew from 5,000 in 1918 to 39,000 in 1933 (Linden 
1974: 113,114). 
-The differences in method which Linden notes is of interest. 
For the White Fathers conversion was primarily a rational process 
of assent to truth. The Montforts thought of conversion as primar-
ily personal assent to Christ. The Montfort catechumate was both 
shorter and simpler (Linden 1974: 54). In addition the view of the 
White Fathers was slow patient evangelization of a small area. The 
Montforts followed a principle of expansion as rapidly as possible 
(Linden 1974: 70,71). 
Linden seems to feel that wherever principal headmen were 
Ngoni the missions sided with them. The Chewa chiefs were more 
difficult to work with and the Nyau societies became anti-Christian, 
especially in the central region (Linden 1974: 114). 
It is apparent that a movement to Christ took place generally 
in 1895-1914. Under the leadership of Donald Fraser, the awakening 
in the Livingstonia Mission had all the earmarks and signs of the 
Evangelical Revival of a previous century under the Wesleys in Eng-
land (McCracken 1977: 120-123). Yet, as has been seen, at this 
same time a movement toward Islam was taking place among the Ayao. 
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Overall~ the penetration of the traditional population in 
great numbers seems to have come to an end before 1940. The overall 
growth of the Church since then has scarcely kept pace with the popu-
lation growth rate. This suggests that the population has been more 
or less 11 frozen 11 into Christian, traditional, and r~uslim segments and 
also that Church growth since 1940 has been primarily one of re-
organization of the existing discipled population. Alexander also 
notes that the activities of the smaller and newer missions and 
independent churches tend to be an involvement with the Christianized 
population rather than penetration into the reservoir of tradition-
alists or the Muslim community (Alexander 1969: 195). He notes that 
missionaries are often unaware of the pagan population. 
The fact that they are unaware of a pagan population 
as distinct from the discipled population or the Mos-
lem population is but a variation of the fact that 
they make ve·ry little distinctions of any kind among 
the peoples in the country in which they work. 
(Alexander 1969: 195) 
It is possible for families in Malawi to be greatly divided 
in religious adherence without necessarily producing disruption of 
the social fabric. The relationship of Moses Phiri •s father as a 
Muslim sheke and Phiri •s mother as a member of the CCAP was a con-
flict, but did not break the family relationship (cf. Appendix A). 
However, Hishlade•s study indicates this is uncommon. Most fami-
lies seem to be homogeneous in religious affiliati.on (l~ishlade 
1965: 102). 
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Furthermore, the establishment of a Free Methodist Church in 
a Muslim village at Chia Lagoon is evidence that at the village 
level, Muslim and Christian groups can co-exist in mutually benefi-
cial village life. Wishlade's study indicates that heterogeneous 
religious affiliation is quite common at the matri-lineal level. 
He finds that descent does not necessarily determine religious 
affiliation (Wishlade 1965: 105). 
While it is important for the Church as a whole in Malawi, 
it is especially important for the Free Methodist Church in Malawi 
to know what kind of groups are responding. Does the Free Metho-
dist Church represent growth of a denomination at the level of 
converting and vivifying nominal Christians only or does it also 
penetrate into the pagan population? Is the group of Christians 
at Chia a previously nominally Christian matri-lineage group who 
are not directly related to the main Islamic matri-lineages of the 
village, or are they former Muslims who have been co_nverted? 
Alexander has given a helpful analysis of the growth of the 
churches (Alexander 1969: 174-197). He makes some positive sugges-
tions based on an analysis of traditional society as to how evange-
listic approaches should be made. An interesting suggestion for 
matri-lineal societies is illustrated by the growth of the Faith 
Church of Christ which grew through conversion of the leader's 
matri-lineages (Alexander 1969: 60; cf. l~ishlade 1965: 104,105). 
However, the first question that must be answered is whether 
or not the pagan community is being penetrated and where is that 
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~ommunity. The picture at present seems to be that the Christian 
Church, the Muslims and the traditionalists have settled into a 
more or less settled relationship in which there is mutual rein-
forcement and cooperation. Loss of Christian men who marry Muslims 
or traditionalist wives may be about offset by exchange of reli-
gious affiliation in the opposite direction if Wishlade's conclusions 
are accurate that the husband most often takes the religious affil-
iation of the wife and that heterogeneous affiliation at the 
immediate or nuclear family level is rare (Wishlade 1965: 103). 
In Malawi's developing patterns of nuclear families occupying 
land in a development scheme, and eventually on a freehold basis 
with increasing orientation toward the market economy· and not only 
subsistence production how much of the social fabric will remain 
traditional? 
The Legacy of British Government 
The effect of white government on Malawi is a paradox. On 
the one hand there is a history of growing irritation with the 
white man and his ways. The investigation after the Chilembwe up-
rising clearly brought to light the growing anti-European feeling 
at certain levels and many of the specific reasons. Basically 
Africans felt they had been freed from slavery by the British and 
re-ensJaved economically and socially by the colonial administra-
tion and the European settlers. Low wages, forced labor, unfair 
taxation, poor treament as persons as well as the grievance of 
World i~ar I veterans and their widows and families were primary 
complaints (Shepperson 1972: 408-416), 
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World War I reinforced by World War II brought increasing 
understanding by the Africans that Europeans were not supernatural 
beings. They lived, fought and died together in battle. The Afri-
can began to see his ovm identity as equal to Europeans (cf. linden 
1974: 107). In the post-World War II period the Nyasaland African 
Congress, formed in 1944, limped along asking for increased parti-
cipation in government for Africans. 
Then the issue of Federation with Northern Rhodesia and South-
ern Rhodesia was revived. Africans in all three territories were 
opposed but in Nyasaland the African opposition was intense (Short 
1974: 68,69). Dr. Banda was extremely active in london in his 
opposition, but to no avail. After a brief program of African 
civil disobedience in Malawi the Federation came into being "and the 
mood of the Nyasa people settled into sullen resentment." (Short 
1974: 74) 
Hatred of the Federation with the implications for the non-
development of Malawi except as a reservoir of labor for the other 
two territories and South Africa eventually produced the political 
energy that brought British government intervention in Malawi to a 
close. It was through the activity of Henry B.U. Chipembere and 
M.W. Kanyama Chiume that the Nyasaland African Congress was revived 
and Dr. Banda finally persuaded to return to active politics in 
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Nyasaland in July 1958. Banda's leadership, the civil resistance 
and his imprisonment, along with nearly 1,500 others, led eventually 
to the constitutional council in 1960 that granted a new constitu-
tion and black majority government to Malawi. In 1962 Malawi was 
granted permission to withdraw from the Federation and at the end 
of December 1963 the Federation came to an end. Malawi was granted 
independence in 1964 (Short 1974: 55-172). 
An interesting note to the Federation and its legacy is the 
first President of Togo Republic, Sylvanus Olympic's, criticism 
that colonialism linked states to metropolitan countries but left 
African countries in isolation from each other (cit~d in Oliver 
1972: 275,276). Whatever else, the Federation established some 
infrastructure and communication between Malawi, Zambia, Rhodesia 
and South Africa and Mozambique. 
In spite of all the invective directed at the system of gov-
ernment imposed upon them by the British, the influences of British 
government seem to be positive. Although some count it negative, 
Oliver feels that the political boundaries that have created coun-
tries much larger than pre-colonial political units are a positive 
contribution {Oliver 1972: 275). The centralization of government 
in a country that had not know centralization, the erosion of the 
tribal power structures, introduction to the trading community of 
the western world with its wage-labor based economy over against 
the slave based economies of the Arabs and central African socie-
ties, the regularization of English as the language of the educated 
with its entry into the vast literary resources of the English 
language, the model of a parliamentary democracy with a British 
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designed constitution, a developed estate agriculture which was to 
become a key factor in Malawi •s export markets and an important 
kingpin of the economy, and not least, an active financial commit-
tment to the development of the economy of Malawi which still con-
tinues to be a major factor in Malawi\ development (cf. Background 
Notes 1978; Economic Report 1976: 75). 
Ndabaningi Sithole, Rhodesian nationalist, says of British 
colonialism: 
It has been seen that colonialism gave to Africa a 
new vigorous industrial pattern, a new social and in-
dustrial consciousness, a new way of organizing-and 
doing things, new skills, new insights, new dreams 
and visions. It created a new climate, a new environ-
ment. It annihilated many tribal, linguistic, 
ethnic barriers and divisions. It was largely respon-
sible for the unification of African tribes, where 
previously tribal divisions had made for weakness 
rather than for strength. It brought Africa into 
international light, and this was very helpful if 
Africa was to keep pace with the rest of the world. 
Since colonialism fertilized, stimulated, invigorated, 
and shaped African nationalism, it is understandable 
when African observers say, "The twentieth-century 
Afri~an nationalism is indeed the child of European 
colonialism be it within or outside wedlock." 
(Sithole 1968: 101). 
In terms of Church growth insights the history of Malawi in 
the fight for independence indicates how deeply Malawi feels about 
domination by invaders. Dr. Banda represents the restoration of 
the Chewa dominance of the early Maravi empire. All 19th century 
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intrusions have been assimilated to a new political reality. But 
there must be conflicts and tensions among various units of the 
population. Churches that could give opportunity to differentia-
tion without threatening the political authority of Dr. Banda should 
be able to grow. 
The Legacy of Traders and Settlers 
The legacy of the early settlers is difficult to evaluate 
because it is emotionally charged. Africans tend to see it in 
terms of exploitation and abuse. 
However, it is difficult to argue with one fact -- the estab-
lishment of the basis of a viable agricultural export economy and 
the basic financial and communication networks to make that possible. 
Even so, without the subsequent development of small holder agri-
culture and massive development of infrastructure, the present 
situation would not have developed. Perhaps the best evaluation is 
to say that Dr. Banda's policy of slow localization and maximum 
utilization of expatriot participation both in government and in 
the private sector made the colonial patterns an asset in Malawi 
whereas in several states they were unceremoniously discarded. 
Never very large, the non-African population who are nearly 
all involved in commerce and industry and estate agriculture was 
18,805 at the 1966 census. It has probably remained relatively 
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static since there is no inducement to come in number and the lar-
gest group are Asians who have been adversely affected by the 
localization policies since 1977 and have tended to emmigrate 
(Malawi Statistical Yearbook 1976: 7). 
In terms of Church growth the economic development that has 
grown up must be recognized as primarily a rural development. 
Missionaries are congregated in towns. Church leaders are mostly 
of the educated elite and likewise living in towns, if possible. 
This, at least is my observation from both seeing and listening to 
comments about the movements of Church leadership in Malawi during 
my visit in 1975 as well as in class discussions with the Bible 
School students who came from the central and southern regions. 
The great emphasis on urban evangelism and urban church 
development does not apply -- in fact it is misleading -- to 
Malawi which has 90 to 95 per cent of its population in rural 
situations, and only three significant cities. 
This is not to say that those cities should be avoided, but 
since labo~ migrates to the cities, perhaps the Church should 
follow the converted migrants rather than seek to exploit the mig-
rants' webs of relationship back into the rural areas for evange-
listic purposes. 
DR. H. KAt~UZU BANDA 
11 Fa ith moves mountains! Those who have fo 11 owed t1a l awi 's 
development since His Excellency the Life President, Ngwazi Dr. 
H. Kamuzu Banda, led the nation to independence will agree that 
the faith of the people in their dynamic leader has transformed 
agricultural imponderables into an economic boom during the past 
decade. 11 (Building the Nation 1974: 7) 
Personal History 
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After completing Standard Three, Banda left Nyasaland on foot 
while a young teenager about 1914 or 1915 .. He found employment in 
Rhodesia and then South Africa where he met the African Methodist 
Episcopal Church. He completed Standard Eight at a Methodist 
night school in Johannesburg and worked with the A.M.E. Church. 
In 1924 the A.M.E. Church offered to underwrite Banda's education 
in America" They supported him through high school at the A.M. E. 
Wilberforce Institute near Xenia, Ohio. In 1928, assisted by a 
medical doctor who befriended him, he began a pre-medical course 
at the University of Indiana. Transferring to the University of 
Chicago after two years Banda graduated in history and political 
science. After a post-graduate course in chemistry he entered 
Meharry Medical College in Nashville, Tennessee -- the same college 
from which Dr. Daniel Malekebu, head of Providence Industrial Mis-
sion had graduated. Banda received his Doctorate of Medicine in 
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1937 and went on to Scotland to study for the British licentiate 
whfch would enable him to practtce in Nyasaland (Short 1974; 5-27). 
In the United States Banda came into close contact with Aggrey 
and other famous Negro leaders. 
to Nyasaland to help hfs people. 
It had been his intention to return 
He prepared himself broadly so 
that he would not be a doctor who knew everything about medicine and 
nothing about anything else (Short 1974: 22)! Furthermore he refined 
his views on current recommendations for education in Africa made by 
the famous Phelps-Stokes Commission. Banda felt Africa needed tech-
nicians, craftsmen and artisans but, the first priority was a broadly 
based education in the liberal arts made widely available for without 
it Africans would always be subjugated (Short 1974: 22). Completing 
his licentiate at Edinburgh and Glascow Banda was ordained an elder 
in the Church of Scotland in 1941. He was on the verge of returning 
to Nyasaland as a medical missionary when a group of Livingstonian 
nurses wrote the headquarters in Scotland that they would not serve 
under an African doctor (Short 1974: 39). 
Banda began to take an interest in central African policies in 
1938. During his practice in England, and later in Ghana he worked 
hard to prevent federation of the Rhodesias and Nyasaland. He 
attempted to influence Britain to establish a form of government that 
could give Nyasaland an African representative government. However, 
during this time Banda, at age 50, ''had become a typical British 
. general practitioner with all the accoutrements of a middle class 
Englishman," (Short 1974: 51). He was highly respected by his nearly 
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all-white 4,000 patients in North Shields (Short 1974: 51). He no 
longer wished to return to Nyasa1and. He di.dn•t want to di.ssipate 
his money supporting relations in the extended family system and be-
sides he had grown accustomed to the British way of life (Short 1974: 
51). However, he entertained regularly. The younger future leaders 
of Africa as well as leading British politicians were frequently in 
hi's home. Banda supported many African students in advanced educa-
tion and sent money to the Nyasaland African Congress after it was 
formed. 
In 1958 the young leaders of the Congress urged Dr. Banda to 
leave his medical practice and take on political leadership in Malawi. 
Supreme leadership in the Congress was promised to him (cf. Supra 
pp. 60,61). And so, as a black nationalist politician rather than a 
medical missionary_ Banda returned to Malawi. It was largely the 
personal intervention of Dr. Banda that broke up the Federation of 
Rhodesia and Nyasaland leading to Malawi •s independence in 1964. 
Directed Ch-ange 
It is not so much the significance of the political event itself 
that is the focus of this section, although Independence is certainly 
one of the dynamics of the context for Church growth. It is rather 
the unique train of changes whi-ch Dr. Banda has set in motion in 
Malawi that are of interest here. 
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Malawi Congress Party 
Under Dr, Banda's leadership the ~~alawi Congress Party has be-
come the only legal party and ~1alawf a one-party state. This took 
place in fact by mid-1965 after the crisis of dissent in Cabinet but 
by design and constHution in the process of establishing a Republic 
in 1966. The party became the sole controller of the state through 
its nomination of candidates for the legislative assembly or parlia-
ment and Dr. Banda became the sole controller of the party through 
the powers granted in the party constitution to the Life President 
(Short 1974: 250-272). 
The effect of the transition to republican status had 
been to transform the Malawi Congress Party into a 
national tribe, to which every f1 alawian was expected, 
if not required, to belong.* "~·1Y tribe is the whole 
nation, the tribe of t~alawi ,"said Banda. (Short 1974: 
266) 
In 1978 the strength of the Malawi Congress Party increased 
by making all branch, area and district committees a three year 
term instead of one. In addition, all party offices are to be 
paid an allmvance (This is Malawi January 1978: ~(1), 20). 
Band~ has been concerned deeply with the problems of develop-
ing a de-tribalized state that would retain the values and institu-
tions of African culture and yet be blended with western culture 
into a composite culture and a Malawian national consciousness 
(Short 1974; 266,272,273). One technique he used was to impose a 
* Through personal messages from colleagues in Malawi I understand 
that membership in the party is now required (1978}. 
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common language~ Chtchewa. Short notes that the choice of language 
altenated the northen Tumbuka speaker and also other groups who felt 
Chewa was a tribal not a national name for the language (Short 1974: 
272). If resentment exists today it would be doubly significant for 
Church growth among non-Chewa speaking people. On the other hand, 
its widespread use makes communication at the ordinary level much 
easier, as we found for ourselves fn 1975. 
Localization 
Another feature connected with Dr. Banda's determined realism 
in relation to Malawi 1 S economic situation and international poli-
tics is his plan for Africanization or localization as it is called 
in official documents. In the Manpower Survey: 19?1 it is noted 
that 83.2 percent of the high and intermediate level of employment 
is of Malawi citizens, although it is noted that there is a marked 
difference between the figures in the public and private sector. 
Localization is significantly higher in the public than in the pri-
vate sector which includes statuatory or para-statal bodies. 
Economist Pearson comments, 
In view of the government's refusal to localise at the 
expense of efficiency, the high overall localization 
is eminently satisfactory, though further improvements 
in the private sector are clearly obtainable. {Man-
power Survey 1 971 : V) -
It would be easy because of the apparently very good relation-
ships between black and whtte in Malawi epitomized, in a sense by 
Phi ri • s father 
~1y only son, ~~oses, who came out of my poor b 1 ood is 
today a missionary. I cried, cri.ed and cried with 
pleasure and joy and pride. Today, today -- today 
my only son, Moses, is a we 11-known mi.s s ion a ry \'Jho 
can be visited by the whites. Thi.s is not only a 
pleasure but incredible as well. 
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to become lulled into a false understanding of the grist in Malawi's 
political mill. Localization is official policy. Dr. Banda's 
approach to it has been a bone of contention within Malawi and 
still is the object of attack from other black states but the Malawi 
Development Corporation and the National Trading Company have become 
forms of state capitalism by which a large degree of Africanization 
has been achieved. 
Since March 1978, Asian traders who owned 90 percent of the 
small scale commerce have been restricted to the three main towns of 
* Blantyre-Limbe, Zomba and Lilongwe in their commercial operations. 
The point fo·r church growth is, in spite of the surface rela-
tions, the Malawian government does not want foreign determination 
or control of their enterprises. A question to be determined is 
to what extent does white missionary cooperation with the Malawian 
church leaders add status and play a part in receptivity to the 
Free ~~ethodist Church. It is my tentative belief that the non-
permanent, collegial relationship, particularly in short term 
visits for various purposes adds status in the way that visiting 
* This order made it possible, in 1977, for the Free Methodist 
Church to purchase a building in Sali.ma formerly owned by Indian 
traders. 
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dignitaries do at the level of the state. On the other hand a per-
manent presence. \'JOUl d produce the opposJte response. A corollary 
conviction is that travel outsi.de the country enhances the status 
of the leader. Moses Phfri ts leadership status ts greatly enhanced 
by his training outside ~1a1awi· (personal communication 1974). In 
this connection it may be significant to note that both the leaders 
of the successful African independent churches, Providence Industrial 
Mission, had studies in the United States. Part of Dr. Ba~da's sta-
tus derives from his study outside the country. And perhaps the most 
important aspect of this is the lifting of the leader above single 
tribal connections. 
Party Auxiliaries 
Another factor introduced by Dr. Banda was the Youth League, 
the Malawi Young Pioneers and the Women's League as official arms 
of the Malawi Congress Party. Women play an important support role 
in politics and are active in community development projects. They 
have home craft workers teaching home economy as well as adult liter-
acy in vill_ages (Building the Nation 1974: 30). 
The Malawi Young Pioneers is a highly politicized segment of 
Malawi's population. It was organized originally to direct the acti-
vities of the more militant members of the Youth League into construc-
tive activity (Short 1974: 171}. While some of its elite members 
form a personal body guard for Dr. Banda, the more common activity 
has been in the training schools. There are now 20 bases, a central 
training school and 19 Young Pioneer Settlement Schemes. 
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More than 13,000 have graduated from the ten month training in 
leadership, agricultural development, citizenshtp and self-help 
ski 11 s. Many graduates return to their villages and bring change by 
ex amp 1 e. More than 100 youth c 1 ubs have been founded in strategic 
parts of the country by Malawi Young Pioneers graduates. These have 
become centers for the local farmi.ng community. Other graduates 
join agricultural settlements. Over 1,300 Malawi Young Pioneers 
settlers are now on the 19 schemes. 
Each year during Youth Week to celebrate Dr. Banda's 1960 re-
lease from Gwelo Prison Malawi youth give one week of free help to 
self-help projects. In 1973, 344,000 youth worked on nearly 1,500 
projects during Youth Week (Building the Nation 1974: 18). 
All three of these organizations tran~cend ethnic and kinship 
ties. The l\1a1awi _Young Pioneers take on the aspect of an age-set 
association which provide something of the same kind of continuity 
that Vinyau provides in traditional society. 
1978: 
This is Malawi reported on Dr. Banda speaking at Youth Week in 
"The .Russians and the Chinese know everything about this 
country ... To give both of them credit, they may not 
love us or like us, but they respect us. They know that 
our youth, because of the training they receive, are 
quite different in every respect to the youth of other 
African countries." 
Commenting that i.n some countries children are 
allowed to do as they wi.shed and were impudent to par-
ents and elders, · 
"That is stupid," he declared. "We will not have 
that kind of thing here. In Malawi we want a guided, 
disciplined youth. The youth must be productive, not 
parasitic." (This is Malawi November 1977: 1_(4), 17). 
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It is inter·esting to note that the Deputy Mayor of Blantyre 
at the opening of the Seventh Day Adventist Church Youth conference 
in 1977 praised church organizations in Malawi for their efforts to 
mould a disciplined, polite and obedient youth (This is Malawi· Nov-
ember 1977: l_( 4) , 17} . 
Public Morals 
Dr. Banda fs personally concerned about public and private 
morality. He criticizes the western permissive society and fre-
quently speaks on the subject of personal morality including sex 
in public (Short 1974: 280). His ban of short skirts with the 
official regulations concerning public dress and the exceptions 
* for tourists in certain places is well known in Malawi . 
. Village Self-Help Program 
Another direction of change sponsored by Dr. Banda is the 
village self-help program. These programs involve advice from gov-
ernment, help from political and traditional leaders, youth organi-
zations and overseas aid bodies coupled with voluntary labor and 
sometimes contribution in the building projects such as gravity feed 
water systems, schools and clinic buildings and rural bridges. A 
large number of government community development workers have been 
trained. They are advising, encouraging and instructing peop 1 e at 
the village level in courses, seminars and committee meetings for 
* A co~y of the regulations is posted prominently in Chileka Inter-
national Airport as well as other places. 
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organization and coordination of the acti yi_ti es of vo 1 untary agen-
cies and action groups (Building -the Nation 1974: 30; This is Malawi 
1978: _§_(1}~ 11,12). 
Foreign Relatinns 
Finally, there is the factor in change introduced by Dr. 
Bandats pragmatic approach to the whole range of Malawi's problems. 
Committed to capita 1 ism he has not hesitated to resort to _many types 
of control ·including state capitalism as evidenced by the gigantic 
undertakings of the Malawi Development Corporation which had increased 
investments from K l ,078,000 in 1965 to K 10,311 ,000 in 1975 State-
ment of Development Policies '1971: 4; Malawi Statistical Yearbook 
1976: 154). Committed to concentration of the national development 
effort on small scale agriculture, he has continued to recognize the 
necessity of the estate agriculture which contributes substantially 
* to the gross domestic product and is a major earner of foreign ex-
change -- but estate agriculture represents large non-African finan-
cial interests (Economic Report 1976: 4,5). Committed to an African, 
though non~racial, state yet Dr. Banda maintains an open attitude 
toward South Africa and Rhodesia based, in part, on the economic 
requirements of ~la 1 awi and in spite of serious opposition from other 
black leaders in Africa. Oliver notes the unpopular warning of 
* Typica'l is the Dwangwa sugar project. Of the 14,000 acres to be 
developed fn the project, 1,630 will be settled by small holders 
on six acre plots. The rest will be developed by estate agricul-
ture· (This is Malmvi April 1977: 2.(2), 8). 
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Houzehoust-Boigny of Ivory Coast in 1958 that separation in a spirit 
of hate of underdeveloped countries from the powers to which they 
were attached \voul d create a regrouping i.n misery and mediocrity 
(Oliver 1972: 276). Banda has persisted in open relationships with 
South Africa and the introduction of change through exchange and 
understanding (Short 1974: 313,314}, Noting that Malawi is still 
convinced that discussion and negoti'ati'on is the most practical 
method of solving Southern African problems, This is Malawi quotes 
Banda as telling the new South African ambassador, 11 Con frontati on 
and violence leave a legacy of bitterness." (This is Malawi 1977: 
1st Qtr, 14) Committed to non-violence on the international scene 
in the solution of racial problems yet in Malawi he was prepared to 
resort to violence. Since Independence he has used violence ruth-
lessly against all-opposition within Malawi (Short 1974: 227-229, 
255-260). Committed to the maintaining of African values and tradi-
tions he has opened up vast contacts with the western way of life in 
the huge development programs which involves assistance and personnel 
from Canada, the United States, Japan, Korea and South Africa (cf. 
Nelson 1975: 6; cf. Malawi Statistical Yearbook 1976: 96). 
While there may be interest and significance in several of the 
above observations, it is not the individual items but the pattern 
that is of interest at thi~ point. Into a society with already 
expanded options for their range of behavior, Dr. Banda has injected 
an almost unlimited range of options in the social, economic; educa-
tional and religious life. The only area in which the option for 
choice of behavior is limited is in the political area. 
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Three observations that need testing seem relevant. One is 
that the increased range of opttonal behavior patterns should make 
choosing Christianity easier and affect receptivity positively --
especially among the non-disci.pled peoples of Malawi. The second 
observation is that this increased range of behavior choices may 
indicate the breaking down of the cohesion of various traditional 
societal patterns and may prevent or hinder the possibility that 
Christianity could spread widely and rapidly through conversion of 
kin groups, lineages or villages. 
Finally, it may be possible that the increased range of choice 
will also mean that secular modernity is a viable option and may 
mean that a new category of secular pagans is being created in the 
process of industrializing and development. 
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CHAPTER III. CONTEXTUAL FACTORS AND CHURCH GROWTH: CONTEMPORARY 
SOCIAL STRUCTURES 
The present situation in Malawi is an amalgum of the accul-
turating pressures of the past 150 years. This process has contin-
ued right into the present. Studies by anthropologists which have 
captured the situations in the past are indispensible referent 
points, but are not necessarily definitive in today's context. 
Without adequate field work it is only glimpses of what may be 
happening today that can be suggested here. 
The Chieftainship 
The rural areas of Malawi were territorially fixed in 1974 
in the care of 194 chieftainships (Nelson 1975: 91): Historically 
chieftainships could be formed by enterprising headmen who hived 
off and established a following. This is no longer possible. 
The traditional function of the chief and sub-chief as ruler 
and magistrate has been separated in the system of Traditional 
Courts introduced in 1969. The chairman of the court is a political 
appointment by the Malawi Congress Party although many of these are 
also chiefs. The chief retains a role in the allocation of land, 
the religious social leadership of his people whether Christian, 
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* Muslim, traditional or some combination, the selection of candidates 
for parliamentary office from their distfict in concert with repre-
sentation from the League of Malawi women, the League of Malawi Youth, 
the ~1alawi Congress Party and district and town councils (Nelson 
1975: 155, 156), and the selection of the President of Malawi in con-
junction with Malawi Congress Party offici~ls. This latter role is, 
of course, eliminated for the time being in view of Dr. Banda having 
been declared Life President.in 1970. 
The chief functions as the leader of the smallest unit of local 
government. His primary activity now lies in administrative duties 
concerning taxes, licensing, registration of births, marriages and 
deaths and other similar duties of modern government (Nelson 1975: 91). 
He functions under the jurisdiction of one of the 24 district commis-
sioners who head the largest units of local government. Only eight 
urban centers organized under town or city councils function outside 
the chief's jurisdiction (Nelson 1975: 159). Therefore at least 95 
percent of the people still live within the framework of the altered· 
traditional organization where the kinship group, the village and 
the chiefdom are the primary elements (Nelson 1975: 4). 
· Because of the Achewa custom of using only one word mfumu to 
refer to chief, headman or village head or even sometimes to honor a 
* Traditionally the chief and headmen have had an important ritual 
part tn puberty rituals, marriage·rites, intercession and thanks-
giving to tribal spirits such. as before green crops could be eaten 
as well as in land allocation and civil di.sputes (Hodgson 1933: 12, 
134,135,152,160). . 
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certain person (cf. Read 1956; 47) it is sometimes difficult to sort 
out the relative responsibility of a man de.signated mfWTJu. Tradi-
tionally Achewa tribal life was usually in small family communities 
and chiefs took on importance as leaders in times of emergency 
(Hodgson 1933: 143). Read says a chief was recognized by possession 
of a female initiation site among the Achewa (Read 1956: 47). The 
traditi'onal system among the Achewa did not categorize chiefs in a 
horizontal plane. Their importance rose and fell with the circum-
stances of the importance of their lineage segment. It was British 
rule that injected the horizontal category and fixed status of the 
chief (Barnes 1954: 115). Hodgson notes that the Achewa, Anyanja, 
Amang•anja and Ayao were closely interwoven groups and common clan 
names appeared in all the tribes. Especially among the Ayao the 
chieftainship was more a function of leadership in military and com-
mercial enterprise than of strict hereditary succession (1933: 143). 
Among the Ngoni the chieftainship was more distinctive and 
the relative status of paramount chief, sub-chief and headman were 
kept distinct. A headman might be either a member of the royal line 
or of commoner origin (Read 1956: 47; Barnes 1954: 117-172; 1959: 
204). After British occupancy the niceties of the various categories 
of chieftaincy among the tribal groups was not observed (Barnes 
1959: 206). 
In Dr. Banda 1 s attempt to create a single super-tribal or 
Malawian loyalty with the ~1alawi: Congres.s Party as its chief vehicle 
of organization, one wonders whether the persistence of the ancient 
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distinctions of chiefly and headmanly honor are not very persistent. 
Margaret Read noted that in her study s.he had been told by Europeans 
that the Ngoni were a scattered people and thei.r culture was dead. 
She discovered it was very much alive and its honor to the chief 
also alive (Read 1956: 453). 
A factor that needs to be determined ts to what extent do his-
toric tribal differences still persist in the fixed chieftainships 
or, more likely, in the headmanships of the various territorial 
chiefdoms? How significant ar~ the lineage segments that must be 
building up in both the matrilineal and patrilineal clan organiza-
tions in terms of alternative status which is now unachievable 
through the new chieftancy? 
While the older forms have changed is Read's comment still 
true? 11 The Ngoni sovereign state has become more and more like a 
rural district council in a backward area ... But in the eyes of 
his people, the Paramount Chief still belongs to the Ngoni " 
If this is still true, then churches will have to take note of this 
to penetrate the traditional segments of society -- and without 
destroying. it. 
Chilivumbo in an article about the response to planned change 
in connection \'lith a rice scheme at Lake Chihva notes that 11 the in-
clusion of Chief Mwambo, his son and other relatives added credibi-
1 i ty to the scheme . . It appears. . , . that ... working through 
acceptable traditional leaders.heightens the chances of the success-
ful introducti.on of innovation in the rural areas. 11 (Chilivumbo 
1969: 53) 
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Chilivumbo goes on to note some other effects. Being able to 
irrigate, fertilize and control crop yield changes the world view. 
i~hereas magic was previously necessary. to centro 1 nature, now the 
peasant farmer is i'n control (Chil ivumbo 1969; 54}. Si.nce the chief 
was traditi'onally the vehicle of access to the spirits and the con-
trol of nature, this changes the relationshi:p of the chiefs in terms 
of tradftional religious authority. 
Furthermore the concept of land as belonging to the people 
under the chief changes. In the scheme the chief nor his subordi-
nates control the land. This becomes the function of an allocation 
officer (Chilivumbo 1969: 54). And so another important symbol of 
the traditional chief's authority as well as an important role is 
taken from him and his status altered. 
In this case, Christianity might utilize the chief's changed 
position and the changed world view to enter the rice scheme and 
effect a movement of this chief and his people to Christ. 
The Villag~ 
In present day Malawi the village headman enters the political 
scene primarily through his participati'on in the local Malawi Congress 
Party and by virtue of his position he shares voice and vote in the 
selection of candidates for parliament as well as representing his 
people in the expression of grievance or suggestion for improvement 
at that level. Otherwise, the yillage headman· is not an important 
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government person. On the other hand, the village headman as head 
of a social group is important socially. It is through him that 
links are preserved with the historic tribal lineages and royalty. 
Even though many headmen are not of the royal 1 ine, they had close 
links with the old royalty (cf. Barnes 1954: 131-132). 
A village, which can be a cluster of homes varying from 20 up 
to several hundred, has spatial limits which are not always easily 
distinguishable to an outsider. Some clusters of houses that are 
part of one village may be nearer to another. The key to the vil-
lage is its perception as a social unit. It provides a key to 
identity and a person is known by the village from which he comes 
(Mitchell 1956: 26). 
Villages for matrilineal tribes have been described in the 
past in terms of a_ matrilineage group (mbumba) under the male lin-
eage head (mwini lT'hwnba). A typi ca 1 vi 11 age (except for the Ngoni 
and other patrilineal groups in the northern and southern regions) 
would consist of the descendents of a female ancestor through the 
female line of descent for about three to five generations and in-
clude all the unmarried male members, the spouses of the married 
female, the male head of the lineage (mwini mbumba -- he is the 
eldest brother of female ancestor), the wife of the mwini mbumba and 
her female descendents, their spouses and her unmarried sons. It 
can be seen that even this relatively simple kin grouping would 
give rise to a number of unrelated or loosely related groups (cf. 
Fleming 1971: 57; Wishlade 1965: 78-79). The'village today is 
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probably even less homogeneous from a kin group point of view. While 
in the northern region the village is usually somewhat homogeneous 
tribally, in the southern region they tend to be very heterogeneous 
tribally (Wishlade 1965: 29). It should be noted that in the south-
ern region there are strong tendencies toward interethnic marriages 
and that, in spite of language differences, they are nearly all 
matrilineal societies, marry matri-locally and have matrilineal con-
cepts of land ownership, property inheritance and family structure 
(Chiluvumba 1969: 40,41 ). 
Villages are under a headman called mfumu. This does not 
necessarily designate an officially recognized status (Barnes 1954: 
131; Nelson 1975: 91). Wishlade comments on the existence of un-
official headmen called in the Mlanje District who are 
responsible for a -segment of and are resident within the area of a 
larger village unit recognized by government administration (Wish-
lade 1965: 7). 
Hhile kinship is the central feature in some way in most vil-
lages, in today's villages there are many groups unrelated to the 
central lineage. Groupings within the village may take place on 
the basis of religious affiliation, social discord or other factors 
as well as kinship ties (Nelson 1975: 94). 
In the past it has been possible for men who would normally 
be eligible for head of lineages, whether in patrilineal or matri-
lineal groupings to move to an unoccupied area and establish a new 
headmanship. Increasingly this is impossible. The political oppor-
tunity is not there due to the fixed number of chieftainships. But 
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more central is the unavailability of unoccupied land. This is 
coupled with the government schemes of intensive rural development. 
In 1977 a 20 year project was begun called National Rural Develop-
ment Program for which overseas funding has been obtained (Back-
ground Notes 1978: 5). This wi 11 greatly extend the efforts of a 
number of development schemes which have been successfully completed. 
The implications I think will be two-fold. Land occupation will be 
increasingly tightly controlled by economic planners and iDcreasing 
pressure will be placed on village structures to reorganize around 
men who successfully cultivate small plots rather than around the 
lineage who have controlled land allocation in the past. This will 
probably give larger emphasis to the nuclear family at the expense 
of the matrilineage since freehold and pero1anent settlement have 
been encouraged in this type of development in the past (cf. Chili-
vumbo 1969: 54,55). 
The significance of this for church growth seems to be that 
with increasing pressure on traditional status groups viable options 
will need to be developed. If the political options of the Malawi 
Congress Party are tightly limited, and if the main historic churches 
do not open up quickly the opportunities for leadership status, then 
other church groups may provide that option (cf. Wishlade 1965: 76). 
Linden notes in connection with Roman Catholic missions two decades 
earlier that "in each station, Mua, ~1ulanje, and Nganje, the corpus 
Christianum provided an alternative society in which Africans could 
attain positions of authority and prestige denied to them elsevJhere. 11 
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(Linden 1974: 193) This could also lead to an opening of the tradi-
tional community that has not been deeply penetrated by Christianity 
in any form in recent years. 
It must be emphasized again that the village is a rural socio-
political unit. Malawi is more than 90 percent rural and the new 
rural development program emphasizes the government's determination 
to keep it that way. 
Kin Groups 
Most of ~1alawi, such as the Chewa, Nyanja, Yao, Lomwe Tumbuka, 
and Tonga, is organized on matrilineal lines. The Ngoni and the Sena 
in the south and some groups in the north have patrilineal forms of 
kin groups. In spite of the fact that there has been constant inter-
action and intermarriage under varying forms of political subjugation 
or dominance, the systems continue to flourish. Villages are struc-
tured, to a certain extent around a core lineage group, but are in 
no wise limited to the kin group in terms of structure. In most 
villages one may find people located both patri-locally and matri-
locally and following either patrilineal or matrilineal forms of 
legal relationships. 
Fleming describes three kin group systems in Malawi, the matri-
potestal, the collateral patri-potestal and the primogeniture patri-
potestal. Fleming uses the term potestal in preference to lineal to 
emphasize the legal aspect. The matri-potestal is the most widespread 
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and is the historic Maravi and Yao pattern. The head of the family 
is the oldest brother of a group of sisters all descendent from one 
mother with all their offspring -- in the female line for two or 
three generations. Headship passes from eldest brother to next and 
when the last surviving brother dies each sister forms a new family 
with her eldest son as head. Husbands belong to a different family 
as do the children of the sons. In the collateral patri-potestal 
family the eldest surviving son of a man with his sisters, paternal 
aunts, deceased brothers' sons and daughters and offspring in the 
male line comprise the core of the family. It is wives and daughters 
in the female line who do not belong. Succession follows from elder 
brother to younger and then eldest son of each wife of the deceased 
male progenitor becomes head of a new family. The primogeniture 
patri-potestal family comprises a man whose father is dead, his sons 
and daughters and descendents in the male line. The mother is not a 
member nor are the children in the female descent line. Succession 
to head of family is complicated among the Ngoni because of the 
house system of grouping wives, but is essentially a father to son 
pattern. Potentially each son is head of a family (Fleming 1976: 
38-42). 
Clarification of this confusing picture is helped by the under-
standing of the natural family and the legal family described by 
Fleming. He notes the residential situation which includes the 
natural family and its assorted relations, blood or otherwise, which 
accumulate in a village locality. The kinship of these groups will 
depend on whether they are matri- or patrilineal and mbwriba can 
refer to either type. Then he describes the forms of legal rela-
tionships which derive from the forms of descent which determine 
the kin grouping to which each person belongs determining inheri-
tance rights and forms of marriage. The important point for this 
discussion is that the kin or lineage group is not specifically 
related to residence, but represents, in many cases, a widely 
scattered group with legal connections (Fleming 1976: 34-45). 
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This ties in with the complexities of describing the relation-
ships in any village (cf. Wishlade 1965: 145-155). The lineage 
group has been cited as an important vehicle of winning people to 
Christ (Alexander 1969: 55,60). Wishlade notes the success of an 
independent church leader Severe of The Faithful Church of Christ 
in winning some of his own mbwnba for Christ, but notes his failure 
to make inroads into the patri-laterally related mbwnba in the same 
village area (Wishlade 1965: 104,105). While the well known "web 
of relationship" described by ~lcGavran (McGavran 1970: 320-325) is 
always important, the mbwriba with its generally scattered composi-
tion seems less likely to be important for church growth in the 
contemporary context than other social factol~s developing in rural 
vi 11 age 1 i fe. 
Linden, in his study of Mua villages among the Chewa, corro-
borates the much more detailed study of Murphree in his study of a 
Budjga village in Rhodesia. Traditionalists and Christians of var-
ious persuasions can and do live in juxtaposition and turn to the 
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answers offered by each group fol~ problems they cannot solve from 
their own group point of view. Thus Linden speaks of a girl at her 
first communion in her white dress later secretly undergoing chinam-
wali (female initiation) or villagers attending mass and later par-
ticipating in Nyau dances (Murphree 1969: 111-115,143-147; Linden 
1974: 203). 
A deeper problem seems to be described here in that Christian-
ity has not yet offered a way of life fully satisfying to the prob-
lems men face in normal day to day living. Thus, the Christian 
community and the traditional community become interdependent. This 
suggests that, in Malawi perhaps, Christian advance into the tradi-
tional community is hindered by a set of barriers which involve the 
necessity of the continued existence of the traditional community. 
This would require extensive testing in order to formulate a conclu-
sion of any sort. 
The Family 
r·1any aspects of family life are undoubtedly still affected in 
varying degrees by the form of kin group -- matrilineal or patri-
lineal -- such as the payment of bride price, the place of residence 
immediately after marriage, the care of young children, the kinship 
or clan identity of children, the laws of inheritance, the procedure 
of marriage and divorce, the legal responsibility for damaging social 
activities. Yet most of the studies available on which descriptions 
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might be based have been done in the two decades prior to Indepen-
dence. I suspect that the patterns are changing. Shewmaker cites 
Elizabeth Colson as suggesting that the matrilineal group among the 
* Tonga of Zambia is under pressure among the more progressive Tonga 
who would like to change to a system of family inheritance in the 
interests of their own children (Shewmaker 1970: 14,17,18; Colson 
1967: 23,94). Fleming also notes that his descriptions refer to 
the family "in its pristine state. The situation is of course very 
different now for every modern influence militates against the old 
family system." (Fleming 1976: 44) In his study of the Lake Chilwa 
Rice Scheme Chili vumbo says, "In these areas the tracliti on a 1 concepts 
of non-ownership and the rights of use will be replaced by the con-
cept of right of effective use and probably private ownership .. 
The principle operating in the scheme gives to the nuclear family 
more rights. This is at the expense of the matrilineage." (Chili-
vumbo 1969: 4) 
It is interesting to note, however, that in Chilivumbo's 1968 
study he describes the family in this southern region setting as 
comprising a woman with her eldest son and the extended family ris-
ing from two or three generations of descendents traced in the female 
line. He also notes that marriage was, at that time, essentially 
matri-local (uxorilocal). But he footnotes to studies done in the 
1940's and 1950's by Radcliffe-Brown, Elizabeth Colson and Clyde 
* no relation to the Lakeshore Tonga in Malawi 
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Mitchell (Chilivumbo 1969: 41). A more recent, and typical example 
is a ne\'IS note in This is Malai.Ji about the Chinese Bua Irrigation 
Scheme at Nkhota Kota in which 52 Malawi Young Pioneers and 91 far-
mers have settled on the first 250 acre phase of a 750 acre project 
(This is MalmJi April 1977: l_( 2), 20). 
Based on the author's observation and discussion with seven 
young to middle age ~1a 1 awi fami 1 i es, the change he perceives is a 
strengthening of the nuclear family consciousness. It is probably 
becoming 1 ess frequent for a man to marry matri -1 ocally, and rare 
for the children of the nuclear family to be taken care of by the 
maternal grandmother. (Although one family had left their first 
daughter to be reared by the maternal grandparents as helper and 
comfort to replace the daughter lost through marriage. It was also 
interesting to note that when visiting this little girl, there was 
no sign either that she resented being separated from her parents 
or that she failed in any sense to recognize and love her own par~ 
ents. She was about six years old at the time the author visited 
her.) The two factors the author sees as responsible for this change 
are the increased opportunities for employment, but more significant, 
the increased opportunities for land allocation in development 
schemes that do not follow the matrilineage kin group in land allo-
cation procedure. 
These changes reflect the changing status and role of men, 
especially those who are not lineage heads. Clearly this whole 
matter needs study in the light.of the last decade of intensified 
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change under Malawi •s new development policies. Whereas Moses 
Phiri •s father could speak of the hard words spoken by his wife•s 
brother to prevent him from influencing Moses for Islam and conver-
ting his wife (Appendix A). Today•s men seem to have considerable 
liberty in determining their children•s religious connection and 
considerable influence on their wives as well. 
Migrant Labor 
Historically Malawi men have provided labor for Zambia, Rhode-
sia and South Africa. Both Rhodesian and South African recruiting 
organizations have been allowed to function in Malawi. There are 
still many thousands of Malawi men employed in Rhodesia and South 
Africa, some of whom never intend to return to Malawi. They have 
married and settled in their new land. 
Official figures indicate that migrant labor is decreasing 
rapidly since 1974 (Malawi Statistical Yearbook 1976: 66}. Recurrent 
speeches by Dr. Banda have encouraged men to stay home and the devel-
opment schemes have been implemented partially as a measure to utilize 
the labor potential more effectively. Gregson notes the employment 
of young Ngoni men by cotton farmers in the Henga va 11 ey (Gregson 
1970: 42). These young men would probably have gone into the migrant 
labor market if there had been no cotton enterprise. 
On the other hand, in that same study Gregson notes that 
11 nearly 42 percent of the village•s adult able-bodied men were 
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working elsewhere in Zambia, South Africa, Tanzania and Rhodesia as 
well as elsewhere within Malawi. 11 (Gregson 1970: 36) But most of 
these men in 1967 were working elsewhere in Malawi. The northern 
region has been notorious in the past for the high rate of migrant 
laborers. It will be interesting to see what the move of the capital 
to Lilongwe and the massive development that has taken place since 
1972 in the central and northern region has done to affect labor 
migrancy. While it may never disappear, it would not seem to be a 
major factor except possibly for an age segment of young unmarried 
men who spend a relatively short term on a contract basis in South 
African mines. Over 50 percent of Malawians are under age 20 
(Malawi Statistical Yem"book 1976: 8). l~i th cash economy employment 
still providing less than 250,000 jobs in 1975, the pressure for 
migrant labor is liable to remain even if it is only a means of 
capital accumulation to get enough money to start something in Malawi 
later. Perhaps 60,000 to 80,000 men are involved at present (Malawi 
Statistical YeaPbook 1976: 66-68). 
If this continues, the implications for a special thrust of 
Christian contact in the mines setting in South Africa would be im-
portant. Traditionally the mines group laborers by ethnic origin. 
It would be easy to find them. The author has not been able to find 
out if any church is presently following up this opportunity or not. 
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Voluntary Associations 
Among the Ngoni, boys have been grouped in dormitories from 
about age seven. This establishes a close age group relation and 
the boys of the same age group consider themselves brothers in an 
association of assistance and hospitality which is lifelong (Nelson 
1975: 96). 
The Nyau societies are an ancient organization of the Achewa 
or Maravi people. They go back to the first millenium. The groups 
are local, not regional, they emphasize the relationship of common-
ers as against the ruling class and they have strong religious 
economic, political, historical and social overtones. 
While the Nyau dances and masks are now exploited for the 
tourist and general public as an income source, many of the dances 
re-enact 111Yths th-at contain the philosophy and theology of the 
Achewa. Many of the dances also enact modern myths. 
The Nyau have no central organization and represent a lay 
authority that the chiefs, or government, cannot easily control 
in fact, they historically represent the tension between them. 
The Nyau control the initiation or puberty rituals for Achewa 
boys. They thus control a major factor in the socialization pro-
cess for traditionalists and for Christians who go in spite of 
church opposition -- as did Dr. Banda in his youth (Short 1974: 9). 
The Nyau is also an important form of the plastic arts in 
terms of the making of masks and of the performing arts in terms of 
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drama, music and dance. Recently it has been ascertained that some 
of Malawi •s rock paintings are of Vinyau origin. 
The opposition of Christianity and Islam has modified the 
early obligatory nature of the initiation ceremony and Vinyau is 
now a voluntary association (Schoffeleers 1976: 59-68). 
Among the Sena there is a voluntary grouping of young people 
known as nomi societies. These are groups of young people who work 
for pay. Busiest during the cultivating season, they do work at 
other times. They spend what they earn in a big feast at the end 
of the work season. The groups vary in continuity from season to 
season. Individuals change groups or drop out, but during the work 
season they stay together. They organize both male, female and 
mixed groups. Missions have opposed them because mixed groups sleep 
in common dormitories during work season. The societies used to 
appeal to headmen for support, now they look to the Malawi Congress 
Party. The societies offer great scope for young people with ambi-
tion and qualities of leadership (Nelson 1975: 97,98). 
The League of Youth, the Malawi Young Pioneers, the Malawi 
\tJomen•s League and the Mala11.Ji Congress Party itself, all of which 
have been treated earlier (Chapter Two), are also examples of volun-
tary associations \'Jhich transcend kinship and ethnic ties. 
The implications of the voluntary associations for the Church 
seems enormous. So much of ~1a 1 awi hi story has been written and 
interpreted in terms of political authority and conflict and therefore 
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centered on the ruling class categories that perhaps the Church it-
self has lost sight of the fact that organization of young people 
and men outside the political authority categories has a long his-
tory. The women•s organization in modern times has. been more 
obvious. A question that would be worth investigating is how is 
the Church perceived by the church members -- especially the evange-
lical churches not attached to the historic colonial past in Malawi? 
Are they seen as alternative authority structures or as voluntary 
societies which are joined for the benefits they provide for a 
time? 
If the Nyau societies have incorporated the best of the art 
forms and express in these forms the religious ethos and theology 
of the traditionalist, why then would not the same possibility hold 
true for the churches? Perhaps in Nyau type performance some of 
the theology of the Christian faith could become not only more 
familiar, but more intrinsically Malawian. 
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RELIGIOUS STRUCTURES 
Malawi is divided and complex in its religious structure. 
In 1968, the latest year for which comparative statistics are 
readily available, the Protestant community was approximately 
661,000, the Roman Catholic community was about 750,000 and the 
Muslim community about 500,000 (Coxill 1978: 76). The total pop-
ulation was approximately 4,200,000 (Malawi Statistical Yem~bool< 
1976: 7). In very gross terms, in 1968 there must have been a 
population of up to 2,300,000 who still felt no specific belonging 
to other than the traditional community. In rough per centage 
terms the Protestants are 15 per cent of th~ population, the Roman 
Catholics 17 per cent and the Muslims . 12 per cent. Again in 
rough terms, the traditionalists are about 55 per cent of the total 
population (cf. Figure 2). 
On the assumption that the Christian community is growing at 
about the same rate as the population, the percentage figures 
will not be very different for 1978 than for 1968. The evangelis-
tic targets are probably varied depending on point of view and to 
which segment the church belongs. The larger Protestant churches 
would have to penetrate the traditional or Muslim communities to 
make significant changes in the percentage of the population in 
their churches, since only 1.7 per cent of the population is Pro-
testant and outside the Presbyterian and Anglican churches. The 
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only other alternative would be to raid the Catholic membership 
which is a significant 17 per cent of the population. 
The small Protestant churches~ including the independents, 
have a wider range of potential evangelistic target. In addition 
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to the traditional and Muslim communities~ 77.3 per cent of the pop-
ulation, they could view the Catholic and the Protestant, especially 
the non-communicant and unbaptized Protestant community~ as evange-
listic targets. The Protestant fringe of unbaptized is roughly 
34 per cent of the total community or 5 per cent of the population 
(cf. Figure 1). This is a sizable and significant target that is 
particularly vulnerable in view of the long training periods re-
quired for baptism in the Presbyterian and Anglican churches over 
against the shorter or non-existent period of training before bap-
tism in many of the other Protestant churches. It must be possible 
to conjecture that there is at least this large a fringe (though 
not unbaptized) among the Roman Catholic community. 
So then, the picture of what is happening may be a Christian 
community with fairly specific boundaries that remains static in 
terms of total per centage of the population but is dynamic and 
changing with respect to the specific structuring of the community 
into various church organizations. 
Two very specific points that need to be clarified by field 
data are: 1) Is the Christian community in general penetra-
ting the traditional or ~1uslim community? and 2) Hhat is the nature 
of the growth of the Free Methodist Church -- is it a result of 
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a) conversions from the non-Christian community, b) evangeliza-
tion of the 5 per cent fringe community of the larger Protestant 
churches, c) rearrangement of loyalty within the Christian commu-
nity both Protestant and Catholic or d) some combination of the 
above options and if so~ in what ratio? 
On the basis of observation and scattered interview, I would 
project that the answer to the question regarding the Free Methodist 
Church will be in terms of some combination of the options. 
A major point of research would be what churches, if any, 
are penetrating the traditionalist barriers and how, where and among 
whom is it taking place? Prior to the first World War period there 
seems to be no question that the Protestant missions made large 
gains from the traditional community. It seems apparent that the 
Roman Catholics made large gains from the traditional community 
after the war period in their expansion of their school system 
(cf. Linden 1974: 138-160). 
An even larger question which requires testing is whether 
there is still any coherency to a traditionalist religiou~ way of 
life. Is the 56 per cent non-Christian proportion of the popula-
tion committed to any central religious institution of the past 
such as the M'bona cult of high God worship which has persisted 
through six centuries and still serves as a central religious in-
stitution among the Mang'anja in the southern region although some 
other traditional cults have disappeared under the pressure of 
change (Schoffeleers 1972: 73). 
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In this connection the Nyau societies, an institution with 
important religious implications as well as connections with the 
male and female initiation rites in traditional Chewa society, may 
also have significance. One wonders what place they have in the 
cohesiveness of traditional or non-Christian society in spite of 
being secularized (Schoffeleers 1972: 271). 
It is also interesting to note that Dr. Banda had a tradition-
al prayer hut (kabuwa) built near Kasungu in the norther region in 
1976 to show that "'our forefathers knew about God, about religion. 
They were not heathens. They worshipped God in their own way,'" 
said Dr. Banda. "He said he had ordered the Kabuwa to be built to 
show how people had worshipped before the missionaries had come to 
t~a 1 awi . 11 (This is Malawi November 1976: 19). 
The history of missions is dotted with references to witches 
(mfiti), spirit possession cults, medicines and charms to ward off 
evil and sorcery. These are not really in the category of religious 
institutions but belong rather to the pre-scientific rational of 
p 
existenc~ and the areas of psychological conflict. However they 
do represent areas of life which pre-Christian religion dealt with 
only partially. Both the mchape (witch-finding) and nMabvi 
(poison ordeal) were devices for controlling the undesirable aspects 
of sorcery and conflict -- and they were not satisfactory either. 
In careful questioning to a very small sample-- about 15 
Malawi Bible school students all but one of whom had some Christian 
home background, the author asked about the ancestor cult and was 
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told it was virtually non-existent. One knew of one group of 
people who practiced it and felt it was growing in the southern 
region. However, all expressed concern about the growing incidence 
of \vitchcraft, sorcery and rise of medicines and charms (personal 
interviews 1975). Whether this is accurate or not I cannot tell 
and I have no recent studies available that indicate one way or 
another. 
If it is true that witchcraft and associated indicators of 
conflict and tension is growing in Malawi, this would give an indi-
cation of a need which a church interested in growth could find 
ways to meet. Christianity in the past has denied and attempted to 
eradicate through failure to understand the mechanisms at work. 
The reconciling message and perhaps an institution for external 
symbolization of the message may be an important function for a 
church that grows in Malawi. 
EDUCATION 
The legacy of mission education has already been noticed. 
But mission education was also an evangelistic device and as such 
tended to exclude the population that was not turning to Christ. 
Literacy and education came to be identified with Christianity and 
the colonial process. As such it was a point of great attack by 
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the Nyau societies who represented a special form of religious and 
social cohesion in traditional Chewa culture (Linden 1974: 117ff). 
Since Independence education has been placed under govern-
ment auspices. In the period 1964 to 1974 the primary school 
attendance has doubled (Bw:lding the Nation 1974: 34). At the 
beginning of the period about 36 per cent of the population over 
five years old had attended primary school but only 2.5 per cent 
of the population had finished Standard Eight (Malawi Statistical 
Yearbook 1976: 33). Census reports for 1966 indicate only about 
17 per cent of the population had completed Standard Four or higher. 
Typically, the northern region percentage was 31 per cent over 
against the central region with 15 per cent and the southern region 
with 14 per cent (Compendiwn of Statistics 1970: 8). ~1os 1 ems, who 
refused to send children to school for fear they would be converted 
to Christianity, have begun sending children in increasing numbers 
(This is Malawi January 1977: I(1), 2). The ratio of boys to girls 
is about three to two (Malawi Statistical YeaYhook 1976: 41). 
In this ten year period those who have finished secondary 
school have increased 400 per cent yet, in terms of the total pri-
mary school population the approximately 14,500 enrolled in 1975 is 
excessively low and recent attention has been given to increasing 
opportunity with the opening of the new secondary school in Mwanza 
District. In addition to this, more teacher training facili-
ties, extensions to existing girls secondary schools, and a model 
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primary school for each of the 23 districts as well as expansion of Bun-
da Call ege of Agriculture are underway (Economic Report 1976: 71). 
Since Independence a correspondence college with 30,000 stu-
dents, development of 13 teacher training colleges, provision of 
apprentice training schemes at all technical institutes, establish-
ment of Malawi Polytechnic and the University of Malawi comprises 
Bunda College of Agriculture; the Institute of Public Administration, 
the Polytechnic, Soche Hill College of Education and Chancellor 
College with its new $4.5 million campus have been established 
(Building the Nation 1974: 34). 
Obviously the standard of education for the total population 
is not yet very high and many are still functionally illiterate 
but the point is, western education has been intensified and accep-
ted in Malawi. No churches in Malawi have grown significantly 
without an educational program in the past. ~·lith the identifica-
tion of Christianity, education and western progres~ what will 
happen as education becomes increasingly secular? And what insti-
tutions can the Church use in the context of the desire for education, 
to promote expansion of Christianity? 
What will the church that grows identify with? This poses 
an important question for field research. In churches that are 
growing rapidly in Malawi what attracts them? In particular, what 
is the range of reasons why people have joined the Free Methodist 
Church? 
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In the broader context of informal education a survey in 1971 
indicated that 33-37 per cent of the population were listening to 
the radio in Blantyre) Zomba and Lilongwe and about 27 per cent in 
the other non-rural areas. But only 5 per cent of the rural popu-
lation were listening to the radio. Since 90 per cent or more of 
the total population is rural that indicates a very small per cent-
age perhaps 0.15 per cent-- of the total population as listening 
to the radio (MaZaJ;Ji Statistical Yearbook 1976: 136). With 1 i teracy 
limited and the radio not extensively used one is forced to conclude 
tentatively that whatever method or institution is to be used it 
will be primarily a word of mouth communication. Perhaps this is 
not unimportant in vie\'-1 of the fact that Jesus came in "the fulness 
of time" and he was the Word made flesh. 
ECONOMIC STRUCTURES 
There is a wealth of information available about the Malawi 
economic scene. Both the United States government and the Malawi 
government publish quantities of information. Foreign Economic 
Review carries information as does Background Notes both prepared 
by the U.S. Department of State. The Malawi government issues 
Th?:s is MaZaJ;Ji) a monthly news magazine that is full of articles 
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concerning economic progress in ~1alawi. The Economic Report is 
also published periodically with analysis and comprehensive detail. 
The most recent available is 1976. 
Malawi is basically dependent upon agriculture for its pro-
ductive resource. This has been the emphasis of government policy 
since Dr. Banda entered as Minister of Agriculture and Industry 
in 1961. There have been a number of rural development schemes--
the Chinese rice schemes, the tobacco and tea schemes, sugar cane, 
cotton and others -- all emphasizing gradual emergence of a small-
holder (3-5 acres) cultivation plan that \<Jill meet subsistence 
requirements and pro vi de speci a 1 i zed crops for the cash economy and 
export. 
Along with the agriculture emphasis on the small-holder 
there has been an increase in emphasis on large estate agriculture. 
It is from this sector that the largest proportion of the export-
able agriculture production has come. Major export and cash crops 
are tobacco, ground nuts, cotton, rice, maize, beans. Of lesser 
importance are tea, cotton seed, sugar cane, cassava, sunflower 
seed, tung oil and others. 
Fisheries have received increasing attention and research. 
With modern methods and equipment both food and aquarium fish have 
become a significant factor in Malawi 1S gross domestic product. 
From 9,200 tons in 1969 production increased to 70,000 tons in 
1970 .. Research is continuing on fish populations at deeper depths, 
how to faJ"m fish, search for unexploited species and development 
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of ways to use the waste in cattle feed and fish farming (This is 
Malawi May 1978: ~(2), 2-5,6-9). 
Forestries has received considerable attention and a pulp 
industry developed on the Vipya plateau. Forest areas depleted in 
the past have been planted with pulp producing pines and new areas 
planted. 
Manufacturing has assumed an increasing significance in the 
gross domestic product. Malawi policy is to promote labor inten-
sive rather than capital intensive pl~oduction. The Manpower Survey 
of 1971 stated, 11 ~1a 1 awi 's development strategy rules out the promo-
tion of highly capital intensive undertakings unless their function 
is clearly essential and there is no choice of technology." (Man-
power Survey 1971: 37) 
Import substitution has been another basic policy for setting 
up industry. Geared fh~st to domestic needs to reduce import, in-
dustry is now producing surpluses for export which is essential for 
survival (This is Malawi July 1977: 1_(3), 9). 
Always there is emphasis on the small businessman as well as 
the larger business. Stories like that of Mr. Mica Thawani, who 
left his job as a K 17 per month laboratory attendant and now grosses 
K 160 per month in egg sales, abound in every issue (This is Malawi 
July 1977: 1_(3), 4). To encourage consumption of eggs and meat gov-
ernment has not only backed poultry improvement programs but combatted 
old taboos on children eating eggs and meat (This is Malawi July 1977: 
1..(3), 2,3). 
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Manufacturing industries grew 80 per cent between 1970 and 
1975. Building and construction increased more than 600 per cent 
between 1965 and 1975. About 200 miles of road per year have been 
added to the secondary road system. Electrification doubled from 
1968 to 1975 and a new hydro-electric scheme is underway on the 
Shire River. (Malawi Statistical Yearbook 1976: 101-114). The 
tourist industry is growing. Two new hotel complexes are planned 
on the south lake shore and an extension to the hotel at Salima (This 
is MalaUJi January 1978: .§_{1)) 6-8). The number of 1 ight and heavy 
duty vehicles has more than doubled in 1965 to 1975. Both rail 
and water transport routes have had freight traffic increases of 
500 to 700 per cent in the 1965-1975 decade (MalaUJi Statistical 
Yearbook 1976: 117,123). 
In spite of inflation there has been a 5 per cent per year 
increase in the real income for Malawians (Economic Report 1976: 
10). Not yet rich, neither are Malawians experiencing the shambles 
of the economy that blights Zambia, Tanzania and Mozambique. Due 
to the failure of the village collectives Tanzania is moving toward 
the private sector to increase production (Africa Confidential 3 
November 1978: 5-7). Zambia recently re-opened its border with 
Rhodesia in order to import desperately needed fertilizer. Failure 
to invest in agricultural development has been a major cause of 
the present economic chaos (Africa ConfidenUal 17 November 1978: 
3-5). In Mozambique the dire straits of the ,economy supercede all 
other government concerns (Africa Con[1:dential 6 October 1978: 1-2). 
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In addition to the forma 1 sectors of the economy -- the sma 11-
holder agriculture, estate agriculture, manufacturing and commerce 
-- there is also a growing informal sector of industry which has 
been largely ignored by government economists. Involving mainly 
uneducated people, its records are all kept in the head. Yet it is 
one of the fastest growing sectors involving one or two artisans 
working at his home in or near the populated centers. He makes use 
of waste and discarded materials. It is labor intensive with low 
overhead, low capital and skillfully operated. It involves men 
who work with metal, wood and other materials meeting needs of 
urban people at low prices (Norwood 1975: 83-94). 
The deve 1 opment program based on a thr.ee year ro 11 i ng p 1 an 
that is fixed for its first year and revised annually is still 
financed primarily from external loans and grants. About K 250 
million of the present K 289 million projected for 1976-1979 will 
come from external resources. The next 20 years envision intensive 
development in the agricultural sector which has not developed 
quite as well as planned (Economic Report 1976: 4,5,70-72). 
With a healthy growing economy Malawi seems to be justifying 
the policies undertaken by Dr. Banda although they have placed him 
in great disfavor generally among African leaders. There is a 
close parallel between the policies of Malawi and those followed 
by the Taiwanese government, particularly in the area of agricul-
tural development {cf. Kao-teng 1970). Perhaps Malawi and Taiwan 
will belie the underdevelopment theories that have been popular 
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(cf. Ewing 1977) and demonstrate that reasonably equal distribution 
of income can take place in a capitalistic setting particularly if 
that form of capitalism is controlled and goal oriented. If so, 
the prophecy of Mekke Mtewa may remain unfulfilled: 
I further submit for further consideration that the 
revolutionary pattern of the Chilembwe era, insofar 
as it is the progenitor of the modern mass national-
ism in Malawi, is probably to serve as a revolutionary 
model for future politics in the Hew ~1alawi. (t~tewa 
1975: 30) 
The Christian Church should certainly find no great difficulties 
living with the controlled steady expansion of Malawi's economy. 
The real question that arises is whether the Church can remain suf-
ficiently detached from the present situation to avoid equating the 
developing t~alawi with the Kingdom of God. And a corollary is 
whether, in the light of the peaceful growth, Malawians will not 
become increasingly secular feeling less and less the need of the 
Church. 
To what extent does Christianity reach those who are aggres-
sive and upwardly mobile in Malawi. Is this where the Free Metho-
dist Church is growing. A study should include economic data about 
the members. 
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POPULATION PATTERNS 
Malawi is one of Africa's most densely populated countries. 
The average is 111 per square mile but some areas are above 400 per 
square mile. The northern region has an average density of 48. 
The central region 108 and the southern region 169 per square mile. 
In common with other African countries with high population growth 
rates, the population is young -- 44 per cent under 15 years of 
age (Mala:uJi Statistical Yearbook 1976: 8,9). 
There are eight major 1 anguages, Chi chew a ('Nyanj a), Chi 1 omwe, 
Chiyao, Chitumbuka, Chisena, Chikhokholo, Chitonga, Chingoni, Chi-
nkhonde and a whole group of other languages spoken among 50,000 
people in the north, 14,000 in the central region and 18,400 in 
the south. Chichewa is by far the dominant language and is under-
stood by more than 75 per cent of the people (Mala:uJi Statistical 
Yearbook 1976: 10). 
There are less than 8,000 Europeans (whites) in Malawi and 
just over 11,000 Indians. Most of these live in the three main 
towns and their population is relatively static (Malawi Statistical 
Yearbook 1976: 7). 
The northern region has shown the least residential popula-
tion growth, while the southern region has shown a growth that 
exceeds the grovJth of the country as a whole indicating migration. 
This is supported by the higher than average population of men in 
the 20-54 age group. The southern region was alone in having a 
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higher man to \>Joman population in that age bracket (Malaw1: Stati.s-
tical Yea~book 1976: 6,11). However these are 1966 census results 
and the Lilongwe development scheme of 1.15 million acres which has 
recently been completed should have helped shift the balance of 
employment opportunities somewhat (This is Malawi 1976: .§_(11), 11, 
12). 
Preliminary results of the 1977 census show a total popula-
tion of 5,571,567 up 38 per cent since 1966 and an annual growth 
rate of 2.9 per cent. The central region, where Lilongwe is situ-
ated, has had the largest increase. Blantyre is the largest city 
with 228,520, Lilongwe follows at 102,924, Zomba and Mzuzu are 
much smaller. The urban population is still considerably less 
than ten per cent of the tot a 1. Ma 1 awi has not yet fo 11 owed the 
urban rush found in so many neighboring countries (This is Malawi 
January 1978: ~(1), 15). 
It is quite clear that church growth emphasis should not be 
on the cities except to follow those who migrate. This is not to 
say there should not be strong churches in the cities, but to em-
phasize that in Malawi the leadership training and evangelistic 
methodology should take into account the nature of agricultural 
development, the age and distribution of the population and develop 
a distinctively rural approach that fits ~1ala\'Ji 's development pat-
terns. 
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PUBLIC HEALTH AND HOUSING 
Housing in Malawi in the urban areas, as every\vhere in Africa, 
has been a problem. Government continues to invest in development, 
but the most successful provision has been the site and service 
type where each resident builds his own house on a small plot 
leased from government and serviced with water at central points. 
I visited one such development, Bangwe in the suburbs of Limbe. It 
is a massive array of homes ranging from simple one or two room 
huts of woven sticks and mud to impressive cement block homes with 
five to seven rooms. There was no indoor plumbing because no sites 
were serviced directly with water. But in general the homes were 
neatly kept and the general feeling was one of well being, although 
the roads were dirt and poorly graded. There was an enormous open 
market that operated every day where all the basic needs of the 
residents could be purchased. A well built and well kept school 
was provided at one edge of the settlement. Water could be pur-
chased for a few cents for a 55 gallon drum although most people 
came with five gallon buckets and paid a proportionately lower 
price. Pit latrines appear to have been provided by each resident. 
During the week I stayed there I did not see either squalor or 
filth. It was a busy place and there were many self-employed arti-
sans producing goods for local consumption-- buckets, heating 
stoves, tripods for pots over fires, baskets,,wooden furniture, to 
name a few items. These conditions I found generally in Malawi. 
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Nowhere did I see the poverty and filth that characterizes Port au 
P~ince, Haiti which I saw in 1978. 
Health services are operated by both government and missions 
or churches. In 1975 missions handled 88,684 in-patients compared 
with 148,295 in-patient admissions in government hospitals. Govern-
ment handled 10,046,020 out-patients in contrast with 2,512,333 out-
patients treated by mission hospitals. About half of the patients 
are under-five clinics. In the past the infant mortality r_ate has 
been quite high. The rising population growth rate indicates that 
this is being corrected through emphasis on under-five clinics 
(Malawi Statistical Yearbook 1976: 26-32). 
One very interesting sidelight is the distress in Malawi be-
cause of rapid rise in drug costs. The minister of health is 
quoted in This is Malawi: 
The rises in drug costs could not be solely blamed 
on world inflation, but on the ability to exploit 
-- by multi-national drug companies -- the vulnera-
bility of de vel oping countries . . . (This is 
Malawi 1977: 1_(4), 12) 
He went on to state that Malawi was forced to buy high priced drugs 
because they were unwilling to risk the health of the people on in-
ferior products, that is, uncontrolled quality in some generic 
drugs (This is Malawi 1977: 1_( 4), 12). 
Malawi has made health services availability in all parts of 
the country equally a priority. This is based on the intent to pre-
vent migration to the cities, and on the goal of improved quality 
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of life in the rural areas -- and also a good look at the value of 
health to production. 
11 Hea 1 th was the bedrock of the Ma 1 awi econorrtY . . . 
The nation had to have healthy people who would till 
the soil. Rural health service had to be as good as 
those in town, 11 said the minister of health. (This 
is Malawi 1977: 2.( 4), 12) 
In a country vJith sparse health facilities in terms of treat-
ment, hard pressed for funding to promote a preventive care program 
and therefore focusing on the productively active population, there 
seems to be room for a church to consider how it might contribute to 
health requirements. 
Without involving medical personnel to any extent, without 
building hospitals or clinics -- without even dispensing much medi-
cine -- it would appear that a well prepared teaching program of 
an informal nature emphasizing how to stay well before you get sick 
would be one way to extend contact with non-Christian people. This 
would have to be tested carefully before making financial and per-
sonnel committments to such a program. 
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THEOLOGICAL AND SPIRITUAL FACTORS 
An important part of the context is the theological and 
spiritual climate of the Christian community. This is very diffi-
cult, perhaps impossible to quantify. I do not have available to 
me any systematic data that would give insight into this question, 
but I do have the testimonies of five men from Malawi, four written 
and one verbal that give some indications. Each of the following 
four accounts were written at Lundi Bible School, Rhodesia by men 
who are now leaders in the Free Methodist Church in Malawi. 
o:M. 's father left church membership classes when he married 
a second wife. D.M. 's mother attended church but neither were 
members. After a wild period as a teenage school boy, D.M. settled 
down at his father's injunction and married a girl from the Central 
Church of Africa Presbyterian which he attended. When he met 
Moses Phiri he joined the Free Methodist Church. At this point his 
narrative changes vocabulary from church and decency to answers to 
prayer and following Jesus. It is apparent that while some of his 
relatives opposed his coming to Bible School, others supported his 
desire to tell people the "Good News" (handwritten document in my 
files). 
A.M.'s parents were Christians, members· of the Central Church 
of Africa Presbyterian. As a teenager he formed gangs of boys that 
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bullied other boys and exploited girls sexually. His parents re-
proved him. He went to teacher training college, married and finally 
settled in to clerical work and was active in the church. He was 
turned down for ministerial training at Mkhoma Theological College 
(Central Church of Africa Presbyterian) for lack of complete secon-
dary school qualifications. He returned to clerical work and became 
more active in church. Then he met Moses Phiri. He says, 
Brother Phiri told me how he was saved by God, and 
what about me. I though I was guilty, unsaved, al-
though I was a teacher, checker clerk, salesman, 
senior clerical officer it was useless for me its 
better to fall ow Jesus. (handwritten account in my 
files, 4) 
A.M. left his well paid job to attend Bible school in Rhodesia. 
He is now pastoring a church in Malawi. 
N.B. 1 5 parents were Roman Catholic but he attended a Seventh 
Day Adventist school. He was baptized and kept the Seventh Day 
Adventist Church rules until he married and started to work for 
Malawi Railways. He began to drink and carouse with women. He 
thought sometimes about the coming of Jesus Christ and his evil ways. 
When a friend told him about Moses Phiri he wrote to Phiri who 
visited him and from that time he left his former connections 11With-
out difficulty. I know God is wonderful , 11 he wrote. 11 I was lost, 
now found. I am very happy because I chose Jesus to be my leader 
in my heart. 11 (edited and corrected from manuscript in my files) 
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M.B. 's parents were Christians who taught him about God. As 
a teenager M.B. rebelled and turned to drinking and sex. After a 
string of failures at both higher schooling and work because of his 
drinking he met f·1oses Phiri. He writes, ''Hhen I heard his teaching 
I started to think of following Jesus. 11 This was followed by a 
dream, further counselling and prayer with Phiri and finally con-
version and baptism. He says he is "sti 11 praying to God that he 
must strengthen me to follow him forever ... I am praying him to 
give me more love in my heart ... and to love others also. 11 
(handwritten manuscript in my files) 
All four of these accounts have similar threads. Church back-
ground, rebellious teenage time and conversion, after marriage and 
after hearing Moses Phiri. Furthermore all four accounts shift from 
an emphasis on church and ethical conduct to following Jesus and 
prayer and God's power for living well. 
A fifth account comes from an unrecorded interview with a 
young man working for the Malawi Railway. He was a member of the 
Central Church of Africa Presbyterian but attending the Free Metho-
dist Church. He said that the pastors of his church had stopped 
preaching about being converted and knowing Jesus. They did not 
have power in their preaching, their personal lives were bad and 
there vias a great deal of jealousy about money and position (Unre-
corded Interview at Salima, July 1975). 
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When one puts these five fragments together the picture that 
seems to emerge is of a significant church influence that colors but 
doesn't capture control of the lives of many young people. There is 
also a picture of a pervasive, encroaching, individualistic, secular-
ism that mitigates against the moral influence of the churches. In 
addition, there is the hint that the professional ministry is being 
eroded by materialistic concerns. In short, it sounds like a page 
out of Church history in America or England. 
On the basis of this information one must conclude that at 
least part of Phiri 's appeal has been to people on the fringe of the 
churches who for one reason or another have not been won to a com-
mittment to Jesus and the Church. 
Dr. McGavran's comment is interesting in this respect: 
Amazing receptivity exists among the neglected 
fringes of e~isting Christian populations. In many 
places the retreat of missions has meant that the fringes 
of the Christian community have been badly neglected 
or actually abandoned. These people consider them-
selves Christian, but never receive the communion ... 
When into such neglected Christian populations 
new denominations ... arrive with a vigorous program 
of pastoral care ... congregations of that new deno-
mination multiply amazingly. Some of the growth is from 
existing Christians ... 11uch of the growth, however, 
is from receptive ... relatives of the existing Chris-
tian community, but unevangelized for many years. Vig-
orous evangelism brings these lost souls to Christ . 
Such multiplication is greeted by the old line 
companies with screams of sheep stealing, but .. . 
these sheep are running wild on the range ... looking 
after them ... is doing the Lord's work. (~kGavran 
1979: 243,244,246) 
Such, the author judges, is the case in Malawi. 
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SUMMARY 
Seven current contextual factors in church growth have been 
considered; social structures, religious structures, education, 
economic structures, population patterns, health and housing pat-
terns and theological and spiritual factors. A number of questions 
have been raised in each section which suggest directions for data 
collection in order to have a better understanding of the Free 
Methodist Church and the context in which it is growing. 
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CHAPTER IV. THE FREE METHOCIST CHU~CH IN MALAWI 1974-1978 
INTRODUCTION 
I submit the follm-Jing chapter as a h~story written from my 
personal point of view as a participant observer. I am writing in 
terms of my own categories and constructs. I am interested in the 
potential for predicting what could take place particularly in 
terms of intervention by the Free Methodist Mission in various 
ways. To the extent that I share common cultural factors with 
those who have played a part in the story my model is ernie but, I 
do not profess to understand either the culture or the story from 
a truly insider's point of view. Basically I am building on an 
* etic model. 
In terms of analysis and interpretation my historical model 
derives from my Biblical perspective that faith is at least one of 
the focii of a cosmic struggle between a Personal Creative God and 
the creatures of his own creation. Man's knowledge is limited to 
the fact of a cosmos without much detail. What detail we have is 
in relation to the struggle as it related to Earth. The story of 
redemption in this context is the story of God creating Earth as 
we know it and man to participate with him in the destruction of 
* For a good discussion of etic and emic models in anthropology 
see Hiebert 1976: 50-54. 
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evil. ~1an's history is Biblically interpreted in terms of response 
to or rejection of participation with God. It is a story interpre-
ted in terms of conflict, not evolution and progress. It is a 
story in which the political state is an incidental of the necessi-
ty for social organization. A state or any other political, social, 
religious or economic organization may be either party to coopera-
tion with God or party to opposition. Or any such organization 
may be at any given time both party to cooperation and party to 
opposition. 
Cooperation with God is, Biblically, most broadly defined by 
the term Israel. Opposition to God is defined most broadly in 
terms of Satan. The term Christian is a subset of the term Israel 
and has taken on cultural content which tends to obscure its mean-
ing. Yet Jesus Christ is not possessed by culture. And Jesus 
Christ is not determined by history. Jesus Christ is God. To fol-
low Jesus as Lord is to become party to cooperation .with God in 
history, party to the story of the destruction of evil. 
I believe that when this latter proposition is turned around, 
that is, to say that to participate in the destruction of evil in 
history is to follow Jesus, then the proposition is false and in 
fact is opposition to God because it describes man determined cri-
teria of action rather than God determined. 
This study, or this portion of the study is not an attempt 
to demonstrate the validity of the above thesis, rather this thesis 
is the assumption on which any interpretation is based. 
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GOD CALLS A MAN 
I fil~st met Moses Phiri early in 1969 when he knocked on my 
office door one hot summer day at Lundi Mission 68 miles south of 
Fort Victoria, Rhodesia. His request was to come to Bible school. 
There were some barriers. As a member of the Central Church of 
Africa Presbyterian and not a member of the Free Methodist Church 
our policy said he should pay school fees. These he did not have. 
Then, he was a Malawian migrant working in the sugar industry at 
Chiredzi. There was no legal provision for residence of Malawi 
citizens as students except at the university. Again, his wife 
and family were in Malawi. Our strict policy was that wives were 
required to come with their husbands and attend instruction indi-
vidualized for their level. 
There were no obvious reasons why I should have encouraged 
Moses to come to Bible school. It was only some years later that 
I heard how God had spoken to him in a vision when he was working 
as a barman at Thyolo and told him to go on to become a minister 
of the Word of God. Talking to him that day as we stood outside 
my office I understood only that Phiri had a deep desire to enter 
Bible school to train to become a minister and that he could not 
get into any training for this in his own denomination or the sister 
Dutch Reform Church Mission in Rhodesia because he had only comple-
ted Malawi Standard Eight which is an eight year primary school 
training. Entry to theological training in his denomination re-
quited four years of high school or its equ·ivalent. 
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I had no inkling then of the depth of God's work in the pre-
patation of Moses Phiri. Moses' father had been converted to Islam 
through a close friend as a young man. With gifts of leadership 
and intelligence he rose to the position of "senior sheke" in his 
district in a few years. However, he married a woman whose brother, 
and the head of her mbwnba, was a staunch member of the Central 
Church of Africa Presbyterian. In spite of intense efforts to 
convert his wife and her family, Phiri 's father was at last forced 
to drop the matter and a 11 ow his wife to join the Centra 1 Church of 
Africa Presbyterian. When children came he wanted them to become 
~loslems, but again Bvalamanja, the mwini mbwnba or head of the 
lineage, refused, ·in keeping with the matrilineal custom that chil-
dren belong to the mother's family, not the father's. As a result 
of Bvalamanja's intervention and financial support Moses went to a 
Central Church of Africa Presbyterian school and became a Christian 
instead of a ~1uslim (cf. "Transcrir 
Without really understanding 
1 of a Speech", Appendix A). 
I should, I felt a tug of 
God's spirit to agree to Moses Phir· application. Moses went 
back to Malawi and with his wife and son Peter returned to Rhodesia 
arriving in Salisbury without funds to come on to Lundi. He found 
employment teaching in a farm school for the children of Malawian 
migrant farm workers. A letter early in 1970 announced his inten-
ded arrival at Lundi Mission to start the third term in September. 
Again only much later did I hear that God renewed the vision of 
ministry during this time as a school teacher. 
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I was on furlough in the United States when Moses Phiri and 
his family arrived. Others received him. I returned in August 
1971. Moses and his wife Steria had completed two terms of Bible 
school. It had been a time of confirmation and testing. I had 
promised to waive school fees for him. My replacement as Bible 
school principal had not. Even with part time work finances had 
been difficult. Food patterns were different, the language was 
different. Bible school was in English for Moses (which he did not 
use fluently at that time) but the local language was Xihlengwe 
(Xi = sh~) and Chikaranga. For Steria Bible school was taught in 
Xihlengwe. Moses spoke Chikaranga but Steria spoke only their 
home language Chichewa. School was a foreign language experience 
for both. The local food staple was maize meal. The Phiri 's came 
from a rice and cassava area of Nkhotakota District in Malawi. 
Vegetables, plentiful in Malawi were scarce at Lundi. Fish, a 
regular protein source in the Phiri 's lake shore Damba Village 
home, was rare at Lundi Mission. Even in Christian fellowship the 
Phiri family remained outside or on the fringe for many people. 
Acceptance came slowly. In that first year Moses learned a new 
dimension of trust in God. He had come to Bible school with consi-
derable trust in what man was going to do for him. Disappointed, 
he was led to dependence upon his great God .. This became a central 
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theme of his testimony -- the providing grace of God for those who 
follow Jesus. 
Because Moses worked for us as a gardener part time to earn 
family expenses I came to know him in a special way. The three 
years could be expanded by personal stories illustrating the gentle-
ness and love which captivated us and our children. One will sum-
marize this. 
In 1973 our daughter Ruth went to the United States alone to 
enter university. Before she left Moses and his wife prepared a 
special meal just for Ruth. They had Malawi rice which they had 
obtained some how. Then after a delicious meal which they ate 
together with Ruth, Moses read from Scriptu~e and prayed for God's 
grace) blessing and guidance on Ruth in her new venture. And we 
whom God sent to minister, were ministered to from among those 
whom God called to be his own. 
On field trips for evangelistic outreach by the Bible school 
Moses led the way in active witnessing to what his Jesus had done 
for him and how to know God. As a regular field experience he 
* undertook to minister to a rather larger than ordinary village. 
Before he finished Bible school that whole village of several fam-
ilies professed Christ. Already he was finding pockets of fringe 
* In Rhodesia a village is seldom more than one or two nuclear fam-
ilies in a patrilineal relationship in contrast to the rather 
large villages based on matrilineal clusters characteristic of 
most of Malawian society. 
Christians and non-Christians who received no regular ministry 
unless they stirred themselves to walk several miles to Church. 
During the years at Bible school \ve on the faculty spoke 
often of the growing sense we had that God had a special purpose 
for Moses and Steria. However we had no idea of what that was. 
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We expected Moses to return to Malawi and take up some form of 
ministry in the Central Church of Africa Presbyterian. We made no 
overt effort to bring the Phiri family into membership or formal 
ministry in the Free Methodist Church. 
Sometime in the latter half of 1973 Moses Phiri applied to 
the synod of the Central Church of Africa Presbyterian working 
among Malawi migrant workers in Rhodesia. He asked for employment 
as an evangelist (cf. letter from M.S. Daneel undated but replied 
to on 22 November 1973 in my files). This application was accepted 
and arrangements made to remove Moses with his goods to a farm in 
the Salisbury area with a monthly salary of R$ 30 plus a bicycle 
and travel allowance. 
In November, however, r~oses came to my office and related a 
series of three visions. In each the man who had spoken to him 
years before in the vision calling him to the ministry had spoken 
again. Now, Moses believed God was saying not to serve as an evan-
gelist for the Central Church of Africa Presbyterian in Rhodesia, 
but to return to Malawi and start the Free Methodist Church. In 
the vision Moses saw his ministry in terms of planting hundreds of 
tiny papaya plants, given to him by the man. These papaya plants 
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grew in his vision and bore the magnificent fruit that only those 
who know it can fully understand. They are a graphic symbol of 
rapid growth and fruitful multiplication. 
God gave confirmation of these visions in a vision to Rev. 
Luke Klema, pastor of the local Chitanga Free Methodist Church. 
This confirming witness coming from the church's most educated 
pastor helped convince the conference board of administration to 
expedite his reception as a licensed minister of the Free Methodist 
Church and to approve his venture in Malawi as a mission outreach 
of the Rhodesia Conference of the Free Methodist Church. They com-
mitted themselves to prayer support but only to the possibility of 
financial support if it became available. Phiri 's confidence in 
God was greater than that of the committee who endorsed his going 
(Capp 1973, letter to Daneel, 22 November 1973). 
The weeks of November and early December 1973 were busy ones 
for Phiri and his family. Committee meetings convened to hear 
and approve his call, Bible school graduation, personal visitors 
saying good-bye, the organization of his goods and making travel 
arrangements took time. 
A major factor was a financial uncertainty. Missionaries at 
Lundi, Bible school faculty members and church leaders joined in 
prayer about this. Several people felt God leading them to re-
direct funds, some personal gifts, some tithe, one a substantial 
unspecified persona 1 gift to a missionary fror,n an overseas friend. 
When the money was given to the Phiri family a short time before 
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they were to leave they had enough for air travel from Salisbury 
to Malav.Ji, although they chose to go by train and have the balance 
to help them get l~e-established in Malawi --a wise choice in the 
event. 1ravel for the 260 mile trip to Salisbury worked out wel1 
as a mission car was travelling for other purposes at that time. 
Thus did God call and prepare a man to do a special work in 
Malawi which is still young and growing. This was not the first 
time in the history of Christian intervention in Malawi that God 
called an African and led him out of the country for preparation 
and back to Malawi for ministry. 
In 1892 to 1900 God prepared and called John Chilembwe to 
found the Providence Industrial Mission under the auspices of the 
National Baptist Convention, U.S.A. This black church sponsored 
Chilembwe•s education and ordained him. Under Chilembwe the mis-
sion expanded rapidly in the southern region until Chilembwe was 
killed in a violent uprising, which he organized, in 1915 against 
the colonial government (Shepperson 1958: 115-142). 
In 1924 Rev. Hancock Phiri, a product of Livingstonia Mis-
sion's Overtoun Institute and uncle of Dr. H. Kamuzu Banda was 
ordained as a minister in the African Methodist Episcopal Church 
in South Africa and sent to begin a work in Malawi. This was the 
culmination of seven restless years of search in Rhodesia and South 
Africa (Macdonald 1970: 77-79). By the mid-1930's the African 
Methodist Episcopal in Malawi had grown to over 3,000 members and 
a network of schools (Macdonald 1970: 85). 
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In 1926 Dr. Daniel S. Malekebu re-opened the Providence Indus-
trial Mission. Malakebu had been a student in Chilembwe's day and 
spent 1905 to 1925 in the United States under the initial sponsor-
ship of Miss Emma B. De Laney, former missionary teacher at Provi-
dence in the early years of Chilembwe's leadership. Qualified as 
a medical doctor Malekebu led the mission into extensive activity 
in Malawi, Mozambique, Zambia, and other neighboring countries 
(Goddard 1967: 554). In 1968 there were 25,000 reported members 
(Coxill 1968: 228). 
In 1907 Charles Domingo, after a period of instruction under 
Joseph Booth in South Africa, established the Seventhday Baptist 
Church which still flourishes (Shepperson 1958: 160). 
About the same time another trainee of Joseph Booth, Elliott 
KamVJana es tab 1 i shed the t-Jatch Tower movement that baptized nearly 
10,000 members from 1908 to 1910 (Shepperson 1958: 154-156). 
None of these missions have approached the massive member-
ships of the Central Church of Africa Presbyterian and Roman 
Catholic Churches. But each has played a role in the patterns of 
the history of God's call to man to cooperate in the ultimate des-
truction of evil and triumph of the Kingdom of God. 
Since all the above churches were established in the colonial 
era and most had considerable political overtones in terms of oppo-
sition or resistance to the colonial government a comparison in 
the form of a political conflict model is likely to be unproductive 
in any quest for understanding the work of Moses Phiri. 
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PLANTING THE CHURCH IN MALAWI 
On December 19th, 1973 Moses Phiri wrote to say he had arrived 
safely. He had spoken to the District Commissioner of Nkhota Kota 
who forwarded an application to the capitol for license to start 
the Free Methodist Church. Meanwhile he was at work in his home 
at Damba Village. He says, "This time the whole village accepted 
Jesus and I am very busy to pray with these ... every day people 
are coming for prayer meetings. Free Methodist Church will be big 
here in Malawi.'' (Phiri 1973~ letter to Capp 19 December 1973) 
Significantly he says that there is ~o Central Church of Africa 
Presbyterian pastor (Phiri, letter to Capp 19 December 1973). He 
elaborates on this in a later letter. Stating that he now has 30 
members he tells of an invitation to tell the Central Church of 
Africa Presbyterian people about the Free Methodist Church. A num-
ber of them told him they wanted to join the Free Methodist Church 
after his talk. "So many people want to leave Central Church of 
Africa Presbyterian and join Free Methodist Church. I don't preach 
to them or witnessing (sic) to them. But they just want to come to 
hear the True Gospel which I am preaching.'' (Phiri 1974, letter to 
Capp 16 January 1974) 
While Moses was busy preaching and witnessing, and the church 
was growing, God was working with government officials. In February 
a letter from Phiri reported favorable inter~iews with government 
officials in Blantyre about permission to start the church. He 
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requested that I, as head of the mission, come to Malawi to help 
establish the legal process. Reporting the destruction of the rail 
line to Rhodesia by Frelimo he points out by contrast that Malawi 
is a peaceful country which one need not fear to visit (Phiri 
1974: letter 15 February 1974). 
On 11th March 1974 the Reverend Naison Chauke, Chairman of 
the Board of Administration of the Rhodesia Annual Conference and 
I flew to Blantyre from Salisbury. Rev. Jack Selfridge, a 
Central Church of Africa Presbyterian missionary, graciously met 
us at the airport and helped us rent a car and locate in a hotel. 
The next day we engaged the law firm Lilley Wills and Co. to repre-
sent us in the incorporation of the Free Methodist Church (Muche-
chetere 1974: letter 4 March 1974). This was a process that was 
finally completed-in July 1977. 
One highlight of the brief trip to Malawi was being able to 
give ~1oses money for a bicycle. In Phiri 's first letter from Mala-
wi he had requested the Chitanga Church to pray with him for a 
bicycle (Phiri 1973: letter to Capp 19 December 1973). Chauke and 
I had been sent with money which had been given to us without soli-
citation for the bicycle. He bought a Rudge. Writing on his 
return to Damba Vi 11 age after our trip to Blantyre he says, 11Thank 
you so much for the bicycle which you bought for the work of Jesus. 
Blessed are the hands which gave the money for the bicycle. This 
time I find it very easy to visit people in their homes. 11 (Phiri 
1974: letter to Capp 23 March 19j4) 
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In the letter just referred to Phiri indicated he had a long 
testimony to give at the annual conference in April. On a tape 
recording I have Moses• account of the crucial event which broke 
down the barriers in Nkhotakota District for the beginning of the 
church. 
Several children in Damba Village died in the space of a few 
weeks with a fast acting respiratory disease. One day Phiri re-
ceived word where he was working that his oldest son, Peter was 
dead. Rush·ing home he found the women wailing by the inert body 
of his son. Moses took him into the small house and began to pray. 
His prayer centered around a request for God to demonstrate His 
great power and restore Peter to life as a sign of approval on the 
ministry to which he had called Moses Phiri. Within a few hours 
Peter was eating and is today a normal healthy child. I record 
this without evidence other than the personal witness of Moses 
Phiri, which I accept. I interpret it as a form of Power Encounter 
described by Alan Tippett with repeated examples of the various 
ways in which God has been established in the minds of a people as 
being more powerful than Satan or the local deities (cf. Tippett 
1973: 88-91; Tippett 1967: 100-111; Tippett 1972: 141-143; Tippett 
1975: 844-855). 
The incident with Peter and a full account of God•s constant 
provision for his family needs and the story of the Church now 
being planted was related by Moses Phiri in full at the annual 
conference at Lundi t~ission in April 1974. Clarke and Ellen De r1ille 
had requested to have Moses stay with them in their guest room. 
DeMi 11 e was head of the secondary schoo 1 and his wife one of the 
Bible school faculty. 
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For Moses the highlight of annual conference was his ordina-
tion as a minister of the Free Methodist Church, a significant and 
status giving achievement for a Malawi man. 
Certainly Moses' ordination and his subsequent leadership and 
ministry is one argument that the high academic qualifications 
ordinarily required by churches of the west are not necessary to 
leadership which reflects the Holy Spirit's guidance. It argues, 
as well, that the refinement of detail and baggage of complexity 
which we associate with the highly organized church are missed not 
at a 11 by peop 1 e who have never been burdened by them. They wi 11 
accumulate their own baggage -- but it will be culturally relevant. 
Finally, it argues that a man, open to the Holy Spirit, is not 
kept by academic ignorance of the niceties of Biblical studies 
from a deep understanding of the realities of the Word of God liv-
ing and written. 
In March 1974 correspondence with D.M. Karns, Field Superin-
tendent of the Wesleyan Church in Natal, led to contact with Mr. 
Abal Manganih in Zomba District. Manganih had been asso~iated in 
years past with the Church of the Nazarene (personal communication). 
A divorce led to his removal from leadership and Manganih went inde-
pendent with his congregation. At the time of contact with Rev. 
Karns, Manganih had five churches and four unordained pastors under 
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his leadership with a total of 105 members (Morgan 1972: 2). 
Manganih was interested in association with a denomination in the 
Wesleyan-Arminian tradition. Since the Wesleyans had declined on 
grounds of inadequate personnel to undertake supervision, the 
request was referred to the Free Methodist Mission. 
Moses Phiri visited in 1974 on a number of occasions and in 
1975, during a field work tour in Malawi, I had extended conferen-
ces with Manganih and his leaders. One point of issue was ordina-
tion and the relation of Mr. Manganih to Moses Phiri. I left 
thinking that Manganih would lead his congregation to vote to join 
the Free Methodist Church and that he would serve as a district 
leader under Phiri. In the end two of his pastors joined the Free 
Methodist Church with their congregations but Manganih was refused 
ordination by the Free Methodist bishop and he declined to place 
himself under the leadership of Moses Phiri. A letter from Manga-
nih in June 1974 indicates that financial aid was one of the goals 
of association (Manganih 1974: letter to Capp). The group remains 
in fraternal fellowship. 
The first extended missionary visit to the Malawi Free Metho-
dist Church was a visit by Tillman and Gwen Houser in June 1974. 
Rev. Houser is a trained missiologist with the M.A. in missiology 
from Fuller Theological Seminary. As a result of his survey he 
noted several things. His visit established credibility to ~oses 
Phiri 1 S work in Damba village. The people joining the Free Metho-
dist Church are a cross section of Malawi society from top to 
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bottom and a good per centage are poorly shepherded members of the 
Central Church of Africa Presbyterian. The church is stressing 
planting where no church exists at present. There is a great dearth 
of ordained pastors in the Central Church of Africa Presbyterian, 
Anglican and Roman Catholic churches. The mood of evangelistic 
i niti at i ve is in 1 i ne \-Jith the government program of community 
self-help. Many government officials are practicing Christians and 
the mood is pro-Christian. There appeared to be little ancestor 
cult or spirit possession. The Moslem community appears to be 
responsive (cf. Houser 1974: 3,4). 
While Rev. and Mrs. Houser were in Malawi they attended the 
official opening of the Free Methodist Church in Malawi on 16th 
June 1974 at Damba Village. More than 100 people were present 
and 35 received communion (Houser 1974: 2). The highlight of the 
day was a speech by ~~oses Phi ri 's father. It deserves a full read-
ing and is included as Appendix A. He comments on the fact that 
Moses, his son, is now a missionary "who can be visited by the 
whites." (Phwitiko 1974) 
By August 1974 a number of Malawian applicants for Lundi 
Bible School had been recommended by Phiri. Mikson Mbewe arrived 
in Rhodesia with his wife and infant daughter in time for the open-
ing of third term in September. Several others who had travelled 
with him were denied entrance to Rhodesia because they did not have 
an official letter of acceptance from the Bible school or mission. 
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As applications multiplied from individuals a system was es-
tablished to receive students. By policy application blanks were 
available only through Moses Phiri for Malawi students. His signa-
ture and the church's approval were required. It had become apparent 
almost immediately that it would not be possible, much less wise, 
to handle the training of future Malawi church leaders in a way 
that bypassed the church at the beginning (cf. Capp 1974, letters 
to Phiri 13 and 26 September 1974). 
In August 1974 a group of women missionaries from Lundi Mis-
sion spent a two week holiday visiting the Church in Malawi. Their 
holiday turned into an evangelistic tour. Phiri arranged meetings 
for them almost every night. They preached in Nkhota Kota District 
and in the Zomba District. While they were visiting in ~1r. Manga-
nih's churches in the Zomba District, Chief Makolijah carne early one 
morning to talk to Moses Phiri about starting a new Free Methodist 
Church in his village. Since then a second church has grown out of 
the original and the combined membership in 1978 was nearly 150 
(oral communication). By September 1974 regular congregations had 
been established at Damba and Chi a, with the enquiring group at 
Zomba. There was also an unorganized group meeting at Blantyre-
Lembe under L.K. Domoya. Formerly a Church of the Nazarene pastor, 
there was some misunderstanding and Dornoya carne to the Free Metho-
dist Church. Although both Phiri and I advised him to remain in 
~1alawi in the pastoral ministry, he later attended Lundi Bible 
School then returned to the Church of the Nazarene in 1976 (cf. 
Phiri 1974: letter to Capp, 14 October; Capp 1974: letter to Domoya, 
1 November). 
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In October 1974 Frank Andrew, a convert from Islam and a mem-
ber of the Chi a church, carne to Bible school. Contrary to require-
ments he came without his wife. He was very strange. Although 
Phiri recommended him, late in October he wrote asking that Andrew 
be sent back to Malawi. Andrew did not appear to understand Eng-
lish well, yet he was enthusiastic about converting Muslims. He 
was in regular contact with Every Home Crusade in Bulawayo, Rhode-
sia. He returned to Malawi saying that he was going to get his 
wife and return in January. He did not. I saw him in 1975, but he 
was reportedly trying to cause division in the Chia church. It 
appeared to be a problem of leadership conflict (Phiri 1974: letter 
to Capp, 28 October; Capp 1974: letter to Phiri, 7 November, 13 
November; personal communication). 
Letters from Phiri late in 1974 advised of four or five new 
Bible school students to come, report the Church as growing bigger 
and bigger and indicate extensive travel between Nkhota Kota and 
Blantyre. There were requests for marriage documents and kool-aid 
-- "flour that turned into red (wine) when we put in water." 
(Phi ri 1974: 1 etter to Capp, 11 November) Another 1 etter on the 
14th November indicates intention to open a church in another Mos-
lem village in Nkhota Kota District, but details of what happened 
are lacking. 
The planting of the Church in Malawi began and has continued 
------- ----~ without mission support in terms of salaries for pastors. The rura 1 
population certainly affects the possibility 
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of th·is. The difficulty of starting a work in the city without sup-
port is illustrated in a report by Phiri of his conversation with 
L.K. Domoya in Blantyre. 
~~lr. Domoya is doing a good job in Blantyre. The Lord 
is really using him ... no one has employed him but 
he is living in the city by Faith ... I asked Mr. 
DoP1oya ... do you think you can stay in the city 
without money? ~1r. Domoya answered me this way, "God 
gave me (a) stomach, he knew that I need to eat, I 
needtotvear, and I need to drink." That is the Faith 
of r1r. Domoya. (Phiri 1974: letter to Capp, 18 Novem-
ber). 
In J\pril 1974 a i~i s s ions Commission had been appointed by the 
Rhodesia Annual Conference to supervise and provide communication 
channels between Moses Phiri in Malawi and the Church in Rhodesia. 
But by December 1974 nothing had been done. In December Phiri wrote 
asking about the Commission. I spoke to the.chairman from time to 
time but it v1as slow in starting. The missionary was running miles 
ahead of the Missions Commission of the Conference (Phiri 1974: 
letter to Capp, 16 December; Capp 1975: letter to Phiri, 2 February). 
In December 1974 three fami 1 i es -- Depper Magwaza and his vJi fe; 
Alifeyo Mpulula, his wife and seven children; and Finess Nyamatha-
manga, his wife and children --arrived to begin studies. 
Phiri had written suggesting that another team of Rhodesians 
both missionaries and Africans -- come to Malawi to help him with 
evangelistic outreach. Early in 1975 he wrote urgently requesting 
a group of eight /qme<-~ rna tter w~f~ed to the Mi 55 i on5 
Commission. The/difficulties were enormous. Although Phiri was // 
/ 
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sure the road through Mozambique was open and passable, our informa-
tion was hazy (cf. Capp 1975: memo to Sayre, 1 February). 
Phiri also recognized the need for the Book of Discipline to 
be translated into Chichewa. He requested that Mpulula be set to 
the task while at Bible school. In my reply to his request I said, 
11 1 think this is a good idea and we will try to do something about 
it." (Capp 1975: letter to Phiri, 2 February) Unfortunately, I nor 
anyone, ever did anything about it because by the beginning of 1976 
the Rhodesian war had come full force to the Nuanetsi District where 
Lundi Bible School was located. Other items held priority. 
THE GROWING CHURCH 
Dear Rev. Capp -- I write this letter to tell you that 
the church is growing bigger and bigger, the bicycle 
you bought for me is now too small to compare with the 
work in 11alav.Ji. I employed ~1r. L.K. Domoya and fvlr. 
Alfred Chagadema to help me ... Is there any way that 
you can help me with a Honda ... I can use my bicycle 
from Sa 1 ima to Nkhota Kota but I can • t use my bicycle 
from Salima to Blantyre or from Nkhota Kota to Lilongwe 
(Phiri 1975: letter to Capp, 25 February). 
At the end of 1974 Phiri moved to Salima to start a new church 
leaving Nkhota Kota and Chia in the hands of a leader he had trained. 
For the time being Domoya gave good leadership in Blantyre. Salima 
is a busy little town at the junction of the old rail line to Blan-
.---~---tyre---and -the new-rai_~~tensi on to the new capitol city of Lilongwe. 
"" 
'"" 
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Salima is near a tourist resort on Lake Malawi and near Chipoka, one 
of the main ports at the south end of the lake for water transport 
up the lake. Salima, headquarters for the government of Salima Dis-
trict, was to become the headquarters of the Free Methodist Church 
as well. The move was good. Communication, which was difficult to 
the Damba community with even the nearest postal service being 26 
miles away, was vastly improved. Not only postal and telegraph ser-
vice were available, but even telephone. Salima was also more cen-
tral to the development pattern of the church. 
Meanwhile, at Damba the Church had raised K 200 and started 
to burn bricks for a nev.J building. In Blantyre L.K. Domoya decided 
he must come to Bible school at LJndi ~1ission. His father-in-law 
gave him K 40 for transportation and in April Dor10ya and his wife 
and two children came to Lundi. Phiri found someone else to lead 
in Blantyre (Phiri 1975: letter to Capp, 7 March). 
Funds were made available by gifts in April to bring Phiri 
from Malawi to the 1975 Rhodesia Annual Conference which was held 
at Chikombedzi r·~ission. The days before conference and for a fe\'-1 
days afterv.Jard it was our priviledge to have Moses Phiri as guest 
in our personal guest house surrounded by the lovely flowers, shrubs, 
trees and lawn which he had so lovingly helped to plant and care 
for as a Bible school student. 
During the April conference plans were laid to drive to Malawi 
with a team of missionaries and the five Malawi men attending Bible 
school. It was to be a combination of survey 'for the mission, 
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supervised field practical experience for the students and an evan-
g~listic outreach for the Malawi Church. The date was to be July to 
August 1975. Phiri made extensive arrangements for the tour. He 
contacted chiefs to arrange for meetings in places where no church 
had been started. He organized accomodations and food for the entire 
team. He arranged the schedule and set up a simple format for the 
nightly evangelistic services --show slides, preach an evangelis-
tic sermon, and then "ask the people to choose Jesus". (Ph..iri 1975: 
letter to Capp, 26 May) Plans had been made for an African woman 
who was trained in tailoring to set up women's classes in Malawi for 
four months, from June through September. The women of the church 
promised to take full care of her, but she was unable to get a pass-
port in time. By the next year it was impossible because of war 
(Phiri 1975: letter to Capp, 26 May; Capp 1975: letter to Phiri, 4 
June). 
The first concrete move to support Phiri 's work and the begin-
nings of an organized mission outreach took place during the 1975 
Rhodesia Annual Conference. Well over R$ 100 were contributed in 
cash and a campaign for pledges to be paid later carried the total 
higher. In addition, the Natal-Transkei Annual Conference had become 
interested in the r~alawi Church and the Malihambe, the Free ~1ethodist 
Women's organization in Natal-Transkei, sent about R 100 which they 
had raised as a gift for the Church in Malawi. These monies were 
presented to Phiri at the annual conference. From time to time Phiri 
received other gifts from individuals who heard of his ministry, but 
at no time did he receive a regular allowance from any organized source. 
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An energetic letter writer, Phiri was corresponding with several 
Free Methodist people in the United States who heard about his work 
through occasional articles in "The t1issionary Tidings", the offi-
cial publication of the vJomen's t1issionary Society of the Free Metho-
dist Church in North America. In my movement as a missionary speaker 
on deputation in the United States I have heard reports of occasional 
gifts sent to him. General t'tissionary Board financial records indi-
cate a fairly sizeable flow of unsolicited funds through their chan-
nels. On occasion the General fvJissionary Board made gifts of several 
hund1~ed dollars, but without any regular budgetary commitment. In 
October 1975 Phiri gave me a list of these contribution (cf. Phiri 
1975: letter to Capp, 29 October). 
A repeated mention is made by Phiri in his letters of his con-
tact with various government officials, all of whom seem favorable 
and helpful. Typically he writes concerning the projected Bible 
school field trip, 
I have already told the District Commissioners of Nkhota 
Kota, Salima, Blantyre and Zomba about your coming to 
Malawi. These Commissioners are ready to take care of 
you until you come back, we are all nice people in 
r-~a 1 awi . vie like missionaries to deve 1 op our country 
by God's Word (Phiri 1975: letter to Capp, June n.d.) 
Plans finalized, the Bible school field trip got underway·on 
* 9th July 1975. We travelled in two cars, Rev. and Mrs. Henry Church 
* A new missionary couple with a decade of successful pastoral min-
istry in the United States assigned as evangelistic missionaries 
to the Rhodesia mission. 
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and their two children, Miss Elesinah Chauke, head of the Bible school 
studies for women, five Malawian students, Alifeyo Mpulula, Depper 
r1ag~vaza, Listard Domoya, Mikson MbevJe and Finess Nyamathamanga plus 
mYSelf as Bible school principle. ~~e made one overnight stop in 
Salisbury, reaching Blantyre late in the evening of lOth July as 
planned. 
We had no border difficulties when crossing the narrow stretch 
of the Tete area of Mozambique that separates Rhodesia and Malawi. 
i~e were searched by Frelimo soldiers, found a Shangaan speaking 
friend in the immigration office who helped us get transit visas but 
encountered no serious problems. Fortunately we had both food and 
water. There was none available that we could find since all stores 
were closed. It was Sunday. The ravages of the recent war were 
evident, but so were the signs of people moving out of the militar-
ized camps back to the land, preparing and planting fields. The 
people of northwestern Mozambique are historically related to the 
i'1alawians and Chichewa was easily understood by the local people. 
There would be potential for the Free Methodist Church in Malawi and 
in Mozambique to work together on expansion in this northern area. 
The Bible school evangelistic team spent a week in Nkhota Kota, 
a week in Salima, a week in Blantyre and a week in Zomba. Nightly 
services were arranged, almost all in different villages. In Blantyre 
we met in an open field and concentrated on the Bangwe housing area 
of the Blantyre-Limbe complex. One obvious fact was the outstanding 
number of men who are involved in the Church. Estimates at the time 
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of the field trip indicate at least as many men as women in services. 
A second observation was the obvious approach through village author-
ities in the rural areas and town authorities in more urban areas. A 
distinct feature of the tour were the women's classes led by Elesinah 
Chauke. From her work the women's organization of Malawi has grown. 
The core method has been Bible study and informal preaching and 
counselling in a sewing group. The materials for sewing have been 
the unique contribution of the t<Jomen 's ~~issionary Society o-f North 
America -- five inch squares of cloth sent by small packet mail. An 
interesting and effective device for ministry among women in a country 
like Malawi (cf. Capp 1975: Report on Lundi Bible School Field Exper-
ience in Malawi). 
The primary explanation for growth noted on this tour was that 
t~oses Phiri's message of Life in Christ is validated by his life and 
that years of evangelistic neglect by the historic churches has 
allowed a large number of villages created by population growth to 
develop without churches. It is these villages and village segments 
that seem to be responding (Capp 1975: Report on Lundi Bible School 
Field Experience in f'1alavli, p. 3). 
Immediately following the field trip, Bishop Ellis, Area Bishop 
for the Free ~1ethodist Church, visited the main center of the develop-
ing Malawi Church. It was a busy winter for f~oses Phiri. The most 
exciting outcome was Phiri 's report that in Chipwete Village, seven-
teen families, had received Jesus Christ and joined the Free Methodist 
Church (Phiri 1975: letter to Capp, 2 September). This church, seven 
miles from Salima, has since grown to over 300 members and is the 
largest Free Methodist Church in Malawi. 
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In August, Kanyama Banda with his wife and infant son came to 
attend Bible school. He travelled to Rhodesia with the returning 
team. In September t\vO additional families arrived, Nimrod ~1angwan­
gwa and family and Kings tone Phi ri and his family. These 11ere the 
last students to come from Malawi. There were now eight families 
in training at Lundi Bible School for ministry in Malawi. The flow 
was halted first by a Rhodesian immigration problem. There was no 
category for Bible school students and there was no way for the stu-
dents to get identity certificates which, by law, had to be carried 
at all times. With increasing war activity this was enforced rigidly. 
It took several months to get special permission, but with a gracious-
ness typical of contacts our mission had with Rhodesian officials an 
exception was made and a special residence permit \vas granted. As 
hostilities intenstified later and military personnel unfamiliar with 
the immigration permits demanded to see a regular identification cer-
tificate, the District Commissioner at the time, Peter Parsons, 
arranged to have these certificates issued in spite of regulations. 
The second factor in the flow of students was closure of the 
Mozambique border with Rhodesia. The road was closed from Rhodesia 
to Malawi about two weeks after our return. We had been led by God 
to choose the only time there had been open safe road travel from 
Rhodesia to Malawi in several years. But later in 1975 even air tra-
vel from Rhodesia to Malawi was halted. Mozambique refused to allow 
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airplanes stopping in Salisbury to travel over t1ozambique air space 
and Malawi cut off both Air Malawi service to Rhodesia and Air Rho-
desia service to Malawi. The only route left was Salisbury to 
Johannesburg and Johannesburg to Blantyre. This made travel costs 
for students who had to pay their ovm travel to Bible school impos-
sible. 
The matter of leadership assistance for r~oses Phiri was of 
concern. Luke Sandani, a young unmarried graduate of Lundi Bible 
School felt God's call to foreign missionary work. As a step in 
this direction Phiri was approached about his coming to Malawi. His 
response was positive on condition that the Rhodesian Commission on 
Missions underwrite his support (Phiri 1975: letter to Capp, 9 Aug-
ust). * 
In October, after consultation with Luke Sandani, a request was 
made that the Malawi Church receive him and provide food and shelter. 
Luke was prepared to trust God to supply his need for other things 
(Capp 1975: letter to Phiri, 22 October). Phiri then wrote that the 
Malawi churches agreed to this and asked Luke to come. The Commission 
on Missions in Rhodesia had not yet acted to give Luke official stand-
ing with the Rhodesian Church but procedul~e for f1alawi residence was 
begun. Also funds were already coming for his travel (Phiri 1975: 
letter to Capp, n.d.; Capp 1975: letter to Phiri, 18 November). At 
* This letter is obviously misdated since it mentions Bishop Ellis 
who visited in the latter part of August. A more likely date would 
be 9 September. 
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first everything seemed favorable with Malawi immigration, but in 
February 1976 Phiri wrote that the Chief Immigration Officer had au-
thorized a visit but refused permission for Luke Sandani to work in 
the t~ala1vi Church (Phiri 1976: letter to Capp, 16 February). fvlean-
while I had made attempts to get approval for Luke Sandani to serve 
with Operation Mobilization in Britain. Ironically, a letter of au-
thorization arrived a day or two after Luke Sandani disappeared. 
Rumor says that he was offered medical training by the Patriotic 
Front and left Rhodesia via Botswana. Nothing has been heard from 
him. 
In order to relieve some of the immediate stress of leadership 
and organization Phiri invited all his main lay leaders to Salima 
for a week of intensive prayer, discussion and training on how to 
keep the Church growing. After the meeting Phiri divided up the 
churches among the six leaders. Mr. Manganih was set over Kachapila, 
Mako.lija, Zomba town and Blantyre city. Mr. Malemnya 1vas set over 
~1lamwa, Namsasala, Jali and f·~alemba Village. ~1r. Nzunga was set 
over Kaimaima, Kandeu, Chituku and Kamoto-Ncheu. Mr. Manyoni was 
set over Damba, Mtete, Msamala and Chia. Mr. Chagadama was set over 
Kas ungu, Kani che and Nkhota Kota. Mr. Ngozo was set over Sa 1 i ma 
town, Chipwete, Ngolomi, Karonga and Simaiwa (Phiri 1975: letter to 
Capp, 29 September). 
On the 2nd October 1975 another letter from Phiri stresses the 
need for a motorcycle again. He says, 
The churches in ~ia 1 awi need me at the same time. Two 
new villages at Lilongwe Capitol City want me to visit 
them. Two tobacco estates at Kasungu \!Jant me ... 
Two villages at Ncheu District want me . One vil-
1 age at Mchi ngi District want me . . . Our vi 11 age at 
Mzimba District want me to visit them (Phiri 1975: 
letter to Capp, 2 October}. 
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Phiri goes on to say that these requests all came as a result of his 
paying Malawi Broadcasting Corporation to announce the visit of 
* Bishop Ellis. 
Earlier in this study a survey indicating rural listenership 
to the radio was very low and city listenership about 30 percent. 
This remark by Phiri indicates that even if the pattern has not 
shifted, at least those who listen are active listeners. That is 
an important commentary on the survey and the use of media. 
Since the names of places and the names of leaders listed 
above do not correlate well with the 1978 report (Appendix J) sev-
eral explanations are possible. One is that they didn't develop. 
This is true with the relationship of Mr. Manganih at least. Ano-
ther is that the churches mentioned are still developing and have 
not yet become societies with baptized members. While both explana-
tions must be partially true, the latter is supported by Phiri 's 
reports of baptism and his dates for beginning of churches. Oates 
on his 1978 report are more than a year later for a number of chur-
ches mentioned in earlier correspondence. An example of the possi-
bility of time lag appears in a letter of 16 February 1976. Here 
Phiri reports baptizing 56 people at Kasungu on 18th January plus 
receiving 13 from other churches. On 25th January he reports 
* Reports back to General Missionary Board headquarters resulted in 
one member of the Commission on Missions in America donating 
funds for the motorcycle. It was purchased early in 1976. 
baptizing 34 people and receiving 5 men from other churches at 
Nasadi in Thyolo District. This latter place does not appear on 
the 1978 report. At Chipwete when the new church was opened 100 
people gave their lives to Jesus (Phiri 1976: letter to Capp, 16 
February). 
Another explanation is that the statistical reporting has 
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not been systematic~ that there is need for a careful survey that 
would establish when each congregation came into being and what the 
membership was together with regular reports indicating progress of 
membership. Also more than one name may be used at different times 
for the same place. An example of this is Makolijah also called 
Malimba (Phiri 1976: letter to Capp, 10 August). This needs to be 
checked out. 
Early in 1976 plans were being laid for the possibility of 
another Bible school field trip (Capp 1976: letter to Phiri, 6 
February; Church 1976: letter to Ellis, 6 February; Capp 1976: let-
ter to Phiri, 3 March). Moses Phiri countered with an earnest 
request that in 1976 pastors, black or white, Rhodesian or South 
African, but not Bible school students be sent to work with the 
Church (Phiri 1976: 16 February). The Rhodesian war prevented any 
further development of the Bible school field trip plans. But, 
funds were made available for Rev. Robert Nxumalo of the Natal-
Transkei conference to spend some weeks in Malawi in teaching and 
evangelistic work. Nxumalo, a graduate of Edwaleni Technical 
School and Union Bible Institute at Sweetwater, Natal, had been 
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pastor and district superintendent and was now engaged in full time 
evange·l ism. 
Nxumalo spent from 30 July to 7 September 1976 with the churches 
in Malawi. He spent the first week using the Book of Discipline to 
teach basic things about the Free Methodist Church to 19 men and 4 
or 5 \'iomen -- all church 1 eaders. The remaining weeks he travelled, 
preaching at different centers. 
Some of Nxumalo's insights are interesting. He note~Moses 
Phiri 's hard work and his need of help to teach the people. Nxumalo 
mentions the hope for a missionary to come and to have schools and 
doctors. He notes, 11 1 am sorry to say I have killed all their 
hopes." (Nxumalo 1976: letter to Clyde, 3 f\.ugust) In this same 
letter he notes that some members of the church are high government 
officials. 
Nxumalo approved of Moses 1 transfer to Salima --but for a dif-
ferent reason. Noting that Nkhota Kota is growing more slowly than 
other areas yet far better than his own conference -- he states, 
"He saw the danger of staying at home. 11 (Nxumalo 1976: letter to 
Clyde, 15 August) 
The matrilineal family customs were upsetting to Nxumalo. His 
comment is worth quotation: 
The father is not so important in the family. Your 
brother-in-law is the one who has authority in your 
family. Your children are not yours, they belong to 
their uncle. Divorce is a very small thing here. 
You can leave any time. Don't worry children are not 
yours anyway. Just yesterday a man came here to Moses 
and told him that he wants .to divorce his wife because 
she does not follow him to be a Free Methodist. Yes-
terday afternoon a teacher visited us. He belongs to 
another church. He told us he wants to divorce one 
of his wives because he has two and it is expensive 
to keep two wives. So I am learning new things here. 
The Church needs so much teaching. 
But Moses is so strong he faces them. He tells 
them that Free Methodists came here to build up homes, 
not to destroy them (Nxumalo 1976: letter to Clyde, 
15 August). 
Phiri 's inexact accounting procedures and flexible idea of 
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priority in use of money were disturbing to Nxumalo. He found Phiri 
had used, in other ways, money sent to him for expenses in connec-
tion with Nxumalo's visit. He also worried about more accurate 
membership records. He showed Phiri how to use a cash book and to 
make a church membership register (Nxumalo 1976: letter to Clyde, 
6 September). 
In a formal report Nxumalo called attention to several factors 
of interest. 
l) The work was growing fast. 
2) There was lack of leadership. 
3) There was a problem of how to support leaders financially. 
4) About half the church members come from other denominations. 
Re-orienting them to the Free Methodist Church was a problem. 
5) A lot of members thought Phiri was sent by a mission and with 
lots of money. Phiri 's call from God was not clear to them. 
6) Phiri had no proper place to stay. He was renting. 
(Nxumalo 1976: 2) 
The motorcycle gift increased Phiri •s movement. In June he 
writes of nevi converts and new places every week. But the continued 
crimp of financing remains. He writes of requesting the General 
~1issionary Board fot some travel funds. At Bangwe township in 
Blantyre-Limbe the leadership problem created when Domoya went to 
Bible school increased. The church leader pressed for a K 40 per 
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month salary. This was out of the question. Phiri 's answer was to 
close the church. 
In keeping with all growth reports, yet confusing the statis-
tical issue still more, Phiri reports his travel with Nxumalo in 
terms of preaching to 159 Christians at Chipwete on 8th August, 89 
Christians at Damba in Nkhota Kota District on 15th August, 57 Christ-
ians at Lisandwa in Kasungu District on 22nd August, 209 Christians 
at Malemba in Zomb1 District on 29th August and 305 members of Nasadi 
Church in Thyolo District on 5th September. 
It was after Nxumalo spoke to them that Manganih and his lead-
ers in Zomba withdrew from moves toward a formal merger with the 
* Free Methodist Church. An issue at stake was ordination. This 
reduced the Free Methodist churches in Zomba to one as of September 
1976, nalemba, also called t~akolijah, with 129 members (Phiri 1976: 
letter to Capp, 10 September). 
Illustration of statistical problems is given in Phiri 's letter 
of 18 August and 10 September. In the former he reports 182 Christ-
ians not 159 at Chipwete for the service and 65 members instead of 
* This small group is still functioning as the \tJesleyan Church 
though to rnY knov;ledge, v1ithout any formal connection being recog-
nized by the ~esleyan Church itself. 
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89 Christians at Damba. These are discrepancies that do not invali-
date the growth, but they do not clarify the picture and raise 
questions about other statistics. 
WAR, RETURN AND LEADERSHIP TRAINING 
By April 1976 it was clearly a possibility that the military 
situation in Rhodesia could make it necessary to send the eight Malawi 
families at Lundi Bible School back to Malawi. Alternative Bible 
school possibilities were investigated, the most likely was Likubula 
Bible Institute. The Africa Evangelical Fellowship, the Nyasa Mission 
and the Zambezi Mission and the churches associated with them merged 
separate Bible schools in 1965. All three missions are essentially 
of British Baptist origin. The main problems were the year around 
residence program without facilities for families. The principal in-
dicated in 1976 that they hoped in future to provide such facilities 
(Bonongwe 1976: letter to Capp, 31 May). 
The sudden outbreak of war in the southeast at the beginning 
of February 1976 upset the Malawians. They v.Jere frightened. Their 
country was peaceful and up till then Lundi had been peaceful. In 
t~arch the shutdown of air service from Blantyre to Salisbury was 
threatening. They came to me asking what the Bible school would do. 
I promised them that they would be returned to' Malawi. In May, sev-
era 1 said that was what they V.Janted to do. I asked them to discuss 
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it together and pray and then any family who felt they wanted to re-
turn to Malawi would be sent. A few days later, one by one the men 
came to me and said that God had taken away their fears. They wanted 
to stay. As it happened they had to go-- but before that the Holy 
Spirit had confirmed His call to each of these men and the threat of 
death -- really present -- no longer was a hindrance to their cooper-
ation vJi th God. 
In October the General Missionary Board directed the ~hodesia 
Mission to send the Malawi students home. I travelled with them, 
arriving in Blantyre on 16 October 1976 by air via Johannesburg. No 
plan had been finalized but tentative plans had been made to have 
four one month intensive courses each year. Teachers would be flown 
in from Rhodesia and South Africa for each c6urse. A place and the 
details of food and lodging were still unknown. 
On arrival in Salima I talked with Phiri about the possibility. 
We went to see different buildings for rent or sale. The only likely 
possibility was to purchase one of the stores up for sale by Indian 
storekeepers being forced to move to Lilongwe, Blantyre-Limbe or 
Zomba under the government program to 1 oca 1 i ze commerce in the rural 
areas. TvJO possible buildings were located and the owners contacted. 
In October a proposal went forward to the General Hissionary 
Board incorporating the short term scheme and the purchase of one of 
the Indian owned stores (Capp 1976: letter to Dr. Kirkpatrick, 27 
October). On 3 December after contact with the General Missionary 
Board, a proposal to purchase was sent to Hussein Kalu, son of the 
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owner of one of the recommended stores (Capp 1976: letter to Kalu, 
6 December). The offer to purchase at$ 10,000 was acceoted by 
Kalu. The legal details were handled by law firms in Malawi and took 
some months but possession of the building by 1 March 1977 was agreed 
to (Kalu 1977: letter to Capp, 10 January). 
In faith, arrangements had been made to have Beth Beckelhymer, 
missionary teacher at Lundi Bible School, and Gertrude Haight, mis-
sian business manager, do the first intensive course. The dates were 
set for 7th March to 1st April at Salima (Capp 1976: letter to Phiri, 
5 November). In spite of war, withdrawal of the missionaries from 
Lundi Mission, relocation of all the Bible school students and their 
re-integration to their home lives in Malawi, God worked out, in His 
own time, the possibility of continuing the leadership training of 
these men whom God had called. Certainly it was a step of faith for 
the General ~1issionary Secretary, Dr. Kirkpatrick, as well. Even 
though he gave permission to neqotiate the purchase, he did not know 
where funds would come from. In view of the intense financial pres-
sure that has been part of the picture for several years with the 
General Missionary program his approval was a bold administrative 
decision. Moses Phiri reported that faith in these words: 
Brother Kirkpatrick wrote a beautiful letter to me. 
He told me that General ~1issionary Board at this time 
has no 10,000 dollars but our Lord Jesus has 10,000 
dollars to buy Kalu's store in Malawi. He told me to 
help him in prayer to our Lord who has 10,000 dollars 
for Kalu's store (Phiri 1976: letter to Capp, 26 Novem-
ber). 
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In this same letter, Phiri notes that Mpulula (one of the 
Bible school students) had started the Free Methodist Church at his 
home with 70 people now attending, J.\nother older leader, ahvays 
referred to respectfully as Father Malemba, had started a new church 
at ~1alunga Village in Zomba District. "In short," said Phiri, "the 
Holy Spirit is really moving throughout the country of~1alawi." 
(Phiri 1976: letter to Capp, 26 November) 
The Executive Committee of the Commission on Missions took 
action in their meeting of 26-28 January 1977 as follows: 
On motion it was voted that the missionary secretary be 
authorized to take the proper steps to start a Bible 
school in MalavJi; to provide for personnel, registra-
tion with the government and plan for future financial 
needs for the Bible school in the 1978 budget (Execu-
tive Committee Minutes 1977: 3). 
At the same meeting the committee also agreed to pay the attar-
ney's costs for incorporation of the Free Methodist Church in ~~alawi 
(Executive Committee Minutes 1977: 6). 
Tillman Houser, veteran Rhodesian missionary and Rhodesia Mis-
sion superintendent (replacing Capp who left Rhodesia on 21 November 
1976 for furlouqh), went to Malawi early in March 1977 to prepare the 
store building for use as a Bible school. He organized a bathl~oom, 
furniture, painting and a number of other such mundane but necessary 
items. The Indian family requested permission to use part of the 
facility for an interim period. They were very hospitable and helped 
with transport as well (Houser 1977: letter to Dr. Kirkpatrick, 7 
r~arch). 
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Many people extended hospitality and assistance when Beth Beck-
elhymer and Gertrude Haight went to hold the first intensive Bible 
school session in Salima. There was noise, interruption by workmen, 
heat, ~osquitos, new diets and the need for lots of clean up and 
paint as well as teaching. But these were side issues. 
Seven of the ei:Jht students came. Domoya had returned to the 
Church of the Nazarene. Each man was busy with a church started 
either by hirnsel f or by Moses Phi ri. During the month they covered 
a full Bible school term of Christian education courses. On Sundays 
they attended the local Free r~1ethodist Church with the students in 
charge. Miss Beckelhymer comments: 
Moses and our students feel thay have a call to lead 
people to a personal knowledge of the Saviour through 
spreading the Free Methodist Church. What they had 
a 11 experienced before in this well-churched country 
1>1as mostly a formal "churchianity" rather than kno~>Jing 
Christ in saving power. They know the difference now 
(Beckelhymer 1977: 2). 
Describing their visit to Chipwete one Sunday Miss Beckelhymer 
noted that the chief was received as a full member. Spread out over 
the 300 miles from Nkhota Kota to Thyolo she recorded that there 
were eight churches and 815 members all in need of instruction and 
training (Beckelhymer 1977: 3). 
How best to continue the Bible School was a theme that Houser 
discussed in his report (Houser 1977). His feeling was that the 
Malawi Church should provide the food. Miss Beckelhymer presents 
pros and cons of the present Bible school arrangement. She notes 
the students' desire to finish more quickly, and the fact that the 
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wives are unable to continue their studies. With new students want-
ing to enter she asks, 11 Is this the best way to continue?" (Beckel-
hyme r 1 9 77 : 3) 
On the positive side she points out that the men stay home. 
They keep their families and their fields. They are active in the 
local church, growing and learning at the same time. Between ses-
sions they do self teaching extension lessons and scripture memori-
zation (Beckelhymer 1977: 3). 
It is difficult to capture the spirit of these men whom God 
has called to be leaders without having been with them. Finess 
Nyamathamanga \•Jrote after the first Bible school session: 
God is so wonderful to me . . . I made a vow v1i th my 
Lord that whether in trouble or happy, no matter. 
v.Jhatever anyone may say I will follow my Living God. 
For one great thing he loved me, he died for me so 
that I may be saved through the blood of Jesus Christ. 
I am at home: The work of God begins at my home. I 
thank the Lord for calling me an uneducated man to do 
his work. To me its a great opportunity (Nhamatha-
manga 1977: letter to Capp, 27 April). 
One of the results of Nxumalo's trip to Malawi was intense 
interest in Natal-Transkei Conference. Phiri was invited to be the 
conference speaker in April 1977 and a fund raising project was in-
augurated by the mission and the conference to assist in Malawi 
outreach (Minutes of Natal-Transkai Mission Meeting, 8 November 1976). 
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At the conference excitement grew. Moses captivated the 
hearts of the Natal-Transkai people with his. simple direct message 
of faith in the Lord Jesus. The conference paid for his air travel 
from Malawi (R 340), gave him R 200 for his work plus ten large 
boxes of good used clothing and raised money to buy bicycles for 
the Malawi pastors as well. This was the first major financial 
contribution to mission outreach by a Southern African Free Metho-
dist conference to my knowledge. It was promoted by the African 
leadership sparked by Robert Nxumalo. Mission Superintendent 
Warren Johnson said, 11 God came upon them and showered the people 
with a beautiful spirit of giving and sharing. Thanks be to God~ 11 
(Johnson 1977: letter to Capp, 20 May) 
In June Warren Johnson and his wife Jean went to Malawi for 
the second intensive course. They brought the money for bicycles 
from the Natal-Transkai conference and were able to buy them and 
present them to the Church during their stay. 
The problem of financial accountability noticed earlier by 
Robert Nxumalo is mentioned again by Johnson. Funds had been left 
for the Bible school in a bank account to which Phiri was signatory. 
He used most of the money for gener.a 1 church operation a 1 expenses. 
He had an accurate account of it, but this time the problem was 
the use of designated funds (Johnson 1977: letter to Capp, 22 June). 
In Johnson's report further problems with the scheme for the 
Bible school are discussed. While he agreed that the pastoral 
training program is the missionary priority he suggested that the 
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one-month courses are financially inefficient and that the students 
have too short a time to adjust to new teachers, new accents, dif-
ferent emphases. Calling it an inferior method Johnson recommended 
that until a resident Bible school is established there should be 
two four-week periods with a one-week break. This would double the 
teacher time at almost no extra expense. Johnson noted that stu-
dents brought some mealie meal, chickens and sweet potatoes. Fire-
wood was also supplied. He recommended that students or their 
churches try to bring all the mealie meal for the next session 
(Johnson 1977: Letter of Report on Malawi, 3 August). 
Several other items noted by Johnson in his report included 
continued in:provements in the facilities at Salima _:_ including 
exterior paint for the main building; permission from the District 
Commissioner for the Church to meet for worship in the Bible school 
facility; church buildings in progress at ChipvJete, Damba and Zomba; 
huge harvest offerings and discussions VJith Phiri about how to use 
programmed textbooks which were being translated into Chichewa 
(Johnson 1977: Letter of Report on Malawi, 3 August). 
By this time some areas of conflict were beginning to emerge. 
In the area of funding for the Bible school, Houser and Johnson were 
pressing for~ measure of local contribution. Phiri responded nega-
tively to this idea in a letter to the financial director for the 
General Missionary Board. He requested strongly that the General 
~1issionary Board provide full subsidy for the Bible school and also 
requested provision for families to attend again, as had been the 
pattern in Rhodesia (Phiri 1977: letter to Clyde, 24 March). 
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In the area of format, the original proposal was being criti-
cised for various reasons; that it was slower, expensive to fly in 
staff, strenuous for the teachers and pupils to live in the situation, 
inferior due to adjustments required by changing teachers, proce-
dure, etc. Some recommendation was appearing for a residence pro-
gram. Only Beckelhymer noted that the short term intensive sessions 
left the men in their home environment and actively using what they 
learned as they progressed. 
The question of authority and control, especially in use of 
funds, had emerged. Some felt Phiri had misappropriated funds. 
Pressure to maintain accounting control had been applied. The 
supervision of the Bible school as an assisting institution had grown 
into a question of control of the conference and responsibility for 
it. The field missions had asked Johnson to coordinate the Bible 
school teaching schedule. The Commission on Missions had made the 
Malawi Church a mission conference (cf. Kirkpatrick 1977: letter to 
Johnson, 13 July) assuming both authority and responsibility. 
Yet, the Malawi Church was a product of a man 1 s vision-- a call 
from God. It was authorized by the Rhodesia Annual Conference and 
Moses Phiri remained an elder under appointment as a missionary to 
Malawi from the Rhodesia Annual Conference. 
Significantly Phiri writes in August: 
Rev. Capp -- if General Missionary Board will need to 
send a missionary to vwrk with me in ~~alawi please 
make sure t:-Jat he is really called by God to v~ork \vith 
me. I am saying this becaus.e some of the churches are 
dying in Malawi because white missionaries are doing 
opposite to the black pastors. I have seen some of 
the Church members running from the church to join 
other churches because of disagreement b~tween white 
missionaries and black pastors. You are my ~1other and 
my Father, I am s ul~e that you wn l choose a man of God 
to work with me in Malawi, or I can agree with your 
point you told me in 1975, that white missionaries can 
come to visit the God's work only in tfl,alawi (Phiri 
· 1977: letter to Capp, 12 August). 
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Financial concerns had begun to press on Phiri. Recommenda-
tions had been presented to the General Missionary Board for a mo-
dest budget allocation in respect of the operating cost of the new 
facilities and some allowance for supervisory travel for Phiri, but 
this would not apply until 1978 (cf. Malawi Conference Budget 1978). 
Upkeep and operation costs on the buildings and operating costs for 
the motorcycle \'Jere Phiri 's major concern. Metal roofing for the 
new and larger burned brick churches was also a priority need 
(Phiri 1977: letter to Capp, 8 July and 13 July). The buildings 
* themselves, however, were being constructed by the Church members. 
* In 1978 Bishop Cryderman undertook personally to solicit funds 
for Malawi Church roofs as a gift from the American Church and 
in mid-1978 Dave and Barbara Nordquist, formerly missionaries in 
Rhodesia, stopped by from a term in Central Africa to put the 
roofs on the churches at C~ipwete and Zomba. Johnson comments 
on this in his report on Malawi, 1978. 
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The third Bib 1 e schoo 1 session for 1977 1<1as conducted by 
Clarke and Ellen DeMille. Both formerly Rhodesian missionaries, 
Clarke had been secondary school headmaster and Ellen on Bible 
school faculty. They had known well all the Malawi students at 
Lundi Mission. At the end of this term, Mikson Mbewe was graduated. 
Also the first new student was admitted, Joseph Mwanjasi who had 
passed "0" level. 
DeMille noted further improvements in the facilities and the 
urgent need for termite control treatment. Several of his recommen-
dations are significant: 
1) A written unified policy on Bible school operation to prevent 
change with each set of instructors 
2) Support for the eight-week session with a one-week break between 
3) Encouraged Mwanjasi to enroll in London Bible College correspon-
dence, move to Lilongwe and make his house the meeting place 
for a new church in Lilongwe with close supenision by Moses 
Phi ri 
4) Discuss and work out details with Moses Phiri surrounding areas 
of responsibility between the Malawi Church and the General 
l1 issionary Board before they become major issues. 
It is evident that some of the conflicts noted earlier had 
been recognized and DeMille made some wise proposals (DeMille 1977: 
Our Malawi Experience). 
In November Houser went to Salima and tpok care of several 
sanitation problems as well as the termite control (Houser 1977: 
letter to Kirkpatrick, 28 November). 
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In December 1977 a 1 etter from the 1 aw firm \>Ji 11 ey, vJi 11 s 
and Co. indicated the long drawn out procedure of title transfer 
for the Salima property had been approved by government (Ntaba 1977: 
letter to Capp, 13 December). 
A new refinement for the training program was initiated in 
1978. Beth Beckelhymer went with Khanya Nare, a faculty member of 
Lundi Bible School, and Philippina Cele, graduate of Union Bible 
Institute in Natal with several years of experience in hospital 
chaplaincy and evangelistic work in the Natal-Transkai Conference. 
Two sessions were arranged with two weeks devoted to a re-
fresher course for the pastors' wives who had not been able to con-
tinue their studies and a five week session for the men. In this 
session Mikson Mbewe, just graduated, assisted. He showed both 
interest and promise as a future Bible school instructor. The 
faculty was heavily involved in evangelism during this session. 
Mikson Mbewe was ordained deacon and Moses Phiri ordained elder. 
Bishop Cryderman officiated. Dr. and Mrs. Hugh White and Rev. 
Elmore Clyde representing the Genera 1 ~1i ss i onary Board \vere a 1 so 
present (Beckelhymer 1978: Malawi Bible School Session, 27 March 
to 17 t1ay). 
Clyde reported to the Commission on Missions concerning Malawi. 
Characteristic of the impression of every visitor to Moses Phiri 
and his work in Malawi Clyde says, 
It was a thrillJng experience to see first hand how 
God is establishing His Church in this beaceful little 
country. \Jords cannot exp 1 a in it: The Spirit of the 
Lot~d is at work using a humble but gifted servant 
(Clyde 1973: Report to Co~nission on Missions: Afri-
can Safati, 5 May). 
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Clyde cautioned slow movement with regard to mission interven-
tion in ~1alav.Ji and recommended an in depth study of r~alawi and the 
Free Methodist Church as a basis for judgement in future develop-
ment. 
Clyde also mentioned Phiri 's concern for churches in the three 
major cities, Lilongwe, Blantyre-Limbe and Zomba. He note~ the dif-
ference in financing requirements between rural and city development. 
He suggested cautious assistance (Clyde 1978: Report). 
At this point the rural development program of Malawi, the slow 
increase in employed people in the cities and the rural connections 
of most city people raises serious question about the wisdom of any 
development in cities modeled after our American urban understanding. 
The priority of evangelism among the 95 percent rural peoples would 
seem to be higher. Tentatively it would seem city churches may best 
grow out of rural migrants rather than concerted efforts based on 
assumptions of a new class of landless urbanites. 
In August 1978 Warren and Jean Johnson went back for a second 
time to do the Bible school session. A six week session was set. 
Classes were conducted six days a week. Three men, Alfeyo Mpulula, 
Finess Nyamathamanga and Depper Magwaza were graduated. By now the 
Bible school and church center had been cleaned up, facilities were 
greatly improved, Johnsons were more accustomed to the situation. 
The course moved more smoothly. ·Johnson also noted Phiri 's concern 
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for the cities. In addition to the main three he mentions Karonga 
and Kasungu as places Phiri hopes to place the Bible school gradu-
ates. Phiri 's request that Bi.ble school be five to six months in 
the cooler season is noted as well as indicating that there are six 
or seven young men with some high school background who want to 
start tl~aining. Johnson recommended that General Missionary Board 
make Phiri 's request a priority (Johnson 1978: r~alawi Calls Again, 
August). 
On this trip, Johnsons were able to present four additional 
new bicycles to the Malawi churches as a result of the 1978 mission 
project in Natal-Transkai Conference (Johnson 1978: letter to Guyer, 
5 July). 
In June 1978 Vi ctol~ Macy, veteran missionary photographer, re-
corded the drama of the story of ~loses Phi ri in a short fi 1m entitled 
"The Planter". 
The Church is too young to have a full-fledged history with tirr.c:-· 
depth analysis. There are many unanswered questions but certain 
factors demand primary attention. 
To start the Church in Malawi, God intervened with visions on 
9th November 1973 in the life of a black man. No white Free Methodist 
ever had a concern for mission in Malawi and God did not call a white 
man. That is a fact of major and controlling importance in how any 
intervention should be contemplated by the mission. It should be a 
humbling experience. We may have much to contribute, but it should 
be laid at the disposal of God's men in Malawi, not overlaid to con-
trol them and reform them and the Church to our image. 
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If we believe that Christian history hus to do with cooperation 
with God in the working out of his purpose~, then tt is important to 
notice how God has been doing things in Malawi. They may or may not 
fit the pattern developed elsewhere, but it is important to allow 
God to work in Malawian context. The recent past of Malawi has been 
convoluted by both well meant and malicious intervention of many 
kinds. It is questionable that further intervention no matter how 
well-meant would be helpful unless at the request of, and directed 
by, those whom God has ordained with His call. 
~1uch about what is happening in the Church can be discovered by 
an adequate evaluation study. If done sympathetically and competent-
ly, a survey would give insights into a number of areas that are hazy 
at present. Most pressing is whether the Church is reaching the non-
Christian population reservoir and, if so, how. Many impressions 
have been given. I have some of my own but I reserve them for a fu-
ture exposition when data is more available. 
Perhaps the best commentary on events in Ma 1 avJi and the best 
summary at this point is provided by Phiri himself: 
The Lord Jesus is really fulfilling all the Promises 
He told me on 9th November 1973 when I was at Lundi 
Bible School. 
After carefully reading your May 5 letter, I 
called Mr. Nimrode Ngwangwa, Mr. Kingstone Phiri, 
Mr. Alfeyo Mpulula, Mr. Nyamathamanga, Rev. Mikson 
Mbewe and Mr. Chimpakati (church treasurer) to choose 
(a) spiritual man who will be coordinator. I opened 
the Bible and read the Book of Acts 6: l-4. I told 
these men about the hearts of the early Disciples, 
that they had love in their hearts, that's why they 
winned (sic) the whole world to Je~us. 
After my sermon and prayers these men had chosen 
one of the church leaders at Chipwete, Mr. Fredreck 
Mwantisi. Mr. Fredreck Mwanttst is really a man of God, 
even I myself, I. recommended him (Phiri 1978: letter 
to Miss Gertrude Haight, 24 May). · 
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God appears far less interested than we in some of the minutia 
of detail and so consistently concerned with the priority of calling 
men with vision who believe God can do what He says. 
CHAPTER V. PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF STATISTICAL 
DATA ON CHURCH ~1E~18ERSHIP 
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There is very little accurate statistical data on which to 
build a statistical analysis of membership growth. This reflects 
the basic need for a careful evaluation study of church growth in 
Malawi. The following data and analysis are tentative and should 
be used cautiously. 
ANALYSIS OF COMPARATIVE GROWTH RATE GRAPH 
Figure 3 is a composite comparative graph of the growth 
rate of the churches indicated based on the data in Table 1. The 
graph has been drawn on semi-logarithmic paper so that the slope of 
the 1 i ne corresponds with the rate of growth. The churches for 
which there are enough statistics to obtain a growth rate are labeled. 
The vertical scale represents actual membership and the horizontal 
scale is years from 1938 to 1968. No statistics after 1968 are 
available for an extension of the comparison. 
A comparative device has been used. Superimposed at intervals 
is a dashed line representing the rate of population growth -- 2.9 
per cent per year. Lt becomes obvious immediately that only two 
churches in the last two decades before 1970 grew faster than the 
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population growth rate -- the Roman Catholic and the Assembly of 
God. All others appear to have established a basic Christian com-
munity with growth by addition cif children or biological growth. 
The alternative possibility is that there is enough evangelism to 
conceal the fact that it is merely replacing children being siphoned 
back into the non-Christian population reservoir. 
To know what is happening is important. It is unlikely that 
the children of Christian parents are moving back into the tradi-
tional religious framework. The general decrease of this form of 
worship in Malawi indicates that there is a growing reservoir of 
secularized non-Christians. The evangelistic method with this group 
would not be the same as with traditional society. 
Another fact obse1~vable from Figure 3 is that the size of the 
denomination does not determine its growth rate. The largest and 
one of the smallest are the only ones growing in real terms that 
is in terms of adding to the total Christian population. 
Of interest to the churches involved would be explanations 
of the periods of loss indicated in the Church of England, Seventh 
Day Adventist, Zambesi Evangelical Church and the Nyasa Evangelical 
Church. This is beyond the scope of this study and statistics are 
not available to detail the picture. 
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ANALYSIS OF GROWTH RATE OF COMBINED CHURCH MEMBERSHIP 
In Figure 4 the total membership of the Christian churches 
has been compared with the population growth rate. There is a very 
slight observable increase in the total Christian population after 
1949. In calculated terms it is a 3.66 per cent annual growth rate 
as compared to a 2.9 per cent annual growth rate for population. 
Allowing for the fact that the Roman Catholic statistics may 
actually be statistical estimates plus other errors in data for the 
other churches the compelling conclusion from the comparisons must 
be that there is almost no change in the proportion of the popula-
tion that professes to be Christian. The statistical evidence 
supports the earlier observation that Malawi's Christian population 
has a border with the Muslim and other non-Christian populations. 
There is movement from church to church but not very much from non-
Christian to Christian. Except in the narrower sense of individual 
conversion over against nominal Christianity. 
If the picture for the decade 1968 to 1978 is in any way simi-
lar to this picture then the churches need to find out what is 
happening. There is evidence for the need of all the churches to 
find out how much they are penetrating the non-Christian frontiers. 
There is need to find out whether many people are reverting to non-
Christian patterns and, if so, why. The background study indicates 
that young people may be moving out of the churches and that a good 
age to bring them back may be just a little while after they are married. 
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A more difficult question also arises from the background 
at this point. Young people seem to be rebelling at the point of 
ethical behavior if the testimony of the Malawi Bible school stu-
dents at Lundi Mission is typical. Should not the theology of the 
Christian faith be deeper than ethical behaviour? Perhaps the 
churches need also to analyse their message in terms of hope, goals 
and objectives for life. Ethical behaviour is not the end of 
Christian experience but one of the means by which the end is 
achieved. 
ANALYSIS OF FREE METHODIST CHURCH GROWTH RATE 
Figure 6 is a graph of the Free Methodist Church based, again, 
on inadequate statistics. The picture is of amazing_ growth. How-
ever, this can be duplicated in the past of some other Malawi 
churches. On the basis of the historic background it would be pre-
dictable for the Free Methodist Church to expand until it reaches 
a comfortable figure-- this may be determined in part by the atti-
tude of the leaders. It is also a function of the number of leaders 
and their ability to lead people. 
If the background study is correct, that there is a pool of 
men seeking alternative forms of leadership opportunities, then it 
is very important to find them and get them into 1 eaders hip positions 
quickly. 
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Training should be focused on men who have demonstrated 
leadership capability and desire for achieved leadership status. 
Since such men will be able to lead churches of perhaps 50 to 100 
people, even without a lot of training, the multiplication of 
preaching points is the most likely pattern to produce expansion. 
This is the pattern seen in the history of the Free Methodist Church 
in Malawi. 
A shift to training recruits to minister in fixed locations 
rather than the training of men who are already leading will halt 
the expansion. A shift of emphasis in evangelistic method to one 
of development and priority on qualitative ministry in the existing 
churches is certain to produce a plateau. The Free Methodist Church 
would then become like the other churches. 
The point at which a church plateaus will be influenced con-
siderably by the kind of priorities in leadership training and the 
strategy in evangelism. If the focus is on training leaders who are 
already leading and on the opening of new congregations the Free 
Methodist Church will continue its expansion. 
ANALYSIS OF DISTRIBUTION OF FREE METHODIST CHURCHES 
Figure 7 is an outline map of the location and size of the 
Free Methodist churches in Malawi. The first fact observable is the 
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wide spread of the congregations. This would indicate scattered 
small responsive pockets of population rather than the large homo-
geneous areas of responsiveness that characterized the early history 
of missions in Malawi. 
The second fact is the clustering of congregations. Since 
the history of these is of extension evangelism from the first 
planted congregation, this indicates that there are clusters of 
responsive pockets. At this point it is not possible to say what 
is the connection between these pockets, but it is likely to be 
some form of kinship web relationship. In any case, it should be 
identified and used as a part of continued evangelistic strategy. 
The third fact observable is that most of the growth has 
taken place in the central region. The preliminary results of the 
census completed in October 1977 indicates that the central region 
has the highest growth rate for the decade. This represents a 
shift from growth in the southern region indicated in the 1966 cen-
sus. Of all districts, Kasungu had the highest annual rate of 
growth 6.2 per cent. At that rate the population in Kasungu will 
double in 12 years. The capital city of Lilongwe has grown 500 per 
cent in the last decade (This 1:s Malawi 1978: ~(1), 15). 
This indicates that new pockets of responsiveness must be 
forming in these areas. The Free Methodist Church should capital-
ize on this and seek out those responsive pockets in these and 
other areas where the population is growing. However, to neglect 
the responsive pockets that appear to be scattered in places other 
than rapidly growing sections would be poor strategy. Many new 
congregations is probably the priority of expansion strategy. The 
appropriate method of evangelistic approach will be suggested by 
the contextual factors of these responsive pockets. 
ANALYSIS OF LEADERSHIP RATIOS 
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Figure 5 is an attempt to relate the ratio of leadership to 
the rates of growth in the Protestant and Roman Catholic Churches. 
The data are very sketchy but a glance at the table will indicate 
that the ratio of ordained leadership per thousand members appears 
to have little to do with the rate of growth as far as numerical 
quantity is concerned. Some other factors are required to explain 
the growth from 1949 to 1952 when the growth rate in the Protestant 
Churches doubled from that of the years previous to 1949. \!Jhen 
the rate of leadership increased in the following years, the growth 
rate of membership was decreasing. 
The Roman Catholic figures are even more sketchy. The results 
are inconclusive but the Roman Catholics apparently maintained a 
much better average growth rate with about half the ratio of ordained 
leadership. 
At this point only assumptions can be n~de. However, the 
Roman Catholics made extensive use of unordained catechists. The 
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Protestant Churches made use of various kinds of unordained leader-
ship, especially school teachers. 
If the Free Methodist Church has grown partly because of a 
paucity of leadership it is probable that the quality of leadership 
rather than the quantity of leadership contains the key to some 
understandings. It would appear however that the dynamics of 
leadership are a key factor in growth. 
Based on an assumption from untested observation, the leader-
ship of the Protestant Churches has tended to cluster in the more 
urban areas. The tendency has been toward perfunctory administra-
tion. In contrast, at this time, the leadership of the Free Metho-
dist Church is very active in face to face contact with the cot-igre-
gations. 
Tentatively there is strong evidence that the dynamics of 
leadership -- the way in which that leadership functions, including 
the frequency of contact with the people of the congregations -- is 
a very significant factor. The ratio of leadership in quantity 
does not seem to be as significant. Much information is lacking 
about the way in which lay leadership functions in relationship to 
ordained leadership. This analysis is inconclusive. The evaluation 
study proposed should gather information on this. 
TABLE 1. MEMBERSHIP DATA 
1938 1949 1952 1957 1962 1968 
Roman Catholic 100,390 230,644 268,000 359,215 442,150 580,000 
Central Church of Africa Presbyterian 
Livingstonia Synod } Mkhoma Synod 80,033 106,268 128,997 128,997 187,875 Blantyre Synod 
Anglican Diocese (UMCA) 19,625 23,838 18,294 23,000 19,209 
Church of Christ (Great Britain) 2,768 3,300 3,311 4,190 5,000 
Nyasa Evangelical Church 2,930 2,393 2,574 2,939 2,939 4,000 
Zambesi Evangelical Church 7,473 6,000 6,000 16,697 16,697 10,000 
Providence Industrial Mission 25,258 25,258 25,258 25,258 
Seventh Day Adventist 9 ,50.4 6,227 8,839 14,446 16,388 19,829 
Africa Evangelical Church 475 609 703 682 
Assembly of God 1,000 1,253 1,253 3,500 
Seventh Day Baptist 1,259 1,259 2,500 
Faithful Church of Christ I 1,000 
Baptist Mission of Central Africa 4,000 
,.._. 
Church of the Nazarene 193 -....! (J1 
TABLE 1. MEMBERSHIP DATA (cont.) 
Southern Baptist Convention 
African Methodist Episcopal Church 
Pilgrim Holiness Mission l Church of the Watchtower 
I 
\ 
African National Church 
African Reform Presbyterian Church 
Last Church of God and His Christ 
Black Man's Church of God 
Eklesia Lanangwa (Church of Freedom) \ 
Mpingo wa Afipa wa Africa > 
Mes-senger of the Covenant Church \ 
African Apostolic Church of Johane Maranke 1 
Kagulu ka Nkhosa 
Sons of God 
Ca 1 i ci ca fvlako 1 o 
African Nyasa Mission 
Black Man's Presbyterian Church of Africa 
African Baptist Church 
I 
I 
I 
I 
j 
1938 1949 1952 
c. 8,500 
1957 1962 1968 
700 
est. 35,194 
,__. 
-.....! 
(j) 
TABLE 1. MEMBERSHIP DATA (cont.) 
1938 1949 1952 1957 1962 1968 
TOTAL 430,701 380,145 463,001 581,415 677,703 863,746 
Independent Church Estimate 8,500 35,194 
Sources: 
World Christian Handbook 1949, 1952, 1957, 1962, 1968 
Interpretive Statistical Survey of World Mission 1938 
Barrett, David, Schism and Renewal in Africa, 1968: 71, 298 
Shepperson, George and Thomas Price, Independent African, 1958 
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FIGURE 5 
Membership 
Ordained Decadal 
Year Clergy Members Ratio Growth Rate 
Ordained Leadership Ratios in the Protestant Churches 
1949 129 149,501 .86/1000 120% 
1952 173 194,516 .89/1000 240% 
1957 255 213 '942 1.19/1000 121% 
1968 313 257,488 1. 22/1000 120% 
Ordained Leadership Ratios in the Roman Catholic Church 
1952 140 268,000 . 52/1000 165% 
1962 289 442,150 . 65/1000 165% 
(Source of data is Tvorld Christian Handbook for years indicated.) 
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CHAPTER VI. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION 
FOR FURTHER STUDY 
SUMMARY 
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The background study of Malawi presents a picture of a country 
linked with all of central, eastern and southern Africa by the Bantu 
migrations. Linguistically and culturally it has much in common 
with surrounding countries. However, certain intrusions in the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries together with the geography of 
Malawi have produced changes which make Malawi border on being unique. 
With virtually no known mineral resources Malawi is dependent 
on agriculture. Good soil, adequate rainfall and Lake Malawi make 
food production quite stable. Ngoni, slave trader, European inter-
vention together with extensive migrant labor and Dr. Banda's leader-
ship have helped shape a detribalized national consciousness super-
ceding the tribalism common in surrounding countries. 
The intensive and extensive influence of Christian missions, 
Islam and western European modernity have diminished or eliminated 
many of the traditional religious patterns and loyalties but tension 
and conflict help maintain traditional magic, sorcery and witchcraft 
patterns. The population appears to be grouped into Christian, 
Muslim and traditional or secular reservoirs that are not territor-
ially defined althOU!lh they may tend to exist in small pockets. 
The Christian population comprises a practicing core and a nominal 
fringe of uncertain size that appears to be undershepherded by 
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existing churches. While population is increasing the proportion of 
the three main population groupings remains almost static indicating 
minimal evangelistic penetration of the non-Christian population. 
With a stable government, peaceful political scene, healthy 
and growing economy Malawi is in bold contrast with her neighbors. 
Emphasis for development is intensely oriented to agriculture. Es-
tate agriculture receives attention but the bias favors smallholder 
development and the maintaining of rural orientation for a population 
which is at present more than 90% rural. 
The development schemes encourage strengthening of nuclear 
family ties and tend to undennine traditional land allocation 
authority and matrilineal patterns of inheritance. The fixing of 
chieftainships, paucity of land for development of new villages 
under traditional authority and the structure of politics in a one 
party authoritarian state further limit alternatives to leadership. 
The Christian Church may offer a welcome option for Malawi men hedged 
in by change. 
The spirit of independence is characterized by peaceful, prag-
matic relations with non-blacks both on the domestic and foreign 
scene. The philosophy and outlook of Malawi is one of progress 
through hard work, discipline, obedience, peaceful change, progress 
with a pro-Western, anti-communist stance. However it is strongly 
pro-African with insistance on Malawi as a black African country. 
The non-racial stance is clearly a temporary expedient in terms of 
political and economic control and expatriots are temporary means 
toward Malawian goals. Political dissent is impossible in Malawi. 
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Educational opportunities are increasing but most of the country 
is still more oriented to oral communication than to written. In 
1971 only a small portion of the population was listening regularly 
to the radio. Person to person communication has been the best means 
of communication. Government has promoted community development and 
training schemes particularly among the youth who form over half the 
population. Educational plans for the future are being shaped around 
the economic needs of the country. 
Health services give priority to the-health of the economically 
active population, but health services are still limited and inade-
quate. Infant mortality is high. 
At present expansion of the Church seems to take-place most 
rapidly in scattered pockets of population so that multiplication of 
churches rather than careful coverage of a geographical area is more 
product·ive. This is paralleled in history by the Roman Catholic ex-
pansion in the Dutch Reformed Church Mission and Blantyre Mission terri-
tory in the central and southern region. Indication is that the 
non-Christian population is scattered rather than territorially 
defined, yet tending to group socially at the village level. 
There are a great many Independent Churches in Malawi about 
which almost nothing is known, especially in terms of size, growth, 
message and goals. Information about these may or may not alter 
the picture that there is great opportunity for growth by an aggres-
sive denomination that offers a dynamic alternative to the static 
church life apparently typical of most churches. 
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The Free Methodist Church has appeared as a result of God's 
call to a man. It is thus a specifically spiritual phenomenon. The 
churches have sprung up in widely scattered pockets of responsive 
people who do not appear to be related to the founding leader except 
in the original area. In most places surrounding pockets have ap-
peared and additional churches planted so the pattern is widespread 
clusters of churches spreading from a nuclear center. 
The approach has been through the traditional authorities in 
rural villages. The support plan has been self-support based on 
faith. City work has been hampered when leaders asked for regular 
salarie~. 
Leadership developme~t and training has been emphasized from 
the start and the Church appears to be the product of leaders whose 
lives have been charged with spiritual dynamic by the message and 
validating life of Moses Phiri who personally sums up the Christian 
expectations for many people. 
The mission has assisted and caution has been exercised in 
the area of attempts to reform and control what is happening but 
indications are that traditional decision patterns by missionaries 
and by mission and North American Church administrations will lead 
to an attempt to regularize and control the form of the Malawi Free 
Methodist Church. This is already apparent in the trend toward in-
creased missionary presence and impact in a longer term of Bible 
school. It is also seen in the increasing regular financial parti-
cipation with the consequent requil~ements of responsibility to the 
mission accounting system rather than the leader perceived needs. 
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The picture has been of a movement of the Holy Spirit in the 
lives of men and vwmen who have become receptive for a variety of 
cultural reasons and now find it easy to respond to the message the 
Holy Spirit is bringing through the Free Methodist Church. But the 
message is inextricably bound up with the contextual factors. 
Attempts to modify them with another intrusion from external sources 
is certain to produce a change that will inhibit growth. Malawi is 
unique in Southern Africa and does not appear to represent a mission 
field in the traditional sense where~ only a fragment of the popula-
tion is discipled or nominally Christian. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Tentative Conclusions 
This study set out to investigate the historical and current 
contextual factors of Church Growth in Malawi, to present a history 
of the Free Methodist Church in t·1alawi, 1974-1978, from primary 
sources and in the process to provisionally test an hypothesis about 
the growth of the Free Methodist Church in Malawi. The study fur-
ther undertook to refine or reform that hypothesis and make recom-
mendations for further study. 
The evidence is compelling that a leader, filled with the Holy 
Spirit, acting in response to specific visions understood as a 
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specific call from God to start the Free Methodist Church, has done 
just that. The call and promise of God to multiply the Church like 
papaya has been taking place. 
The pattern for growth has been demonstrated in terms of scat-
tered pockets of responsive peoples primarily within the rural, 
traditionally led villages. The strategy has been to work in col-
laboration with a chief, headman, village head or village segment 
head to contact his people. In this way each church represents an 
existing social unit whether as a whole village or as a part of a 
larger village. 
It has been demonstrated that the Christian community has been 
virtually static in ratio to the total population since about 1940. 
It has also been demonstrated that traditional leadership posts 
have been fixed so that it is no longer possible to create new vil-
lage heads. It has been demonstrated that traditional village lead-
ership tends to remain only three to four generations deep at maximum. 
Therefore it is clear that unofficial leadership of unofficial seg-
ments has multiplied. At the same time development of leadership 
has not kept pace with the needs of the people evidenced by the 
people without pastors. 
This tends to confirm the development of pockets of population 
that either for lack of pastors or because of restricted opportuni-
ties for leadership, or both, are open to the options that the Free 
Methodist Church offers. The message-- whatever it is -- of the 
Free Methodist Church is speaking to the spiritual need of these 
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scattered groups of people and the structure of the Free Methodist 
Church seems to be offering an acceptable alternative structure to 
the "frozen" leadership structures of church and politics. It 
would appear that the initial hypothesis is fundamentally sound and 
that it has been demonstrated to be so. 
In the process,however, questions appear about missionary 
involvement, leadership training and financial assistance. There 
is a growing (even though a small minority still) city population. 
Government's intensive development programs will tend to disrupt 
the traditional land allocation, family structure and traditional 
authority and social patterns. There will be need for a growing 
Free Methodist Church to accomodate these changes and not be res-
tricted in strategy or method. 
A question no one can answer is the predictability of the 
present stability of Malawi in its present political form. Dr. 
Banda is Malawi at present. 
VJith priority emphasis on quality of leadership rather than 
on high academic preparation, the Free Methodist Church should be 
able to offer avenues of expression for leadership status and up-
ward mobility within the reach of people otherwise shut out by the 
present lack of educational opportunity beyond six to eight grades 
of primary school for most people. 
Leadership training should place priority on pastoral leader-
ship that meets the needs of people who have not had good pastoral 
leadership and the priority of placing many Spirit-filled men and 
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women in the field who are ordained cannot be understated. To 
limit ordination unduly is certain to produce a new spiritual vac-
uum. Whether for academic reasons or otherwise, policies on ordi-
nation should not be restricted to those which govern the American 
Church. Demonstrated leadership capability and the evidence of a 
life committed to the Lordship of Jesus and the anointing grace of 
the Holy Spirit should be far more important than academic achieve-
ment or past personal history. The approval of the Church in 
Malawi should be more important than the approval of the Church in 
America. 
Missionary involvement should be on a visiting basis, should 
be short term-- a matter of weeks, not months, at a time. This 
should help avoid over-riding the initiative and innovative actions 
of the t1alawian Church. This is in keeping with the t·1alawian local-
ization policy. 
It vwul d seem to be very important to encourage cross ferti-
lization of ideas and inspiration through exchange of leadership 
among the Free Methodist Conferences in Southern Africa. Mission 
participation in assisting both financially and logistically in 
making such exchanges possible would be wise. 
It would seem that missionary intervention that brings the 
Malawian leadership into contact and stimulation with leadership 
from churches that are growing in similar circumstances would be 
important. Perhaps the Free Methodist Church. in the Philippines 
is one of the best examples of this possiblility. Conferences, 
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workshops, seminars for the leadership of the Church in Malawi with 
personnel from churches like the Philippines would be a good invest-
ment of mission funds. 
The careful support of visits by ~1alawian leadership to 
other countries for participation in seminars, conferences, work-
shops, etc. in order to experience both the world-wide impact of 
the Free Methodist Church and to enhance the leadership of the 
Malawian Church would be a good investment of mission funds. 
The encouragement and support of small teams of young people 
from Free Methodist churches in other countries would probably be 
productive. It would be important for them to reflect the Malawi 
values of disciplined, obedient, respectful, productive young 
people. A particular emphasis on singing and getting Malawian 
youth started in the use of some basic simple musical instruments 
could be an important factor for the more than 50 per cent Malawian 
population under 20 years of age. 
A cycle of leader producing leaders producing extension con-
gregations has been begun in Malawi. Mission intervention should 
encourage and feed that cycle. Prioritizing financial administra-
tion, leadership training that prioritizes qualitative and organic 
* growth over quantitative growth, attempts to mould the structure 
* These are Alan Tippett•s terms which distinguish the training and 
perfecting of the members of the Church, the structural, organiza-
tional development of the Church and the increase in membership 
and increase in numbers of congregations in the Church respectively. 
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and emphasis of the Church to conformity with the American Church 
are all likely to set up conflicting cycles of activity and detract 
from grmvth. 
The Church in Malawi needs to be encouraged to delegate 
leadership in patterns which are comfortable and within the frame-
\vork of Malawi's traditional and political models. The arbitrary 
structures of leadership common to the Free Methodist Church in 
America, and the rigid equal lay and clerical representative form 
of legislative control for the Church is likely to be counter-
productive in the rural Malawian context. Natural forms of leader-
ship and participation by Church members should be encouraged and 
supported in terms of the contextual factors of Malawi. The struc-
tural forms of society, circuit, district and annual conference 
should be allowed to reflect Mal~wian tradition and practice. 
Mission intervention should stress the principle of provision 
of inspiration and instruction which is temporary in. presence and 
in the provision of tools and materials for Church Growth which 
stresses initiative, innovation and activity by Malawian people 
v1ho are dependent upon their own economy for a 1 iving rather than 
the construction of a network of employees financially loyal to the 
Free Methodist Mission. But, financial aid that enhances, encour-
ages, or produces Malawian leadership should be a priority invest-
ment. 
It would seem that any regular assistance to the Church in 
Malawi should be on a basis of gift or grant that is administered 
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with accountability that sattsfies the requirements of the Church in 
Malawi and the Malawi government rather than the requtrements of the 
Amedcan Church. Providing funds to be used strictly for items per-
cetved as needs by the American Church rather than for items per-
ceived as needs by the Malawian Church is likely to produce both 
conflict and priori ti zati"on of outreach by American methods instead 
of methods more suitable to the Malawi context. Accountability that 
stresses how the use of funds promotes Church Growth rather than how 
the use of funds agrees with predesignated projects would be more 
productive. 
The Church in Malawi would seem to be well advised to stress 
rural extension with city extension following migrants from contacts 
in ru1~a1 areas. 
Leadership should be developed by encouraging men and women 
to establish congregations and offering training to those who have 
demonstrated leadership potential rather than to untried young people. 
Leadership, not academic entry level should be the primary requisite 
for entry to training programs. Heavy emphasis on God 1 S call to 
leaders should be dominant in the message of the Church. 
The priority of extension should be maintained. Concern for 
the training and maturing of Christians should be balanced so that no 
initiative is lost in establishing new congregations. Responsibility 
given to new Christians to instruct other new Christians is likely to 
be more productive of maturity than waiting for Christian education 
directors. 
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The extent of the usability of literature and the radio should 
be carefully studied. The increased emphasis on education in Malawi 
may be producing many new readers among the young. Literature for 
this group would be important. The use of Trans World Radio for 
programs that would assist in the qualitative growth of members 
could be useful if listening patterns have changed or could be 
changed. 
Somehow the horizon of what is a large and satisfactory mem-
bership must be lifted beyond the typical hundreds or few thousand 
we have in other conferences in Southern Africa. At this point the 
attitude of both the Church in Malawi and the attitude of the Mission 
will be crucial. Historically other Churches have been able to 
grow to tens of thousands in Malawi. The Free Methodist expectancy 
should be in those terms. 
None of these concluding recommendations are final. They are 
based on incomplete understanding. Perhaps the major conclusion of 
this paper is that we do not really know very much about how and 
where the Free Methodist Church is growing in Malawi. For that, the 
evaluation study which follows is the major proposal to grow out of 
this paper. 
Reformed Hypothesis 
Moses Phiri has found undershepherded nominal Christians and 
non-Christians who are responding to his message of Life in Christ 
verified by his own life. He is finding these people in segments 
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of villages where the churches have stopped reaching out but popu-
lation growth has resulted in many new village segments without 
churches. In ~1alawi 1 S tightly structured political situation and 
in the effective freezing of status achievement in terms of new 
chieftanships, headmanships, village heads and in the tightly knit 
leadership institutions of the historical churches, the Free Metho-
dist Church offers another road to status achievement. To the extent 
the church is allied with government aims it capitalizes o~ the 
spirit of self-help, development, obedience and discipline. To the 
extent it allows dissent, discussion, and alternative patterns of 
political expression it represents a form of differentiation. 
It is suggested that there ·is a spiritual dynamic at work in 
the context of specific social and political factors which make 
growth possible. The mare Exact description of those factors in 
particular reference to the Free Methodist Church is required for 
good decision making by the Malawi Church and Commission on nissions, 
but particularly the latter since they represent an intervening in-
terested party. It is the resultant, not the simple addition, of the 
wi1l of the ~1ala.'t~i Church leadership and the Commission on Missions 
that v;ill determine the future of the Malawi Free Methodist Church. 
~ost of the data on which this paper is based are old, that 
is, the result of studies before independence. An accurate picture 
of the actual growth of Church membership is unavailable. No sta-
tistics in any depth are available for the Independent Churches. 
Additional information is needed: 
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Even so, it see~s to be true that growth is not taking place 
in terms of penetration of the non-Christian community particularly 
in those Churches \oJhich are mission and missionary led. Yet the 
evidence is partial and little is available on which to judge if so 
and why. 
The tendency of Churches to reach plateaus is noted but the 
reasons why some Churches plateau at a few hundred or a few thousand 
and others reach tens of thousands before the growth rates taper to 
meet the population growth rate is unknown. 
Tentative Recommendations 
Obviously the desirable thing is for the Free ~ethodist Church 
to continue to grow. In order to continue that growth it will be 
necessary to continue to reach responsive pockets of population. 
Therefore training, \oJhether formal or informal, for evangelism should 
stress the importance of the kin-social groups in Malawi and the tra-
ditional authority structures. 
It would appear very important for both leadership training 
and administrative leadership to stress extension evangelism, that 
is, the planting of many small churches. It would be fatal to get 
bogged down in emphasis on qualitative growth, the development of 
leadership with emphasis on ministry within the churches, to the 
neglect of ministry outside the churches. 
The Bible school· program should be designed to encourage and 
equip leadership for a rapidly expanding network of churches with 
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congregations of about 100 to 150 people who are pri~arily involved 
in smallholder agriculture or the small informal business enterprises 
associated with that population. 
In view of the small minority of well educated elite in Malawi, 
and in view of the economic policies stressing development for the 
peasant classes, the Free Methodist Church should concentrate on 
this latter class of people, who are the majority population by 
90 per cent or more. 
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* PROPOSAL FOR A CHURCH GROWTH EVALUATION STUDY 
Rationale for the Study 
The Free Methodist Church is growing rapidly in Malawi which 
is a well-churched country with 30 per cent of the population Christ-
ian and about 11 per cent Muslim. Present data indicates most 
other churches are not growing faster than the population growth 
rate. 
The Free Methodist Church in Malawi has been accorded Mission 
Conference status. The church has requested operational finances 
and support for a leadership training program in terms of both 
money and personnel. Mission Conference and the assumed progression 
to Annua 1 Conference status imply further investment of supervisory 
funds and personnel time. 
At the present time an accurate picture of the church based 
on reliable data is not available. The membership statistics are 
conflicting. The reservoir-- active members of other denominations, 
unshepherded fringes of nominal Christians or non-Christians --
from whom new members are being drawn is uncertain. The reasons 
why the church is growing in the present context and the context 
* The basic design for this section is adapted from Dr. Dohner 1 S 
"Evaluation Report of the Pulmonary Function Horkshop" in consul-
tation with the author who is a consultant and Director of the 
Office of Research in Medical Education at the University of 
Washi·ngton. Extensive use has also been made of Ebbie Smith, A 
Manual for C:hureh CY'Ounh Survey;;. 
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itself are not clearly understandable from information currently 
available. Conflicting recommendations concerning the kind of 
involvement that should be made by the General r~issionary Board 
appear in the reports of the leadership and among those missionaries 
who have visited for periods of participation in evangelism and 
leadership training. Both the Church in Malawi and the General 
~·1issionary Board need accurate information to make decisions that 
will stimulate growth in the Church. This study will help provide 
the information for those decisions. 
The Purpose of the Evaluation Study 
The purpose of this evaluation is to define, collect and 
analyze information that vtill assist \vith decision making. The 
following are questions pertinent to the decision making process. 
1) What factors are contributing to the growth of the Free Metho-
dist Church in Malawi? 
2) Is the growth from the Christian or non-Christian population 
reservoir or both and in what proportion? 
3) What kinds of action should be taken by the Church in Malawi 
and by the General Missionary Board to sustain and increase 
the rate of growth? 
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Audiences for the Study 
The results of the study should be significant to the Free 
Methodist Church in Malawi in terms of self-study and planning for 
action. The General Missionary Board of the Free Methodist Church 
should find the results significant in terms of understanding and 
i.n recommendations for future involvement. The study should con-
tribute generally to the body of literature being built up on the 
growth of the Church and of interest to the academic community, 
professional missionaries and mission administrators in the devel-
opment and understanding of church growth theory. 
The Study Team 
The study wtll be planned and conducted by the author of 
this paper. Other team members will include the Malawian graduates 
of Lundi Bible School who are leading or pastoring churches in 
Malav;i; a selected group of students from the Evangelical Bible 
Seminary of Southern Africa at Pietermaritsburg, Natal, South Africa 
who will have had training in both church growth theory and socio-
logical research methodology; and Moses Phiri. It may also be 
possible to have the personal assistance of Dr. Gordon Cochrane, 
professor of sociology at Seattle Pacific University and Dr. Charles 
W. Dohner, Director of the Office of Research in Medical Education 
at the University of Washington as members of the team during the 
survey. Both have agreed to serve as consultants in the planning 
and conducting of the study. 
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The Role of the Team Members 
Under the leadership of Philip Capp, the team members will 
develop the detailed plan for conducting the survey, the procedures 
to be used for gathering data, the actual collection of the data 
and the analysis and evaluation of the data with written recommen-
dations to the Church in f~alawi and to the General Missionary Board 
of the Free Methodist Church. Consultation will be held VJ..ith Dr. 
Dohner and the resource members of his office at each stage. 
Philip Capp will have full responsibility for planning, executing 
and final results of the study. 
Preliminary Outline of the Study 
Preparation of the Team 
The preparation of the students of the Evangelical Bible 
Seminary is proposed in the form of a course in Research Methods 
in Sociology to be taught by Dr. Gordon Cochran and a course in 
Church Growth Theory taught by Philip Capp. 
The preparation of the Malawian participants would be in the 
form of an intensive workshop and seminar to be held in Malawi just 
before the team begins the data collection process. The seminar 
would review church growth theory courses from their Bible school 
curriculum and the workshop would emphasize the procedures to be 
used in data collection as well as refinement or revision in consul-
tation with them of the specific instruments and techniques to 
be used. 
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Gathering the Data 
There are six categories of data proposed for this study 
from which final choice of specific data used will be made. These 
categories and the proposed means for getting the data follow. 
Membership figures. 
Membership statistics for all churches in Malawi annually 
since 1960 are needed in order to describe the growth context in 
which the Free Methodist Church functions. Annual figures broken 
down into regions and Malawi administration districts, if possible, 
would be minimum data. Further breakdowns by language group and 
village would be very helpful. The churches for which statistics 
need to be compiled are: Central Church of Africa Presbyterian, 
Roman Catholic, Diocese of Malawi (Anglican), Zambesi Evangelical 
Church, Nyasa Evangelical Church, Africa Evangelical Church, Provi-
dence Industrial Mission, African Churches of Christ, The Seventh 
Day Baptist, The Seventh Day Adventist, Watchtower, Southern Baptist 
Convention, Baptist Mission of Central Africa, Assemblies of God, 
Church of the Nazarene, The Wesleyan Church, The Faithful Church of 
Christ, Churches of Christ (Namiwa Mission, British), Churches of 
Christ (Namikango Mission), Churches of Christ (Lubhaza Mission), 
The African Methodist Episcopal Church, The Last Church of God and 
His Christ, Sent of the Holy Ghost Church (Pentecostal Holiness 
Mission), Mikolongwe Mission, Kagula ka Nkhosa, The Ethiopian Church 
or Church of the Ancestors, African United Baptist, Africa Nyasa 
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Mission, African Church Crucified Mission, The John Maranke Vapos-
tori and others that may be discovered as well as the Free Methodist 
Church. (See Table 1, Chapter V.) 
For all churches except the Free Methodist Church three pos-
sible methods of getting the information in order of preference are: 
1) Mail contact with each church headquarters requesting copies 
of published statistics or permission to visit the headquarters 
and copy out the statistics from records on file. 
2) Personal interview with the church leader and estimated sta-
tistics obtained if inadequate records are available. 
3) Contact with each of the 13 district commissioners and search 
of government records at district or boma level. 
For the Free Methodist Church more refinement and detail of 
information would be required and each leader of a church would be 
interviewed by a team member who would fill in the data on the 
Membership Data Report Form. 
Information about members. 
Information will be gathered about the members of the Free 
Methodist Church concerning their former religious affiliation 
residence, occupation, education, age, sex, marital status, reasons 
for becoming Free Methodist, activity in the church and attitudes 
toward the church. 
This information will come from two sources, the Membership 
Data Report Form used with leaders and by the use of structured 
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interviews with stratified random samples where possible, of mem-
bership in categories of geographical regions, sex and adult or 
child. The structured interviews will be conducted by members of 
the evaluation team. 
Data concerning various aspects of Church development. 
Information will be gathered concerning how members leave the 
church; why people do not join the church; how non-members view the 
church; how the church is supported financially; what instruction 
is given members -- before baptism, after baptism; how active the 
members are in evangelism, improving the church facilities, serving 
as officers, leaders, teachers, or other ministries; involvement 
of members in Bible reading, Bible study and Bible memorization; 
level of literacy; literature being used by members and leaders; 
how does the church function organizationally --official committees, 
decision making, selection of leaders and office bearers; how are 
leaders trained. 
This data will be collected in part by the use of the Member-
ship Data Report Form and the structured interviews referred to 
above. In addition an interview schedule designed for the purpose 
will be used with random samples if possible of non-Free Methodists 
and non-Christians in the population group surrounding each church. 
Data collection will be by members of the team. 
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Kinship grouping in churches. 
Information will be gathered concerning .the way in which mem-
bers in each church are related to each other; the number of families 
with split religious allegiance; the number of whole families; the 
number of near relatives considered reachable by members; the extent 
to which members have relatives who are traditionalists or Muslim; 
and the extent to which members have relatives whom they consider 
to be non-Christian and why. 
This data will be collected by the use of the Membership Data 
Report Form and the structured interviews referred to above as used 
by the evaluation team. 
Information about the.Church and Mission organization. 
Information concerning the areas of responsibility for the 
Church and the areas of responsibility for the Mission as perceived 
by the Church leaders and the same information as perceived by the 
Mission leadership will be gathered by the evaluation team through 
the use of discussion and structured interviews with Church and Mis-
sion leadership and by referral to written documents such as the 
Articles of Incorporation, The Book of Discip'Une, the Minutes of 
the Commission on Missions and any other documentary material that 
may be available. 
Information about the Bible school. 
Information wi 11- be gathered concerning the 1 eadershi p needs, 
the levels of training needed, the kind of program desired by the 
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Church and why, the kind of program desired by the t1ission and why, 
the plans for the use of trained leaders and their support, the 
perception of the function of the Bible school in leadership train-
ing by the Church leaders and by the Mission, the attitude toward 
the use of white or black teaching staff and the desirability of 
using expatriot or local teachers as perceived by the Church leaders 
and as perceived by the Mission. 
This information will be gathered by the evaluation team using 
questionnaires, structured interviews and discussion with the church 
leadership. 
Processing the Data 
The data gathered will be processed and objectified in a num-
ber of ways through the use of graphs, bar charts, rating profiles, 
tabulation of per centages and ratios, frequency distribution curves, 
comparative graphs and comparison of variables in data involving 
opinions and attitudes. 
The processing of the data will be done by the evaluation team 
on a preliminary basis in ~~alawi to make possible a joint preliminary 
analysis and evaluation of the results with tentative recommenda-
tions. 
The final processing of the data will be done by the students 
of the Evangelical Bible Seminary with professional assistance from 
Dr. Dohner and his group and Dr. Cochrane. 
Analysis and Results 
Preliminary analysis and results will be made with the whole 
evaluation team in Malawi. A refined analysis with results will be 
made by the South African portion of the team on return to South 
Africa and in consultation with Dr. Dohner and Dr. Cochrane. 
Formulation of the results will be in terms of models for 
Church Growth analysis developed by the School of ~Jorld f~ission at 
Fuller Theological Seminary. 
Discussion and Recommendations 
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The evaluation team will spend time with Church leaders in 
Malawi discussing the preliminary results of the study and formulate 
some tentative recommendations. This will allow time for reflec-
tive input by team members and the sharpening of perceptions. 
The final recommendations will be formulated in three forms. 
The analysis and results finalized by the team in South Africa will 
be forwarded to the MalavJi Church leaders. They will produce a set 
of recommendations for the Church and the Mission based on their 
discussion of the results. 
The students in South Africa will formulate their own recom-
mendations for the Church and the Mission as the final project for 
their study. This vJill be doneunderthe supervision of Philip Capp. 
The analysis and results will be forwarded to the Free Metho-
dist Mission for them to discuss and formulate' their recommendations. 
It would be better if the Free Methodtst Mission and the Malawi 
Church leaders chould arrange to discuss the re~ults together. 
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This method will produce two or perhaps three sets of recom-
mendations whtch will then be compared and submitted to the General 
~1issionary Board of the Free Methodist Church and other institutions 
that may be interested. 
In conclusion two things may be worth emphasizing. _One is 
that the information collected by the study will only give a picture 
of what is and what people think, but not necessarily what should 
be. It will require creative and informed thinking by people who 
have clearly defined Biblical bases as well as socio-anthroplogical 
understandings to translate the results into innovative recommenda-
tions in terms of. specific goals and priorities. 
Finally, Alan Tippett 1 S reminder that missionaries are always 
agents and advocates of change is pertinent. It is important to know 
what we are doing and what may be the effect of change. The long 
term effect of missionary priorities and policy in terms of what 
they actually do will pennanently shape the Church and its ability 
to respond (Tippett 1973: 130-131). 
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APPENDIX A 
SPEECH BY MOSES PHIRI'S FATHER 
OFFICIAL OPENING OF THE FREE METHODIST CHURCH IN MALAWI 
June the 16th 1974, Sunday, was the day when the Free Methodist 
Church was officially put into operation in Malawi. The ceremony was 
attended by very Reverend T. Houser who was accompanied by his only 
wife, Mrs. Houser. 
The ceremony was divided into four main divisions, namely i-
introducing new faces to the church, ii-baptising young children, 
iii-adults' baptism, iv-Holy Communion. Reverend Moses Phiri who was 
the master of ceremonies took charge of the house. 
Among all the most important events that took place on that day 
there was one most highly noticeable thing. The master of ceremon-
ies, Rev. Phiri, introduced his parents to the house. One thing 
which \vas very much peculiar and very noticeable was the speech that 
was made by his old aged father. I think you might be interested to 
read part of the old man's speech. 
I remember years ago when I was a young man I had 
a good friend who was a Moslem, named Alaba. This friend 
was a true friend of mine. Alaba was a great believer in 
Mohammed and so he persuaded me to join his denomination. 
This to me was a pleasure and so immediately I became a 
~1oslem as well. In no time I rose in church ranks and 
even took hold of better positions than Alaba. However, 
many were not surprised because they knew I was clever 
and I had the ability to lead. After two years I was 
nominated a Sheke which means a senior church elder under 
~lohammed. 
At this time I thought of getting married and so I 
did. As a senior church elder I thought of getting all 
the people from the plate vJhere I married into my way of 
thinking and understanding about God; but Mr. Bvalamanja, 
who was the responsible man for the woman I married, 
turned against me and often stood on his feet ready to 
sack me off because of the influence I brought towards 
his people. 
Years rolled by in this manner. Hard and tough 
time was ahJays on my shoulder because I also did not 
want to give in, but the caretaker of the woman I married, 
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Mr. Bvalamanja, came on still striking from left and 
right so as to frighten me, but all this to me was worse 
than useless. I got stuck to my way. At long last I 
realised that I was dealing with hard people and so I 
gave in and left my wife with freedom to choose her own 
way. Immediately she joined CCAP (Church of Central 
Africa Presbyterian) and I remain a t~oslem. 
Years rolled by, then we happened to be blessed 
with children. Oooh -- the same trouble rose again. 
I wished to get my children to join me in my belief as 
a ~1oslem. 1-Jhen that man heard of my plans he came on 
again striking left and right -- I did not even like 
the wind of his blows. On he came as fresh as hot cakes 
-- ooh -- I could not stand any longer against his mighty 
b 1 ovvs and severe words. Then I set my chi 1 dren free 
and they all joined CCAP leaving their poor old father 
under Islam. 
In my church I grew in ranks and became an area 
sheke; however, this did not please me at all because 
people could easily talk ill and rebuke me by saying 
11 0oh, look at that sheke -- he is· an area senior sheke 
yet all his children are not in his denomination." 
This brought me down terribly -- however, never did I 
give in!! 
One of.my children was quiet and so good to me, 
named Moses. His uncle sent him to school up to standard 
six; thereafter he went out in towns seeking employments. 
He was in the first place employed by the Shell Company 
in Blantyre where he was selling petrol and diesel. 
Thereafter he went to Cholo where he worked as a bar boy. 
Then he left for Rhodesia. Soon after his departure he 
came back and said he was to take his family because he 
had joined a Bible school. This was totally incredible! 
He went back again with his wife and children. After 
three years he came back home and said he had completed 
successfully the three-year Bible coursP.. Immediately 
he started preaching and said he had no time to waste. 
After four months he began telling us that his 
top officials had written him that they were to come. 
We laughed at him and rebuked him. Months rolled by --
then he told us that the day was then at hand for him 
to meet his officials at Chileka airport. We laughed 
at him as he vJent. Two -- three days passed by. On 
the fourth day -- ooh, alas! God is really alive! 
The Almighty God is surely with us, I said to myself. 
t~y only son, Moses, who came out of my poor blood is 
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today a missionary. I cried, cried and cried with 
pleasure and joy and pride. Today, today -- today 
my only son, t~oses, is a well-known missionary who can 
be visited by the whites. This is not only a pleasure 
but incredible as well. 
Finally I am to say Moses is really my son, my 
son, my son, my only son, my son out of my blood he 
came. He is really part of my flesh! 
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The old man concluded. This is but a few words of what Rev. 
Phi ri 's father said on the opening of the Free Methodist Church 
which is situated at Damba village in Nkhotakota District. This 
is the first Free Methodist Church in Malawi. 
Translated into English from Chichewa by 
S.imon Phwitiko 
(Typed from Phil Capp's type-written copy 
which was typed from Mr. Phwitiko's hand-
written copy.) 
APPENDIX B 
HOUSER REPORT 1974 
Philip Capp 
Lundi Hission P,B, 90.30 
Fort Victoria, Rhodesia 
Dear Phil, · / · 
199 Jameson Ave, \-Jest 
Belvedere, Salisbury 
20 .June, 1974 
This is a report on the trip Gwen and I took to Malmvi from June 12-19, 1974 
with travel suggestions and our observations of the I1almvai Free Hethodist Church, 
We arrived at Chileka International airpo~t at 1l :20 on Hednesday, June 12. 
Hoses Phiri and· S:U,Jon Ph••i tiko met us there. PhiVi tiko, a Form V chap, manager of 
1 2 transport trucks in the Press Farming Company. He is resident in Lilongvre and 
served as our interpreter, vie· rented a Vauxhall Viva car for K)6,00 a week plus 
K1 ~00 per day for waiver of Exdess Liability up to K100,00, A(} c. . 
It is 11 m:Lles into Blantyre. We ivere taken to ultra modern..,. Sot; he Hotel to sit 
in the loune;e to rest mvhile, The point was .made that anyone could sit in the lounge. 
The plan ivas to go to Zomba to tho Hcsloy:m !Ji".cthodist church there. Outside the hotel 
we happened to run into Jack Selfrid~e. His 1-rife is chronically ill so he could not 
invite us to his home. 1:/e left Blantyre for Limbe vlhich adjoins Blant;yre, At the 
himbe public market we bought fruit for lunch •. 
We drove 4J.S miles to Zomba on good tarred road and enquirod for the road to 
~achapira Wesleyan Hcthodist church. We Hero directed six f!ri.les back south to a very 
rocky and rough road, ive took this road for 10 miles to reach Kachapira about 5:OOPM 
'i'he pastor Rev, Abel :i'hngani was not expecting us but took us in anyway .•. Your letter 
was presented Hith the offer to join our church, The pastor said he Hould tall:k it 
over viith his people and invited us to return the follmving Hor.day.. Gwen and I slept 
on a mat after a good chicken dinner.., 
· Hext morning ;.;e were directed to a different ro~d called the gali road. This 
Has much better than the other and the s2.llle distance, lvo carne to the. Zomba airport 
road Hhich comes to the main high.vay tHo miles_ north of Zomba, There is a ill orter 
road but a bridge is out, It comes out near Zomba! 
The drive from Zomba to Balalca is through a mountainous area nnd crosses the 
Shire River. Alone the river banRs the trees nnd bushes are very similar to the 
SengHe area along the Limpopo. We bought more fruit. at the Balalca Public l'larket 
to take to Phiri 1s home, Here we also filled up with petrol vrhich cost 2o!-z tambala 
per litre. ( 1h~ Rhodesian) 
'Nine miles Host of Balaka 1-1e truned north on a nC;vrly layed tarred Hoad to Salimu 
90 miles auay. This loulcs like our lmvveld country ''i th baobabs and some mopani 
trees. At the mo.:i.n Salima/Lilong>ve road He turn right at the 1T 1 junction to go 2 
miles into Salima for cold Cokes, Fo.nta dnd Sprite. \vo should have filled up here 
on petrol to give us enour;h to travel to 1-nchota Kota, visit churches and return to 
Salima. Phiri has an account at the Commercial Bank in Salima. 10 miles 1-1eat of 
Salilna on the Salima/Lilongwe road we turned right to go north on vihat is called a 
'German Road' to Ghitala, a samall settlement. Petrol is also available_here. He 
turned right at Chi tala on the main LilongHe 1'nd10ta Kota road to Zidiyana rload just 
past Kaphiri Clinic. This turnoff :bs the right is 44 miles from Chitala. Phiri 
lives in 1eonard 11v:J.lamhn.nje 1s homo 2 miles along the Zidiy.:ma road. 
' ; 
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We Here warmly •wlcomed by the people and uere shoHn our room in tho i'ivalamanje 1s 
brick home. He had made his bed available to us. 11osquitorcs uor e thick, during tho 
night, Evidently he heard us trying to kill mosquitoes so he bought us a mosquito 
net the next day, Su·J;:B r 1-1as rice, and vegetable sauec. 
Friday morning uc drove 25 miles to NkhotaKota to be introduced to-government 
officials and buy more petrol, Petrol stations are closed from Friday evening until 
Nonday morn:i..;'1g. Phiri introduced us to the District· Commissioner, Hr, H1vare a Heinber 
of .Parliament, the Postmaster and .i'k. Janja a membor of -the CID, Hr. Janja ca..'Tle to 
the Sunday ser.vices having cycled 25 rr1ilos to Phiri 1s home. He is interested in Bible 
School. We drove about a milo dmm the shore of Lake Nalawi. Mkhota Kota is famous 
for ·a: tree on Hhich David Livinestone carved his naine. He· did not visit it because of 
lack of time. It uas here that· Livingst,:me sau the center of the Arab slav'e 
:·.:trade and vovred ·to do all he could to abolish it,· 
On returning to Phiri 1 s home >·te stopped to see Hr-.· FranR Andrm.; and vrife. He is 
a co.nvert(;)d Noslem •1ho is in contact lvith Every Home C.tuaade in Bulauayo, He questioned 
me about Lundi Bible School and Hould like to attend the school. Evidently he is an 
entcrprizing young man because-he hasa small.store going at his home, Near by is 
another converted Noslem, Ik. Kasache. · · · 
••· Bach night He had a Jtingle Doctor film-strip and' Phiri preached, Attendance 
.11as 75 or r.10re each night, · 
... ".'• Saturday •re si;.ayed near Phiri 1s home and met Chief KHapo, ·Headman Damba and 
.·other people. Chief Kwapo is chief over 'more tha..r1 200 famileis. Hoses brother 
reprcse:nted Hr. I'ivalamhanje ivho could not be P' esent. Their request ..ras for the 
mission to assist ,·them in setting up a hospital or clinic 1-1ith a doctor. I replied 
that 1 could give no 2.nswer, but would pass the i'cquest on to the proper authorities 
and they. uould make the decision. I said the mission · .could not build the buildings 
nor furnish them. They agreed to this. They also requested the privilege of sending 
someone from Halawi to .be train<;d by our mission doctor c>.nd nurses. This p; rson would 
then return to serve his own people. In ·the inter:iJn, though·, they requested the 
mission to send s omeonc.: Hho could sto.rt the Nork going. 
To this, I replied tho.t Chikombedzi cannot yet· train nurses to R.N.·J.evel which 
should be. min:iJ,lun for that clinic.· They c:.mld send someone to Horgenster for higher 
traininc;. Also I said v;u need to find out Hhat the_government plans to do to,provide 
medical facilities in this area, and Hhat assistance they might give the mission, 
After this mooting I talked Hith Hvalamh:1.11je a..'1d his reaction uas that the church 
should bucome firmly established before they branch out into service institutions. 
Sunday services Here in the now pole and dagga building about 15 1x 35 1 • It was 
filled ~-rith xom6pcople havi.YJ.e; to be outside. Attendance •ms over 100, Phiri did 
infant and nJult baptisms and received people into preparatory and adult membership, 
I pr~achud the mornine:; ·serr.wn and S<JrVOd communion to 35 people. 
After n meal; Phiri and I drove to !'il·ranza Court Hhore Hr. Jefta Urare is leader 
of a neu ~=,rroup. He is employed in the Tl'!agistr:J.tcs cciurt Hhich is 33 miles from Phiri 's 
home. · It is 2}2 miies from the K..-niche Junction on the Lilont,"'.JG/NkhotJ. Kota hieh-vmy 
which is to b-:: tar ::mrn.cccl noon. On our re;turn vie stopped to sec Chief Sosola Hho 
had requested a church and xlinic. 
' ) . His homo is 4 miles north of ll:aniche. We sm-t 
him ac;ain on H:md~ty morninc; and discussed the ustablishmunt of a church but no mention 
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was made, of a clinic. 
Honday morning He left about 8 :)0 to return to. the Zomba ~icsloyan church. We 
stop9cG. at Kap:1iri clinic Hhich is 2~2 miles from Phi:ri 1s ,homo. Tho 'clinic is located 
on the main LilonQJo/NkhotaKota highHay on a da:i,.ly bus route. It is 25 miles from 
NkhotaKota to1-m in Hhich are a ~ovornment hospital and an Anglican hospital. Operating 
outpatient, xray facilities, etc are at thcsq hospitals •. Tho Roman Catholic church 
built the buildings at Kaphiri clinic Hhich incluqo outpatient clinic, maternity 
and delivery building, nurses residence for two female nurses, and an·outpatients 
accommodation building. Patient load is 25 per day maximum Hith 30 doliveric;s since 
December, 1973. The head nurse, 1-iiss Florencq Tengatenga has 8th. grade academic 
qualifications plus three years nurses training. The medicine stock is very meagre, 
nhich is the chief complaint of tho people in the area. 
The mileage from this clinic to tho Jali turnoff 2 miles north of Zomba is 
226 miles Hith another 56 miles to Chileka airpo:r:t. It took all day until 5 :OOH1 
to reach Kachapira llesleyan church. \Ve held furt)10r discussions uit.h the people 
concerning the union of the tHo churches. They had received a recent letter from 
the Wesleyan Hethodist missionaries· in Natal indicating their interest in tho Halmvi 
church. · 'rh..oy had promised to send money to build a neH church. If they immediately 
joined our church thoir chances of receivine this money might be jeopardized, klso 
there .roulcl be a registration problem. They are ntJ'I'r registered as tho Hosleyan 
11ethodist church, it -..rould be difficult to chane;o their name to Free. Hethodist then 
back to i:Jesleyan. This •ras Phiri 1s idea :to have them chanr;e their name to Free 
!1ethodist. · Ho felt at first he wuld have to c1uporintend ·b.oth groups. After meetinc; 
llev. · .. lhnganih he was doulb:Eful about this. Rev. Mancanih is a graclua te of the Nazarene 
Bible School in Stegi, Svraziland 2.nd has had a tp od many years as pastor. It "tvould. 
be. hard for Phiri to be ovep ,l.fangani. So thG final docisi on uas to make no move nmr 
except. to continue fraternal rclatiqns between the tHo eroups by visits to one another 
lookin;:; forwe.rcl ·to union at some future date, 
Rev.· !1anr;anih had plaimed a complete day 1 s services. Phiri preached in the 
mo~ Gwen to the women in the afternoon and I in the evening. i~bout 40 attended 
during the day VJith over 100 in the GVoning, 
On ~ednosday I stopped at Zomba to collect some books on statistics from the 
- governi.ient~~ ·. Ue drove on to ·Limbe to lhhe home of Tom and Beth lJatermire, principal 
of the Nazarene Bible School. They have 45 students enrolled from Rhodesia, Zambia 
ar.d HalaHi, 'l'he school is full noH but >rill have room next year Hith the opening 
of <i Hazo.rene Bible School in Salisbury. 
In surmnary ;re believe the trip accomplished several things: 
1) Phiri 1s uncles and relatived did not really believe he uas connected to a 
genuine responsible denomination until 'l-Ie came. lllhey thouc;ht the Free Methodist 
church Has something like the Johovah's Hitnesses. Hr. Hvo.larnhanjc 1s first statement 
to me Has that, 'NoH I kno<I Phiri uas tellint,; tl1o truth 1• 
2) He uere abl'"' to c;et somewhat acquained Hith some of tho peo:_1le joinine; our 
church. They include a mar;istrate, a court menssenr;er, a storekeeper, a policeman 
and farmers. '±'here are a c:;ood numbvr :':'rom tho Church of Central il.frica Presbyterian 
(CCAP) who have not boon properly shepherded. I would estimate 60;.; would be in this 
class, 
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3) He visited neH church sites. Phiri stressed the fact t)1at he 1vas not in 
competition with other churches, but t·rishcd to plant churches only in areas -vh ere 
there is no existinc; church. The follmvinr:; are present d1 urch sitos: MlchotaKota 
Disthct - Dambo and IJgurn'!:Jc· vill2.[;es. · Salima District; 11wanza, 'l'avite and Hatambc 
· villaces. · Future church sites planned: Hakuzi in the l'!khotaKota district, Kombcdza 
anci Kanchcn,~mbi·Te in the Salima District. .Urban areas 1-rill be Limbe, Balaka and 
Lilon[;-vw the nc-vr capital of 11alawi. · 
·4) Established the fact that the NalaHi church must not be dependent on the 
·mission for .funds but the mission mo.y assist the church in 1·Iays which ·.rill contribute 
to ch>1rch r;rowt~1 and planting churches. This is our major interest in the formation 
· of a neH church in NnlaY-Ti. 
Some ofservationa: 
1) The prevailinG meod among the christians is one of evangelistic initiative 
J : . : 
in plai1tin~;· and clcvelopinc churches. This is in line -vri th government programs of 
coiilliluil.:ity self help and development. 
2) There is a great dearth of ordained pastors in other denominations such as 
CCAP, Anclican and Roman Catholic. Phiri is filling a groat m;e~l in the Christian 
corllllluni ty.. It vrill M good to get other men from Halm·ri ordained o.s well. 
·. " 3) Tho govcrnro.ent is definitely Christian oriented. Hany cove:rmnent officials 
are practicinG Christians as well as chiefs and headmen. 
4) ~here is little ancestral and demon 1Vorship in evidence. ;Our 2!:iyear old 
translator ho.s novur seen ancestral vrorship, There is a real climate of response 
··to miri~t and ·the Church. 
5) '±'here is a move aH~y from Islam Gvidenced by conversions to Christ •.. Hr. Frank 
A..r!cirevr f0els there is a ripe harvest field .:?Jnong :Hoslcms. I bcliove many so-called 
11oslems are on the fringe and arc not dedicated. Hoslcms. This m<:t;;r be the result of 
Arabs forcing IslEU!l on Africa11s by pain of death. 
6) l-Ie hope the mission vrill tread carefully in its relationships Hith this 
neH church .s.nc1 not .kill tlro present initiative by too much kincLTJ.ess and larr:;esse, 
· It. can best help ·oy spiritual encouragement and holdine the uork up in prayer •. 
Yours sincerely,. · 
Z«~1.J:£-;_r~9i~ 
Tillman and Gucn Hous cr. · 
•'' . 
. . 
APPENDIX C 
NXLMALO REPORT 
TH.E 
On the 30th July, 1976 at 3:.30p.n. as I arrived at Chileka 
Airport, there vtas Pastor r.:osGs Piliri with hie smiling fr~ce 
waiting for ~e. ~ith him was Lorent M. Chanzie to escart me 9 
sir.Lce th.::? .. PEtstol-~ 1~·ou u:c1 h.is 1~oto1~ o;yol8 ~ ·~/c to(JJ.: thJ :.~cluv:i­
.Air JJus to L'ltm·tyre VlhEn·e \iO sJ;ent trw nit)lt with l.:r Lorcnt 
Chanzie. The Pastor was on his way ahead of us to Salima. 
Ear·ly the follo·.ving day v1e went to the ~us Pank to take the 
bus to Salioa. ~he Pastor had told me that it will be a tiresome 
ride, becauso it will be 220 miles. ~e srrived at Selima at 5:20p.m. 
coming to the Pastors Eesiden~e, I found the Church Leaders eagerly 
wai tine for r3y comine;. Jii'ter e;reetinc; r.r,a the Pastor showed me the 
place where I wos to have a beth, then after that, he took me to the 
house where I was to stay. I mat the owner~ of that house and he 
welco:ned me and made rr.9i;i'eel at home o 
Now the Pastor ~oses Phiri told me thot as ho h8b called these 
~men, church leaders, he W&nted t~ to teac~ them. Since the FHEE 
I.'LBTHODIS:i: c~:DHCH is new in Ealawi, the people too are new in the 
Free Methodist church. So he was leaving it to me to teach them what 
I hrcve prepar·od for ·~ham. 
I1I;y question to Rev. I.Ioses I'hiri was; 
Since he has had r.o.any I.:issionaries visiting him in r,Ialawi, what is 
it that they taught so that I may not do repeatation? 
His answer was; most of these people present in this meetine were 
not in the l'rae ;.:ethodist Churcl:.. when the r.lissionnries v-isited met 
and some of our preson:li churchl?.s were not yet planted by then. So 
do no·l; count on what others haYe done~ So we made the pror;racme for 
that week. ~fhen we had our supper and after su:pper we calleci the 
leaders for the first evening prayer. ~H~£~~ 
Ey fir<:>t Sl}.nday at Salima, we met at ChiF;vete"the outstation 
outside the town. This is one of the fast crowinJ ohurc~the people 
are added in the church every Stmday. 
Beginning on the 2-6 August we started our classes. Moses Phiri 
was my interpriter since I could not speak their language. I used 
the book of Disciy1ir"e as LY t~:xt book, to te[W~'l tho church leaders. 
PAGLSI, 2, ,3. 
I used the followine paragraphs:- Starting with pages I, 2, 3~ 
IHTRODUCTION: Purpose and Gharccter. 
A. The Biblical concept of the Churcho 
B. Historical heritace and Perspective. 
CHAPTER 5 
PAR. 500 THE I!JINISTHY 
PR8AllLE. 
A. Personal life of the minister. 
PARA. 50I sections I, 2, 3, 4, 5. 
:B. Advice JGo the I'iinintero 
PAP..5IOo Section I~2 
Since "'Ghese were church leaders, instead of minister I used 
church leaders 
CHRISTIAN l:'ELLOV:SHIP. 
PAR • .350 
I. Characteristics of tho Fellowship. 
PAR. 35I.and 352. 
2. Reception into Preparatory Uemborship. 
PAR. 355 and.356. 
3. Admission into Junior r,:embershipo 
FARo 360 and 361. 
4o J.clmiosion into :ii"ull Membership. 
EEJ:.::E].::r;s:·iiP J.ND COVD?~ANT 
PAH. I5I. The requi~li oi-.::'iiu :.-·e;:;l:Jorship. 
PAR. 152. The ri,:_;hts of l'ull membershipo 
PAR. I54-cil55. Pri vileac;e and Responsibility. 
~iiR. 
May I Point out that after each session, there was a question time. 
There were so rr.any good questions e t 
asy o answel·, for there were 
from i.P..nocent people who wanted to learn and to know the church. 
NATAL-1-CAPE co:;n';msNCE 
I gave them a report onour worl~ in Notal-Cane Conferenceo This was 
one of the exciting periods of our clas~es.-~hey had many questions 
after my report. Their desire was to have a lv:issionary jttst lil~e all 
other conferences who have had ~issionaries so that, they can see 
that, they are a growing church. 
TIT3ING. 
Vfe also took ti thin.::; as ooe of our subjects. Even thou~:t.h they dont 
have much income but they cannot esca1:e tithing because even the 
children of Isn:.el and the young church as YJe read the Epstle in 
the New Test~.:u:,ent h&d to 11ay tift41 tithing and of'ferincs. These are 
the teachings of the 011) and l;.EW T.i::S':L'A:<:Li:·f'l'S. 
~ HOLINESS. 
The last subject v;e deTtv·li th v;as Holiness. 
May be sorr:e of the things seemea to be very hard to understand in 
our classes, and it maynot be easy to f'ollov1 sorr1e of the I'REE 
lmTHODIS'.r teachingso '.I·his is just like eating fish. There are so 
many bones, more es:pecialy when you eat a small i'ish. You may not 
enjoy the taste and dislike eating f'ish because of many bones. 
:Sut if you eat the bie; fish, you will notice that the bones are bie; 
und there is so much meat in it 11 it is not easy to swallow the bones. 
Now let us call Holiness the big fish; in the .B'ree ~::ethodist Church. 
This is a very big subject in the J!'ree r~'Iethodist Church. 
"Follow peace ·.vi th all men, and holiness, wi thollt which no man shall 
see the Lord." Heb.I2:I4. 
This is part of V'ihat we believe as :Free !;:cthodists. lYe have it, 
in our articles of religion in PAR. II9: also in PAR. 304. 
These are the teachings of God in the Old and New Testament, God is 
calling us to be HOLY. Holiness will help us to love our church end 
her teachingso 
9th AU£!::s·t ~o tl'l:_Uth So;etember, J;_?.J76. 
These were the days oi' visi t:;.ng churches, one Vieek to each District-
where Free ;,;ethodist church has been plnnted. 
These are the following Districts we visited:-
I.Our starting point was S.ALn:A-District. Two churcheso 
2.HKOT.t.K07A Two churches or outstationsa 
3oKASUi'iGU- 1\"-.'o outstations 
4.Zo:,!.BA- Four outstations, 3 of these were formaly Vfesleyan. 
5oTH~OLO- One outstationo 
I was very happy to visit these places and to meet these leaders 
to thei:i:' home churches .. That gave zr,e more privileage to emphesze my 
teachi1"1gs at our classes held at Salima. 
MALA\'ii :FREE I,fET}IODIST CHURCH. 
Pioneer: Rev. Moses Phiri. 
A man of God with sint,le mind, to Plant the l"ree .r:ethodist Church in 
Malawi. Avery hard worker. A man who trust and obey GOD. 
I thi~~ we are all aware that as the work 0 is growing fast the 
problems are slso growing fast. 
I.Problen number one is lack of leadership. 
2.Problem nuffiber two is, how will he support the workers financially. 
3 .. He nee cis so:r:;eone with bood experience, having the l!'ree i~ethodist 
background, to l1elp him solve many problen$ that are on his door steps, 
A. Half of the church members are christir.:ns Yiho came to jion the 
church from other denominations. So they have the background of' their 
former cLurches • 
.b. _t,:ost of them say, we want a },~ission<:Jry to COILe and lead us, 
since the church is new to us, and we are new to the church. 
, .. q,,. In thej_r thinking they looked at their Pastor and thou.-sht that . 
he is someone with lot of' money, because the r:i~;sionaries aro the ones 
that oend him to come andstart the Free l:ethodist Church in Kalawi. 
So he n;ust give them monies to build up churches. 
It has not been clear to some of 
11 , b the c,hri, s tianG tll"'. t h ca ea . y God to start tho l'ree I>:ethoriist h '" e was c" urcn ~n !;~alawi o 
4oThe Pastor hireself Moses Phiri, needs a proper place for him to 
stay, for he is renting the house where he stays • 
. , 
Inspite of oll t~ese thinss I have listed down, we are so thankful 
to God for those families wto are at Lundi Dible School, traininc 
to te Pcstors. ~e ere looking forward to see them in the field helping 
~astor Uos~s Fhiri. 
Iw was so much pleased to see him handling. some of these problems. 
rhe Lord is helping him in a wonderful wey. I really enjoyed my visit 
~o l'!alawj. r.:alawi is a PEAG};'UL country. People are very iriendly. 
'ic t!'.ank the }resident of' Llalawi to ullo.ved th·J l'ree TLethodist church 
ln ~alawi. There are many open doors for us as a church. 
)eople like tte }'ree r,:ethodist Church. 
leCo\Ravo Po Capp~~ 
}iev. M. Phiri. 
'·' 
Rev. Robert Nxumalo. 
Edwaleni ~ission 
P.6. J::ox 8 
IZil'IGOJJVf.I~NI 4260. 
APPENDIX D 
HOUSER REPORT 1977 
Dr. Charles Y.irkoatrick 
General lii..ssionarJ Board 
901 College Ave. 
W'inona Lake, Indiana 46590 
Dear Charles, 
7 Harch, 1977 
\MAR 14 1977 
P. O. Box 8554 
Cause-vray, Salisbury 
Rhodesia 
This letter Hill be in the nature of a report on my recent trip 
to J.falawi. The e:i:penses were paid by Har-.r Current 1-dth South Africa.'!). 
Rands. ltfrtle Guyer Has very good about advancing the money on short 
notice and ·t-rorking out our securing travellers checks. 
Rev. Bill Davis of the Church of Christ Has most helpful in lending 
me a car in Blant<;re 11ith "''ihich I travelled about 600 miles from 
Blantyre to Salima to LilongHe and return to Blantyre. Tr.d.s saved a 
good deal of money because I did not need to hire a rental car from 
a commercial firm. They also e;ave me tt-1o niglits accomodations and 
met and toolc me to the airport. 
\fuen I arrived at Saliiita I -vras sho~m the quarters "Where I vTOuld 
sleep. The Indian peoule, the Kalu f~~lies have completely vacated 
the store build:tn:g and Nrs. Kalu fixed me up with blankets, sheets 
and mosquito net for sleepi.'l').g in· one of the rooms. They also gave me 
three meals plus teas as rrell. 
They request to remain i.."l a fe1-1 rooms at the back of the property 
until August or September because it is extremely d.i.fificult for them 
to get accomodations else1-rhere at the present time. He ouerates a 
trucking business and the next few months are the best months of the 
year for him. He will pay the church rent for the accomodations. 
There will still be ·room for Rev. Hoses Phiri and fr .... -:rl.ly, and the 
Bible School students and the missionary teachers. Hr:. Kalu is a 
mechanic and mvst ablG and 1-tilling to assist us with. transport around 
Sali.IJll'.a to haul sand, GTavel, bricks and supplies for building. He 
also Hill supervise the installation of a seat toilet, shower and 
wash basin in the main building in which the missionaries uill stay. 
Kitchen facilities could be installed by Hr. Kalu if he uere given 
permission. 
2 
When I arrived I found the only toilets available are squat 
flush toilets Hhich vTOuld be very difficult for older missionaries to 
use. So I purchased supplies in Lilong\·le and Moses Phiri arra..l'lged 
for a builder to install a suectic tank ivhile Hr. Kalu 1-r.i..ll install 
the plumbing for a seat toilet. I also contracted for rome furniture 
to be made for use in the Bible School ar1d bought other fuxniture 
as vrell. 
The city ·vrater is chlorinated and there is electricity installed 
last yea:r throughout the buildings. :&.f the time I had left no money 
bad been received by ~~. Kalu, but. he i·ms not anxious abou.t it. I'm 
sure Gertie vJill find out where the money is. 
I understand that Phil Capp had urged Hoses to provide food for 
the Bible School students throughi the clrurches. He said he had told 
Phil that February and 1-:Iarch 11ere extremely diff·~cult months to obtain 
food in their homes because they have not yet reaped their CDops. 
January "'·ras out of the question as far as the missiona:ries Here 
concerned. I believe the mission ·Hill have to provide food for this 
first session, at least. I think Hoses will expect the churdhes to 
supply .f> od in the next sessions. 
He made it very plain to me that the govern..-rnent vrelcomed Hhite 
missionary teachers in the Bible School but not black male ones. 
They would be under suspicion of fostering political opposition to 
the govern..11ent if they should conduct school classes. They could 
visit for evangelistic c~paigns and preaching missions but could 
not participate in a structured classroom situation. On the other 
hand, female black teachers might be acceptable. 
MOses Phiri appreciates ro much the purchase of the property 
in Salima for use ~f the Bible School. I believe, though, that 
he would rather have it on a sixty acre tract of land aoout five 
miles uest of Salima on the Lilongwe road. This land has been 
allocated by the District Conmdssioner for use of the Bible School 
and training ce:1ter. I think Phiri feels this Should be the center 
of the }Ialavd Free Methodist Church. It is near a local church at 
Chipuete where there are 250 people attending church regularly. 
On my return to Germiston, I met with iiarren and Jean Johnson, 
Robert ~"Tlalo, Gertrude Haight and Beth Beckelhymer and reported to 
3 
them on rrr;r trip. They felt that there should be rome one person vrho 
is really responsible for the missionary pa1~icipation~ the Bible 
school program there. Phil Capp has been carrying the ball while he 
was here, and is still most interested in it. lie felt, ance he is 
the Area assistant, he mould give direction as to further moves there. 
In our discussi. cins rre ·tvere able to give each other information 
which cleared tl1e picture for all of us in better understanding the 
va~lous factors of the development of the work there. I personally 
feel '\·re nmst be most cautious in any plans ue have that they are not 
made without the lialawi Church being an integral part in making 
those plans. 
}fuses is aware of most of the problems he faces, and he has 
been rna.'tting hard plans in organizing the church. He Horks i:ell 1-1ith 
the Board of Trustees of the Church and is orgru1izing a fina~ce I 
coT.'lli1i ttee. He has eleven churches 1-d th 801 baptized, junior and / 
preparatory members. He has disciplined one of the Bible School l 
students ¥rho failed spiritually to exemplify Christ. This student is 
nou out of the 6hurch. Funds:, clothes vrhich Hoses has received have 
been distributed among the Church ministerial leaders. 
One of the reasnns for the rapid groHth of the Church is his 
concept that tr.ree people can start a 6hurch, those three nmst Hin 
three more, those siX win siX more. The Holy Spirit has taught him 
the principle of multiDlication rather than addition as basic to 
continued Church Grolrth. 
A real threat to this continued multiplication is emphasis on 
-insti tution2lization 1·rhich is what hauuened histor:i_cally to the 
~- -- . 
Eree Hethodist Church in the United States, Natal/Cape Coni'erence 
and the Rhodesia Conference and contributed to the woefully stunted 
growth in those areas. 
Robert Nx:umalo pointed to this trend by observ:in;:: that during 
his trip to Nalmn in 1976, some of the neH Christians 1-1ere looking 
forward to the traditional kinds of Hission institutions as being part 
... --- ·--·--------
of the Church :i..r.lage. Some uanted to knou hot·r much sab.ry they Hould 
automatically receive upon com?letion of murses of stuqy in these 
institutions, particaul~rly the Bible Schoo. 
If the instutions develop without a most active participation of ( 
the Malawi Free Hethodists in the pla..-ming stages of construction of 
buildings, citrriculu.:m and recruitmentof students, the HalaHi. Free 
113thodist Church ~till be most hesitant to assume res!_)onsibility for 
the future of the institutions. 
The Church in Halawi is capable of accomplishing ~re~t things 
for God in the fu~ure under the guidance of the Holy Spirit. Our 
prayers are that they 'Hill continue to seek His guidance in all the 
many decisio-.:·s they make in the future. 
Yours sincerely, 
~'/4 d;( ;~-v~,t.-??0---/ct£u-v-
Tillma.n Houser 
P.S. Hould you :olease send copies of this report 
to at least the following: 
. Phil Capp 
~-larren Johnson 
Robert Hx:umalo 
Hoses Phiri 
Gertrude Haight 
Beth Becelnymer. 
APPENDIX E 
BECKELHYMER REPORT 1977 
(Y} A L--Aw 1 __ 'REPOF(T- -_£J?.r-'tl l'ic7 
----;::3 ei h 73 e c/<~/ h t-/ YYJ e r~ C/?J d 6erlnt c/.~ 7;dt 1~1; f-1 . . . I"'// ~~ •. -~ . 
Wha.t7 'f'he fil'st extension classaa of .Lur:di Bibl~ [)chool at Salill'.a. 
--held• • • 
~.fuen? ?tl:t t.f:l.rch to i APl"il. 19?? ••• 
WhO'mr by Gert.:rude Hs.i!{ht- ;;nd Beth Eec!celhy.r:er. '.:':.!3J' flc>H f:ro:-<1 
-·Johannosbu:rg toBl~nt;n.•e and the."l ;rere bke71 by f::--:l.err1s the 200 
mites to Salima. Five ><eeks later the l'.:.t1.1rr:. t:r.ip m:s by rail 
a~~~g~ . 
'wh.cre7 ·S~lima is an ir>roort&;lt transport tov.m in cer;trnl ~c.latd.~ 
-tvrabre .miles from the. l~ke. It h,.s been t<1f_, end of the 
raihmy ·aoo ta-rred road* but ne1-/ ro:o.ds and l'<o.ils ::.1~!> 
begin:r.ir.g 'Co :::-each north and wed to th<J ns>r c&.:.:.·:l. t<.!.~ 
Lilongw·e 0 Zomba was the old capi talc. All t:r~.nsr·n·t north 1· 
of Su.lima is by truck, ship Ol' occn.slor~l light pl::..r!t•. 
('l'he rr~p shous main t.~.?ns. and Free Metho-:list cent•creo .' I;» .;,r/ 
There .are saU.llite congregations ar&und so:ne_ of thes0)o \ lif>tf.,):.~ 
. This 1.s 11 1ivit1gstone" ·country. At :NkhotaKota he ~ fl)/,~{!?l;?i 
sat by the lake and pondered the awful sla>"S · - , );• ~~::l{jf;!j 
trada he •ras sesing 9 .Ne~r'here at Dr.mba village .l<a:. un~~.t ~t/A'·"/0.1 
is 'Wj'le:ra tho fi'rst :-tala~ F;:o-ee Hethodist Church ~-z;1:z1 
'lias born just three ys~rs a.go. N!;J: oh\..-)0;,h-.<tf. '/{j/~~: 
· Sallma _is a t-own in tra~si'i'.ion ., noisy, oha.ns;ing{ ~jfjj·· · 
Asian stor-a own$rs f.ll"e selling out and African buyers', ra. · • ~~() 
movil').~ irrto c;omr~er~o~ .Ai'rlcan ,a.~::ea~ :n;1nagc thfJ ·Sa:llm~.f;ij;~~ . 
other ~,spQcts .o1 tne:~.r countryq J.t :ts u friendly ~r; .. · t;};f~Ji 
little .republl:::~ Bec~.use oi' this .transition ... J 'o/.J ~J .... ···. 
::~s a t~r;porary place for the Bible School and P.:l.stor · · · · 
Phiri.'s familyG · fVe.Jler.4t . · 
lliiiJ~If¢.1~ 1)-.J.rlng tho time we stayed there 1·re. had a rich Pen~~Ven~ct . . 
til'!Q GMB has been .'!.ble to pu1•chass ;::ome' store pl'operty . · ~"")· 
Cl'OS<?-=cultu:ral ex:periencs 1 sharing tha f<..ciJJ.ties ;.;i th ·;y_ · r:J · 
the tJ<o K9.lll families (Indi;;.ns~ }1us]j_r•1s)~ their •rorkers,. ( ~or,J.ir..)t Nt- ~ . 
a~ om· soven students. It To1a!i :.; Ve"t'Y ~busyg _ no:tsy0 ~t.Ai'JrvR~o A1/1tl~ 
interesting pla.ceo It vras th.e seen$ 01 H:ro 1C~lu.' s · · ' h !6 
trucking art-1 motor !'f1}Mir busine!Js &s '·•all! 'da all !<'h6:l'~<.'d c." 
the la~ines fol• t;m ·,;eeks while a cistern 'i12.s w.adc ;,.nd 
~ toilet and ahowe:zo we1•e in~t.-:ll·d in tf:e ts·;•.chers' qu.."l.rtel'S 
behind· th~ stereo A great dcr,l of Hl'k ·H.?:'; r:e~ded in clc.aning 6 
painUng a·nd so;r.e buildin;:_; of fu.l'rJj_tm·ec. oteo loc~;.l wol'k<n'e 
made t~.blo a:('..d chairs l~or· ou:r 1-:t.chen=liv:i.n::; r·::Jor.:. 'i:'.-to 
basins w:-,ro ou.:r id.tch~n Elir,kc 'J.';;o t:J.ny !Jf•j~~'i'fil" (b:I'Os0r.n) camp sto~s did 
· our coc1d.r.go ~.)e are g:•;1t0ful for. th<:~ oJ.ec'trid'Ly ::!::::: chJ.o;:-:i.na.tced r:Ut€•;;• whioh 
are part of 5al.iltl!l. $ s recent dsvelcpme:nt. Our 1:!. f:;osa ;.rc-J:· w::• s 2. ll t-tle orange 
electric ten.kuttle ;.;e bought :'tn Sc Africa. It :·7"-:J t(t~, only i1ct uid:.er -we h.ado 
;,'han our studer1t~ n~eded e. b!'eak f.:•;:;,;; books -.-c hirod t;Jem as p.o'1tl1tE)r3o 
'l'.ro ~reeks 0 sev,;:ral buc:tats of p...'d.n·:-.. ct:.l;tains~ a to.blcclot~~~ lov•~ly local r.:ats' .. 
for floor3 rrad.o thes~:~ b:\.g t~ s'.:.ors ::.•oo;;;:;;'' n:o2"e !1oc:ey0 :·1o~J·3_u5.to n.stf3 and burro.ng 
coils hel:cod "o!s at !":tghto An olzctl·ic fan Noc<.ld :v~ve ~o!;n g:rl~c:t "' a i\tt.uro 
musto But WG i~eval." could lr.etmi?,o to tl.u·n off the ~ ~lJ. ..... to?:·r~.ll"' noiseo fain 
St~Ctat of 'l'l'tlc!d.n,~ 'l'o-.m~ Y:ala-;.;:l.c just isn1t ths bo~;t fOl' l"0:JtL :fl:l't as o'l.l.r days 
so -..-a.s ottr l:itt'.<:l".g·i.h. i•!0 Her-J consciour of ang;'f<:l'Gd p~·ay·er s 9 But r.o~ ou:r o•rn 
beds at bG~nr\:.:l..f'-'1~ quiut. cool0:t' J.t:.nd! &l'e gr.,~t" ;;o:r o:t.• r;o ;.rar .. 
f'OOfl,1 Any-;;-;.._y, Ol\:.." cou!lt.ya-d llf$ go.ve t1S lots cf pec,pl;;, cont..Ecto L.'l.v.:: chickens 
giv-en u.s ~s rH'ts ;.;o;!.l~l bt) c::u·x-j::d. ;.;ith ho::. 1:er-p"-r one d:tyc cooked ~d.t.">. torvt.'l:.oe3 
in a.n .A fr:lcs.n j~ot <:!Krt.hur t and ki!(:-l·5.can j':'i1·cd ~ t.\!i:t,d dayi Fres:1 fish from 
the lJ.ks ;rus ~v.;..il<l.ble c;.bcut oncE> a H€oek an::l. 1"~-.c.~ a good tr.nal ~·it'.:l local rice.0 
Char.ioo .fish is as gotxl ao t:ro:<t.. · 'l'hr: 1r.kc.· r.a:J Z50 kinJ~ «.frl only 200 of these 
2.re f::lu...r..d. O~!.i.:Jtl!"hf;l'f'·o J·.n..v ot ... ~:;r ~n~-:at ~.-r;_~r:; from tins(' A f~1-•· \~~ct.::,.bles f!"':m L~a · 
local mc,rl-.ct nn-l. ?l<mty of ~.ns.n.:,s filled j_n tho rest<> Oll:r luxur-i&o ware nice 
.b~a.d fl'O'il tna br.kul'Y 'c..t•l.\ck ~,nd ;:m :'!.:::po:;.ot·:·J. j:.o.r of !k·im; dill :¢.ckles we bought 
in Blnnt~\<'l:ec (I wontt ten you hor: n.~;l:!! 1'c cc::tl) A n~arby store with a free~:er 
kQpt cold Cokeso 
.,.. 
{ 
., 
'H.IENDS! Fadlltios &tid f6od <U'<!l 
ltr.portant to schooJ. tssche1•o 0 but 
filends evil1! ;'lore. F'rlcr.da rnado 
. ' iri. a queus_;a.t the post office ;,~re· 
a big bletisil2go Serna Tetc.t\.:3 Baptists 
took us to tJ.oiP ho:•1e on the la"~e 
over o. woeker!do T'ae ,boattty ~ frie-:-.ci.<"' 
ship and southe:rn cooking Has 
moat WEl needed ju.st ben~ C"lr 
futur0 ciass:.-oom .lf&.·S st.ill d.arkr 
dirty 0 filJ.oO. wlth 'tor·c.~c1mm sheJ:vos, 
Not only d.i:.i ·'t.he \'io:r]{!!:an family Gi w 
us ~. restful :~>~oc;.kend bat the;;r of.fe~·od 
us the Sa15.;m B.:>.ptist 3ookhou.se to 
use temporarily for our .c1assesl 
'l"nere was a cl.flss:roorn. tables and 
chairs and Jl. b'l;Lokboal·d just one 
block from our nl.E>.ce. In tha 
mea.n-,time · c"al~pter.s .&nd builders. 
were n~>:king .desks and chairs, 
pnttir.g in .n ~dndoH and Ughting 0 
with plenty of nois<J 9 dttst and 
.o¢ous he,;ds i'rcm. J'I""IS.in stl,"oetl 
I think s~~a got to know that· 
the Free l·!ethod5.sts are buay in 
their to"l<mc 
Our friar.:is & the Y,alus ~ '1-Iere ve2-y 
ldnd to uso Huss<::i£) dirsoted lnost of 
the building activity for Uso An d they. 
h"elpad us a. bit withlDcal tranaportationo 
Their w1 vee ga v·a us dalic5.ous bit's of Ir;::Jj.an 
food to eatp and th~ir J~ttl@ children soo~ oam~ 
runni!lg in call:l.ngc 11 Auntie1 19 
ot.."'er helpful f'r5.anda •rare the Bill Davises of 
Bla.ntJTe!o Churc;,_ of Ch:rist rrd.ssiona.l':i.es, they 
t!/.4 s$ /:?oo1J1 
(fJ7r:>I<G) 
-H---t· 
V~/Ut/Vt>AIT ___ ....... 
· .. 
.·r 
helped us ~.th ho$pit~lit70 transpo~~·~--------~--~~--..... --------·--------·-------
and ~hopping botw~0n l~ndi~g in 
Bls.ntyra and going up country~ 
(Fellow mis&'ioP~:ri.es nre fa:orl.ly)o 
~U:~ Bt<·i:. the facilities. food and 2ll ;..•<JrG juvt a •~p'l'alude for a pt.U'!J<HIC0 0 
This pm•pO!IG 1o!t'l$ f'elJ.o;,rsh:\.p in God's Herd ··.n t.h 6ur !·in.J,n•.:j_ students v:ho hr.d gon{) 
ho;na fl'Ol!i Lv.r.-cii :'!.n Octo be:..· cl.ne to th0 ai t~'{.;!tio;'l h£>J'Go j: r,{e 1 d D:rollliscd them we ttould 
finish thF;nt sov.ehmio Se·,,.;m cr·.J.t of t..'te ~if!ht 1r.en 1-ror-e ithere0 • On!! had be0n per=-
suacled to l'G"i:.ll..!"n to M.s form:'1r ~bnoli6.:1s.tion,, 
'!he men m•re t)u~llled to be !ltudyj.r!~ a.gr,J.nv thrilJ.ed to b'OI on the <my to their 
diplon1aso An:'l. ve \,'ero tl'n•ill\~::1 ns 1r1ello 'l';1riD.e::l. to see a net.; maturity in th~:>mo 
To sense a no;z doptfl. of underst<i;1:iin~ ar:d int"-r•;;;t i!'. their ch.ss H:n·li::o Th;z.ir 
questio11s ghm·wd they had bu&n Ho:r~i.':lf; <tnd th_~n·-:~.~g n\:>out ch1..1N:h problemso All of' 
thetrt \>rere ei-thE!l" \-l::Ji::kins in a c~1n:rch Ei:~t?t·:·,:J. by Vo.'3es or h~.d sta.l .... '"~d n~w onas 0 
By the and of the mon'~h ~}HJ.Y' 'I-OC>!'<; ::ski:~::': f·-'l' ""_:] Y:t :.m.:~ bru.d1e~ 9 tUJ.'l'ling their 
lap study boa.r-d$ into c.igns lik3~ ::~~E~~t~ ;ti<:~:: :-~ST~f:JTJI.:;t CCHJHCHu . . 
Though tha men h<>.d t£u.fi'ered frcr~ 50.~(, p:'i 'P t:.l. ·~~l, bi\rigc:· a n·i :::a:l.ai:'i;. aftor 
leavine; :L•~ndie ycd~ nll hRd 0:\:.ps:d~mc<>d less0:::> ·~.·:1 f<;ii.i' tc:1d ~~i't~r\·il'"~red p:;:aysr~ 
VJa taught a to~:u9 s \,,..,.J:rth of cla~·Gs~ in Ch:;"":'..st~.: .. n t-:~'.lc:~-~-i.cn cou1~st:s 9Uoh as 
Sutldr.y School Suc<!G!>8 1 Ur:\!El.!'!':tanding ·People.~ a bl'ief ~:.:·•-; Tf:siA!i!!"-'nt Su:rv,~y, and th-a 
Bo:}kr,; of ?ootr·y Qf the Old. 'I\1stam:n~~" 1,,\? •Jol·kecl then: (:,,r;i. om' solves) b~rd but it 
~·n.s richo So::'\8 c];:.~\!J f:Hl"iods vra.re ~ bi-t, ·cC.ff'::.1::"ent 11 ~'5...!-::=J w~~Jn I 11..ss·d Eal.,~r-a 
HC~rkm<:.nv s a.Jltchc,-p i'o.!' ~J.:!.r..ging '.:J-.~ f·~:-olm!'i, cr ;;h::m a t:1.f,d '.-l(i!'.<J.n th:ro-.1 a rock at Gertie 
through th~ clas.s:~ocil':l >.-.ln:iowi {Sho t:tl.!'l-.;~od.) 
Cn Su.nd.<lYS. ~.;a ~·.ttcnded tha J.ocal F.,:.~., chm•t.!h 1/n:ld1 w~_s ~ r~cck'Jd 'Jllt pril'k"'\J:'".f 
school room. (\~r~ ;'-}.ch. thDy cou]_d ""~"' L'ls big et.or.:; rCC!l bv.t ~.t is r.ot preferred 'oy 
the DlstTi(rt Cot.-t~:i ~.:J.~.o:t·;c;-) c. ',-:~ .. ;.rc~~) ~·.:.J>ond cf the ~·7%-J.,'f otU"' ::;t 1.:d~,.;1t~: cor.ch;.ly~sd the 
ssrv1.oeso So:.l!~tL.:cc ~.;;:~ h.::;Li'ed th'J!:t ¥.~.·;.;·,. ;~mdc Ol' mos:::;:.g<Hlo F.t one sorvicc;~ a you."l.5 
n~arried ch;;.p9 Jc:n!-):'1 1 ,-:;:Jv~ i'l:l.s )J.fo to Ghr'i.st~. No::;~;Jr; .-;:;nd 01U' !rl::.ld~nts i'csl they h!i'Vl\1 _. 
a call to lt'2.d ;:..·e:.;~]l.o ::.o n :~o:-~ ~· n, .. l kn..:n.rl£..d~e of th<?. ::otYl.otu• th~·o-..;.gh spxo1,mrJ:lng the 
FrP-~ tie..th:dst. C!.:ur<:.'!~" .f:w. t tb(;J h:;.d :t:-Ll nc;>"•::'.;_c::·.:Ed 'c~1.f·?:.:'G i:-z this wall,.,churohed 
eounb·y m{s :r.ostly u. f~·ra.-:~:~ ~· chu.:cch~.~.:-Ji~;j' :c•:.t:1~n· ·ch:<~ l·:nordng Ghr:l..st in oaving 
powero · Th·s,Y }:n\..''' thn dif::·~:re!":~c r..c-:.f\·1. 
Th-0 :f1.~c.:::t :3un::l~-::T · .. .rB · ~13.:-~;.:.:1 a ~i'cl~<::Jt.:,r c;;.':· { t~:.;;: "tCJ::i ~ :::,J~:..::·t.d i~'1) t~.) d~·:l.. ve Us to O!J2:-
::h~lt-t·Y0''te· chl!.rcht; ~.1Jo1;:~ S:t .. )~ ;n:i .. lct: ou.t~ 1d :·_:(: .. ~1 \~-:.(~~::: i.':c·:J~r-. J.O:O:) -~~o 2:00 v:t;; r.:..!t.\·T ~ .. nf::.rr~ 
and e.cld~. b~_>J;:·-,~~:,: ~ f'::~·m~:·~:~:!,:~'T~ ~::1· ~~~'l .. :~,J~'- ~::>~:::1~1:,:::()";~ ·~ ~~;~~:~~.-h~~: t~ f~c:·-~:~::~c1 ·~~l""f.'10r..st CY! ...... 4.,,..,4 :'" ~1- ... _..d ...... ~~ ..,.t~o.•.-.:.1 -~~ T,r,r,......_, ' 'h .. h,,\."-J- t c .• ;. ••. L ........ •-.( ~._._..n -~i\,..oi1 ~..., - ~ 
:<'0~~:, D-~~~>-~.:o .. ~_:-!:::.,~:~ ... '1 f ~[,:·:_ .. ·~~ ~~:~-~i-:T~ ~~~~<-r:~- ~:.1:::·~~-~ ~ !~,~~;~,~~~ ?,- tf\.~11 ,,.::~.:.: ~., ~!~~-~-~>~~1~.·s \1; -r~~~~:~L. n~~. :~~~t do all· ·t.~esa t.-.:~..;d' .... .J i:L .. ~d C.·:: =-·-.r.L ··.J:_J;, ··-t ,JJ/.!,:: ~ 4.1- ... ·--1 .. 0 ........ '-'·0~-..... • ......... 0 r-·W~ ......... -3 F). ............ d i~ thi~ 
mnd fti"}'J thatc:~l ctlU~:"oh·~ T!le::~r l!!"'e co~)bird .. :~~ t~::::·}.:r ::;.fi\:J!"tr; t.~;, ·r:JJ.kt~ r::c:od b1.trirt b:t-{c!ro 
:and b1~.ld. a b.L:~~·;fj)."> t· (1~-:;tt:sL' l:n.~i-.ldi ~l;:~ ~:jocr..~ -~.~::,~:'!.:~ .. 1-.. o:;-2 :t -:{ ·1).".::, t li !~r..·l~ic~.n !1'l,S'O l-ivd'31ol.n'"s~s 
c:~..n hel;; th~~\;! bi:\Y Zil1o fol"' t.¥. J:.,oof., ( ~~..-~1.gf.;S ~!.~~a 1:J~-r ~ nd pl':.i..C·:'1S h~gh)o 
'T-'c;"'!": ... t"''i"'.,:;.t":" ""j,l • ·,·,•,·.~~.~~.·!.:' :-:. •.~.·,;_.,-.,".-.:.,.r.·.·.; .0·1":,'\ - <~• --. ·, .... •• • "" : ' .. \.Y )!J "' ,. ~~~~.:;.j:_~.~ 1.1·~e nr.r::~·.:, ~;· .. ~ :..: __ ::. _. .!..rl?Zt~ :.-:.::.~.~.() .. )G!1~0.!.. -~~:cor::·l~~on -:.t:l.A'~'- .. ;-v .. ~ :.t.5 
Sch~~t:~uled fc:t .. J·L:tT!8-: ·1·:~·l.,...,~."'G~l1 nnd. ,._; .. :;,:. ·j ~J o'1n::on o::: :·:":.3i."r.::: :~.:. :·:·~ ... :-.::) cc·Y'·~r-~rrCtJd to· tGAch~. 
-'t$..n.1t,hex· :~3ssic-71. ts ~-'1.::.r1'~-1~r:··.fcJ..~· .:Jo~;,:,·.::·:r.'o~:-:i·) E7 t~;...-:._. 7:.~~ .. :.-.f. :·:}]_cdr:cQ':l i·~b=Ji~J0 u-111 bo c.·r,J..~· to 
gr·· £t~'~\t-~.t-a (\~~:1 r: ..... ";',~et·f 6ll. h-1 s T.-·~"t~ ..:..,) ..-~: .. ~>~ ·-~~:t··~ ·;,, /:·r;()'~::..:::c !'.:~.:s!::\·;:1 :1.~ n0eded in.·~.Tt~rmal7.· 
1 ~la ~Ci~J:;~~~~l~-~~f,~1i~ 't;~:~J.~~" '!:~~~~;.;~~~~ .. -:~~.;,::, !7::' ~1 r'·: ~.· .. :1.:': .:::. ·;;~-~;~l: 1ha t st5.11 l1~S;ve~ 
::~~.Ii:~o_,~:,::~#. '~ i~;:·~,~ffi~~~;L~~~~~ ":, ~t;i ~~ ;:~0~i ~::;',, ;''' '~i"~:"!e;~e ~~;;,~:c~ 1· 
to k.,ep .\.l~:J.dc_. ~.;.!" t"·~c.:;:;l'o .. _.._ •. a tuunt:t s "'"'''-'~""~ bU>.. ·:i.t :·:o:;}.d be diffic'Jlt fo'l' thmn 
to ll w the:rs fo::.., r.:r:Ch toi':(;'~l~· p~ric~-::19 ~-~'i thc.t .sct('3u:s;o ?:ot lees tt~~l t;~ro oa.l) ha1'ldle 1 t 
2~ it is e::haust5."~; ;;.;¥l 2.lso ~·~ ... r:::;h•.ho 
The J...oc~.l ~8oplo f;,j,~0 .' -r.:t;OZ" _e .. rrl C03t.s' VE~l·:t h:i.~~h~ . a-Jiit'£.,~: to·t.rn .~oo1 is co.stl;re. 'l'hr.; 
st.or.a locatiOn is '::_6:1'siC.sl:.-sd te:a~po~·~:r·y ~~nd f>o..:(.l· ·ri.'\o;n. id.ec..~- dite to ';;tty zorrl~1g -E..~:d-· 
aonstu.nt nois:::.o. . ·.-·~:-.•'., ..... , J:~ny ~.H'-1 ~r·,"-pd~irr7-.r: .. ·.:,-;:-.,.~:·~ ... 1·.o· ·E,..-·rt·'Y\· · ~-;.:!l'l:'\ I";"·-""-1,... ~~~-!.t.:.ort·\ "".;. "'"'··l (':'to,..,~ not. } -VA l.; '""-"" .,..\_ ..,. J~.J.-:-:'"" S .;JW ...... .1••••"' 1- .. .,l.,..ll _ . .,,.._,_, •:o-.J;,.•~• .;;/ •. ,,_, 
tsll them >-re hs.'re ;;o.' plan .ns ypt. fo~' n !fl.b.1:Ti Bible Sch•.):>l. 'I't::; Er,lm·ri· Chm'oh bns , : 
a1:r•I3B.a"'" choe;<JJi. co'..;:,-;:-,;;;··~,;;;,~.,..~t"' ·tor· e . .p,,t"J:t•e P·;·~le ~ch('o1 .:,'\'c,o:.f· 'l'hesz. oi~ht .. oz• .,;o .. -
- .1. ,.. -~"'"d,,. .. : ... .:..~"'•.• ~r·- ....... - ...... _ ...... .,.,.,"' .. _ ........ '-' 1.:., 
OhU?ch~s stret~hil1f! C""J~~,i·. -3\JO. r.:d.len ·£'rb~n Nkhot:~otG; to Cholo -.,ii th thcj.r 815 msr,'!b~i/:~i g -~·.11 
l'le'i! Ch~:tstian!~ or '\~~~l~~,:8~i'!-s ~ ..... h~ed:/ Tigul~? lay P .. nd nrL~.d. ~t·~~l'Ylo~l "l.te:i.rd .. nE; be:yo11d· 'do1;.lrtc. . 
WE:· O!)nst.z,ntly ;;•r:,f"'!::l~8q ·fii<Z'ii; ,quEioi:.ions bifck to the>:1 to· pr;;y ~:bc1J.t~ to b(;.[lin to p:i .. ::>..\:. 
'"'·~ n" , ... 'i.e t" ~·~· ,.,~: · ~'~1 ;.,:.c:r ·~~L· ·n'·'h t;.~ .. ,~ .. - ~., '"'1• , .... ""·"'t t»·tn<>·~.;..., · ; .. -'oJt 0.4: ....... :-•o...,~ _ .. e-.. t...rLV-... ...... -~ •• :.J.':.!_ !?:-:"h:::> ·~-om 1": __ ... ~,..; .t.::r...!.. . .-..ln~ ..1 ••. :: v.;.(. e::\:.;;.·&.c.t;.;.~_ • .1 .. 0 \,utJ m:!.~{:;.J. t}.f.l..!l. 
do ror ... ;:-"srn~ n: t~·~.,r~:~~s.;t: ·:; · .. ,'.0, .. c• c.,., '" .. +h. '· ' • ho~n .,,.ll.~-- "'"<~ .... ~-- .... ~ ;,~; On l., •• e p.~u ... !lJ .. .>.- uX ...... !ilS. .. P·· C~·ont ...:Ch-'···~ is ,,hat ·-..0 I:t<:ln ot.<y ..... 0 .. "•'- ~·~ ... ''"""':-'•-;:; 
the-ir ±'~t-rl.B.~ls ,,,itb '.;,heir '·r;:b r;:JSd'$!1$.> '.:'h~y ars ::.ct:!. <:o in tho local cln:.:t·chtll!l 
~!~~=~~~~~~ingr;~~~~ ~~~~·$~;;;~~f_";~~~:i~;~i:~,,::;;Yt~~~;·l';'~~:t~!~~· s~~~~~~Zl~'re doinr; their 
YJe 'J.n;restig~·~se:_.· ~~·. i:r."J':~ll'_ i~~to:.~::1:sn·.)?~!..~::-:~~.-t/i.O~t:.:L :·~~:·)lS .3:::~1001 ir.;, 3}~~11:.~/T~G The r~::f.1:3 
'\.;"e-nr::- r;.;&Vt11 ... ~::-.h1o) Tt ~ o 0~1'6Jl",~,·~i"i cp.,i • T·:-- t".:;~.r~}··r.: t~ the- ·fr-_..._, ·1~·,.'1 vier .. ;s CP'".i c1·i qputn.bl-!\• d('\.ct4"''2"'H3S. 
- ._. ..... i ~~,~ ~:-:; .. ~ ~··.~~.'-- ... ,~~~~,~:~;~~~;~r ... ,..~~: .... ~~·-:,~~ --~:·r:~~;; ~~::, .... ~;~:'-'J,.·· -~-.~,·~·:~ ,·~- ~~~ .. J.'t ... v::-r .. · .. ~~J'.:-·· 
R.l'!d t -v l-';)~,oJ.,1l<:' ,,:::J ~.(.!.;, <···'· 4 ~· .·:~, .. S:J.-.• 1-'•Y "'"' ,.,,,.J •••. , .. ~_,_ V:l ..... ,.C .. FlC~ l.~,, •• 10Q.I..v•• pol.t.i,)i 
::~~~~f~:~i:~J.;~~~i~G(~~~~~~lr~~~}i~!1:t~~;;,:~~~~;~)~~~i;~1:· 
ll•;;-ay 01.' til~•iJ.• rtn'>,~ 7'n(}•~ 'li: .·1'"' w<cr.;. """ y.,~•<.•1·)":· '""''lj• •••l ~r••·<• "'~. ·l:·:~. ·rc·~('"·i·~l;1~·,_ b"~rAU' J , • •·•' ,.,....,~.a.l. ·•~•--j :-!;.·., •-A-...,. 'Wo'.,. u.-., ...... ,~ ...... - Ll, .. ,• ..... , '··J.~- .. ,;,•,•l'' v~. •~·-'• \l 'r: ~:.,ei'"-',-..J;J U .. L..,.tJ'. ! can cn.l'r~yQ C~t:; \7ol:L ... t1:.·.:Jer.-:!1~ to c":.!t, a t-i'!'.c ::or uc-:>d. ~1.f \-7,:"· ~:/.!1 i'l:.-..._{F(t-~ll.'fl.lf.! 1£cn.~ it~ · 
v 11hf;s~3 '\tcr;:y ,you.r::~?; G!1}:r.:~.:;·::.~t£i:t'lS P cb.i~J.:ch~"-'s :-. r:d :.:~ .. ::-)t.o1")~ [~y-~, b~:f;;::.i:: :i2"i._::; -~; le~rn ~.bvut ~'Dlf. 
~:uppvrt ~nci ~;~l'::~::i...~g.~ hc.y ve'i';Y-- r.:ucih fer thcr:.t H.n-1 us t!~a·(, i~~0 :-;j_~:..l fir!d God~s }li?.Yo 
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As Jean and I winged ou1· way through the night skies from Blantyre to Johannes-
burg on a DC 10 Air ~~lawi jet, we were served a delicious full-course meal. This 
was the parting gesture of this 1 midget-size 11 country (African standards) that had 
fascinated our thinking and had become our prayer concern since Rev. Robert Nxumalo's 
return from IJ.alawi in September 1976 and increasingly so with Rev. l·loses Phiri 1 s 
visit to Natal-Transkei in April 1977. Touch-down at Jan Smuts brought a further 
phase of Project Malawi to completion. 
Although our basic assignment was to continue the training program of the seven 
Bible School students, we felt we went as ambassadors of' our church people and mis-
sionary staff in the Natal-Transkei Conference. You see, we were bearing their gifts 
of R400 with instructions to purchase at least three new bicycles and repair four old 
ones and a motor bike already in service, being used by the church leaders and students. 
The three new bicycles were presented to tbe Malawi F. M. church during an outdoor 
service attended by several hundred people near Selima. 
To give you a more complete picture of the attitude of our people here, I will 
quote from my Annual Superintendent's report to Bob Haslam as of 21 1-\ay 1977• 
The outstanding feature for 76-77 has been the development of the conference 
approved World Vissions Board and a target missions program supported by Faith-
Promise giving throughout the conference. Since Robert Nxumalo 1 s visit to 
Malawi last August, interest in Rev. l~oses Phiri and his call to establish the 
F .1-1. Church there has been mounting. Rev. Phi ri ~1as in vi ted to attend Annual 
Conference as the special speaker. Prior to his arrival, over R300 had been 
raised in the conference to purchase his return air ticket. His messages at 
Conference stimulated great interest! Following Phiri 1 s graduation from Lundi 
Bible School God had told him not to take a pastoral charge then being offered 
to him by the Dutch Reformed Church but rather to plant the F.M. Church in his 
own country of lt,alawi. This work he was to do completely by faith in God, with-
out assurance of help from the Conference in Rhodesia, missionary direction and 
support or even without prior direction and approval from the m~. 
In about four years' time God has led Moses to raise up F.M. congregations 
in 11 scattered towns and cities with approximately 820 members •. God has truly 
honored His word and stimulated Phiri 1 s faith. 
At the close of the Saturday morning conference sitting while Nrs. Shembe 
was making her annual WJJ.S report_ and was in the act of presenting boxes of 
·clothing to Brother Phiri with some Rll to purchase soap to wash the soiled pieces, 
singing began among the several hundred Zulus and Xhoses in attendance and God 
showered down upon them the spirit of giving. During the next twenty minutes 
approximately Rl60 was given to Brother Phiri for the Lord's work in Malawi. 
Sunday morning was a repeat performance as the men of the conference pre-
pared to also give Rev. Phiri a gift. Hundreds of people surged forward to give 
again. This time R58 was given to help God's servants push His work of preaching 
and teaching in Malawi. 
The Bible School: 
Formal classes began as scheduled 13 June, with all seven men in attendance. We 
count it a privilege to have been included in this most essential and wo,thwhile 
endeavour. Jean as a nurse and not a teacher, handled her subject matter ·commendably. 
The students responded with enthusiasm and diligence. 
We were concerned, however, about David Banda's apparent inability to grasp 
much of what either of us presented, if class response and tests can be used as 
measurements. As others of you have evidently done previously, ~1e, too, discussed 
David 1 s matter with Brother l·loses Phi ri. He is a real understanding brother. He has 
the situation in hand! 
Because personal textbooks were not being provided, each student was requested 
to outline the books, chapter by chapter. Halfway through (two weeks) we became 
aware, sad to say, that what was going through the eye-gate and into their notebooks 
was not really becoming a part of their knowledge. It was a non-productive exercise. 
.Pe.&e 2 
From then on we altered our approach, giving them specific questions on the material 
to which they would find answers in preparation for the class, I also increased my 
classroom ti~e from two hours to three hours per day. I saw positive improvement in 
their ability to grasp as well as retain pertinent material. 
Operational costs such as food supplies, wood, cook's wages etcetera were 
certainly kept to a minimum. Nimrod Ngwangwa handled the purse, did the purchasing 
and bookkeeping. All in all he spent about $53 for the four weeks. 
In response to an earlier request (see Houser's report) students brought about 
50 lbs. of mealie meal, a few chickens and some sweet potatoes. Th~ wood was also 
supplied, 
The Salima Property: 
Immediately the term concluded and the students returned to their homes Rev. 
Phiri and family took up temporary residence in the quarters vacated by the students. 
Earlier it was agreed that the Kalus, the preyious owners,will vacate their premises 
by or before August )1, at which time l~oses and his family will occupy their rooms, 
making available again·the quarters for the students when they return about the )rd 
or 4th of September. 
Except for the installation of the wash basin in the bathroom, the work arranged 
to be done between Houser and Kalu has been comoleted. Bece.use the exterior of the 
main building and fence facing main etreet was in dire need of paint and whitewash, 
about $50 was spent on paint and lime wash, which the students applied over two Satur-
days. It was particularly appropriate that this work was completed before }.lalawi 1 s 
Independence Day celebrations July 6, 
13 July bece.me a significant day for F .l~s in Selima. About 75 women and nearly 
80 children met in separate services using these facilities. The new District Com-
missioner in Salima altered a previous orcier that the church could not use these 
facilities to assemble together for church meetings. This, I feel, is a.unique 
opportunity for these communicants to unite more fully end give a clearer witness for 
tbe gospel in this small town of some 2300 people. 
Since leaving Salima we received word that the church's attorne!y needed about 
$70 to register the title and complete the transfer. On 22 July I· sent }.!r. Mte.ba 
the money he requested. Hopefully Brother Phiri has received the receipt and the 
title will come to his hand in due course. 
Church Visitation: 
The four weekedds in which we had opportunity to visit the local churches we 
found the attendance greater than what the building could adequately accommodate, 
We sensed a real spirit of optimism among the people with a keen desire to reach out. 
A new burnt block church building e.t Damba has been erected, This is the place 
Moses first began preaching upon his return from Rhodesia. Because Phiri was not 
satisfied with the pitch of the grass roof, he requested the people to pull it off 
and make adjustments. 
About 12 miles down the main higb:ay tO\Iards Nkhotakota we found the people 
replacing their temporary church with blocks already burnt. Chia is the name of 
this place located on a beautiful site overlooking the large lagoon linked to Lake 
Malawi by means of a man-made •cut" in 19)9. Brother Phiri informed us that these 
Christians, all former 1-:uslims, are multiplying. Praise the Lord! 
As we travelled together Hoses would point in many directions of other new 
areas where the F.M. church is being planted. Of course Chipwete captures one's 
interests immediately. Who doesn't rejoice when the local chief becomes one of the 
leading laymen! They too have far out-stripped their present church accommodation. 
About 9000 blocks were in the process of being formed and burned in preparation for 
their new church building some )6feet wide by approximately 76 feet long. Rev, Phiri 
says they want to build it on the 60 acres, plus or minus, granted to the church by 
the government. He also says they hope to have the walls completed before.the rains 
begin, possibly in November. 
On two occasions harvest offerings were being observed. Huge baskets and bags 
of mealiee (corn), peanuts and rice were brought and presented by the people. These 
.· Po.ge ' 
products were then sold at prices set by the men of the church, with the money going 
into the church treasury. This augurs well for the future of God's ongoing program 
in Malawi. 
Unfortunately we did not have time to visit the people near Zomba where Rev. 
Phiti wee recently invited to open the fourth new preaching point. Moses says that 
in the Zomba area plans are moving ahead for the construction of a new church equal 
in size and quality to that being built at Chipwete. Here again the walls are to be 
finished ready for a roof before the an9ual rains begin. 
The Future: 
-----Without question the number one priority for us as missionaries in assisting 
this young church is to energize the pastoral training program. I frankly agree with 
you, Beth, these short term sessions are far from the ideal. By the time the students 
have adjusted to new teachers, emphases and accents, it is time to close shop. It 1 s 
an inferior method when one considers the goal -- trained, equipped, spiritual leaders. 
New TEE materials in Chichewa are being processed presently by the Baptists in 
Lilongwe. Rev. Kingsley was given !·loses Pniri 1 s address and will be keeping him 
posted on whet becomes available in addition to Following Jesus end Talking with God. 
Brother Hoses Phiri is thinking how this materiel can best be taught to the :ay people. 
Among other thinc;s, he suggested a re£;L;lr.r hour of teaching by e. leader for e.ll the 
people just prior to every Sunday morning service. Take one lesson each week end 
cover tl:.e 50 lessons in 12 months. This is the plan our laymen at Kwal-:e.shu here in 
Durben ~:ant to inaugerate soon. 
Recorrmendetions: 
1. V~ke tcxtb~ks available to each student. 
2. Expect the students or their churches to supply all the necessary mealie meal for 
each term as en incentive £or No. 1 above. 
;. Until a resident Bible School is established in J.;e.lawi, study the possibilities of 
extending the terms to cover 2 four week periods with a week's break between the 
two for the students to return home, the travel exoenses to be included in Bible 
School expenses. This would double th~ effectiven~ss of the missionary personnel 
with little e.dciitional expense -- about $14 for student transport. 
4. Use the medium of a be.nk draft when tre.nsferring money to Malar:i rather than 
traveller's cheques. These are inexpensive in South }£rice end no further char[es 
in Me.lewi r1hen the dre.ft is made in kwacha. 
5· That when durable well built centrally located ·church buildings ere erected by the 
people the.t funds be supplied from overseas for adequate roof timbers end corrugated 
iron. 
Again we thank God for the opportunity of visiting and observing this young 
church at work under the guidance of the Holy Spirit e.nd for the joy of sharing God's 
Word with dedicated, earnest young men. 
Sincerely yours, 
Warren and Jean Johnson 
e.c. }f.. Phiri 
C. Del-li ll e 
C.D. Kirkpatrick._/' 
P.S. Would you please give copies to the following: 
W .D. Cryderman 
¢ J'/!J l~if'l#f. 
P. Capp 
G. Haight 
R.R. Nxumelo 
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Our Malc.•,Ji "Sxperie:~,ce , 
rle sc..i<l 'goodbye' to. Joy, Beth and Narp;i ns they· left for 
school on Thursday morni!lf", Sept. 1, not to see then ae;ain for 
over n r<!onth. Fred ~yff drove u.s to the airport then. returned .to 
Pretoria where he and Georgia would be 111>1other and Dad" to o:u..r. 
girls during nur absence. \'le are truly thankful to the Ryffs, 
for only by their kind consent to 11 baby si ttl was it possible for 
both Ellen and I to have this 11 Halawi EX}lerience't• 
· · As we flew .over Rhodesia I spotted the 11 Sleeping Giant· 
Mountain" situated across the Lundi River fro·m Lundi Mission, a 
wave of nostalgia flowed over us~ That area had been rur home for 
·-19+ years for me and 18 for Ellen. I breathed a prayer that God 1 s 
angels would cc:ntinue to .surround Lundi in protective care as they 
have been doing since May, 1976·. . . . . 
Arrival at Blantyre's Chileka Airport brought us to the thrill-
ing beginning ef a new adventure ~Adventu:r::e it was!. New people, new 
values, new language and a L-0-N-G train ride. Counting the time 
we spent on the platform waiting for the train·, the---150 mile jour-
ney from Blantyre to Salima took us from 5 A.M. tiilB: 30. P .r-1'. 
We arrived at our destination tired (to say the least) yet happy 
because the trip had been made pleasant by the. cheerful, well-
-mannered, ~helpful people who shared the compartment, train and ··· 
platform. wiih us. Ellen and I were both impressed. by the people 
,f M'alawi. ·They are to be commended. . 
' :At Salima, dear Baba Moses Phiri and his friends were present 
to meet 11 my missionaries" as he puts it. This. man is· a priceless 
jewel.. vie were aware of this fact while he was with U:.s in Rhodesia; 
however, during our stay with him and his family, .we saw how ma-
tured he has become in the Lord. Such a man of love; joy, peace, 
longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, temperance 
(and vre'll add ~ur tenth quality) of .good report~ · · 
:tri'ble' School: . . · . , 
l. ciasseisbegan Monday, 5th :'ept~ and ·.terminated Saturday morning, 
1st October. ., ...... _ · 
2. Eight students were in· attendance. A yoU.ng· man of 23 joined the 
.courses upon recommendation~ Joseph Mwanjasi has pass.ed 0 1 lev-
.. els and vied with Mickson Hbewe for first place academically. 
He is a: fine Christian lad who is d.efini tely called by God to 
serve Him through the Chu.rch~ 
3. Courses taught were: 
· a. Church History 
·b. The T:dune God 
c. Biblical Bel-iefs 
d. _Major Prophets (Isaiah, Jeremiah and Lamentations) 
.·. 
These wer~ heavy subjects to cram into four weeks, but by God's 
Grace we and the students "made it".. .· 
4 ~ · Graduation service for· Mickson Mbewe · wasr.·held. on Sunday, 25th 
.. Oct~The Salima "Church" was crowded as Baba Phiri had arranged 
a district meeting for that weekend; therefore three congrega-
tions were represented at the graduation. A CID official and the 
~B;lima _Postmaster were among those who attend_ed. 
5. ·saliila Property . : 
··a. The whole complex is badly riddled by white ants. ··They are 
in the ceilings, Blost door posts and window jams (frames)·. 
~he most effective way to stop their progress is to soak a 
solution af dieldrin around the foundations. Dieldrin can 
be obtained through the Shell Chemical Suppliers in Lilongwe. 
It is estimated that the job will cost K. 25.00 
b. Student help \'ras used to paint doors, shutters, \vindows, 
shelves and lecturn in the classrooo/sanctuary.· Two tables 
in the guest flat were varnished. A general clean-up of the 
building and grounds was undertaken, and a rake purchased 
for the centre in hopes that it .will encourage similar ac-
tivity ~etween Bible School sessions. ·· 
c. A shower curtain rail was installed in the guest bathroom. 
d. All boards and planks were removed fron the south end of the 
classroom. A varnished wooden cross was fastened to the 
south wall. The versatility of i.he room has been increased. 
... 
t'·· 
The north one third of the rr•orn can be :1sed a classroom--
readi".g :a-...rary, while the south two th~_rds prrwides a per-
-manent sanctuary. 
e·. It is tC' be noted that the US $70~00 s~:r,t to Mr. Mtaba (the 
lawyer) '.w vlarren Johnson is being held in the lawyers 
office in view of possible expenses involved in finalizing 
the title transfer. The property tax of K~6o.oo to cover 
the period April 1, 1977 to March 31, 1')78 vras paid by Mr. 
K'ilu, the former ovmer·~ I persom.lly saw the correspon-
dence concerning these two amounts. I :.:rge G.M.B. to re-
. • imburse I-1r. Kalu. · 
6~ Church Life 
. The Free Me ~hodist Church in Malawi is ·alive and well. Vlhat 
·:.a joy to see so many MEN in church! Ellen and I together 
worshipped at the· Cipwete and Salima Churc:::es. I also had 
the privilege to travel with ]aba Phiri to Zomba. The new 
. .. Makolija Church is a going_· cpncern. The n<Jat little sanctu-
.. ary' has already a. large brUsh a:r;bor extens~on which is larger 
than the sanctuary itself, and still canna·:; accommodate the 
. ·whole congregation. I saw the burnt--bricks (still in the 
kiln) which will shortly become the walls of a large building. 
.. ~he local preacher at Makolija is a fine g8ntleman who sur-
rendered hi:~ claims to the local chieftans~lip to serve the 
LD"rd ·in thio Church. . 
7~ .-Recominendat·t.ons 
' ·a:-; Tillman Houser should go to Salima. at h5.s ·earliest con-
')· ., venience ~ . l .. •. . 
1) There are nUJil:erous liinor details (wh3ch·could develop 
·· in-l:o major one.s) which need. to be di.;-;cussed and \-torked 
· out with :Baba Phiri concerning ;J;He ·a:':'eas 'of responsi-
bilit~:: between the Malm-ti Church lind. the G.M.B. regard-
ing the property. . . · · 
;) Immediate treatnent against white aE~s is imperative. 
J) Reed mats have been donated to b~ ir~tall~d as a "ceil-
ing" :~n the classroom/church. This ·1:ill cut down the 
radiated heat from the' bare corrugatt~d-; iron' roof. 
These should NOT be :installed 11ntil +reatment· ;;tgainst 
white ants has been made. The cost cf the installation 
· should be reported to us . (DeMilles) · :::nd arrangements · 
~vrill be made thr,;ugh us to ,pay for ",:;le "same "\'li thout 
cost -':o the G.M.:B. \•re urge the comp:•.:·tion :of this in-
stallation -~~-Beth and Phillip_;i.:.a go in January. 
The heat Will be unbearable-. · · · 
b~ A written, unified policy as to :Bible. E ::hool operation 
should be formu:).ated touching all as:L1ec-l;s of the Bible 
School: ;:- .. ,od, tr:..nsport, writing equipr.knt and materials, 
wood, wa-Ger and lights, etc. Otherwise, policies -alter 
with eac.':1 new set o-f instruct·ors. . · 
c·~ The plan of eight weeks of instruction with a one week 
break between, recornnendcd in Warren Johnson1 s report, re-
ceives f~ll support by Baba Phiri and o~rselves. I was 
told that permits for" that period woulc be granted on ap-
plication to Malawi Immigration. 
d~ Joseph M·:;anjasi be eneouraged to obtain employment -in Li-
longwe, enroll in London Bible College Correspondence 
programme, and !:lake his dwelling quartc.·s a meet.ing place 
for the planting of the Church in I,ilol:c,"We. He should 
spend as much free time as practicable VI ith Baba. Phiri to 
gain wisdom, instruction and practical experience in e-
vangelis;:J!. 
e. It is important."that students grasp the important fa-cts of 
all course material. Therefore we sugg·:~st that. revision 
and retesting be given students who do ~.ot pass a given 
test. David Banda is excepted; he· is o. dear nan who wants 
to serve the Church, but just cannot m&l:e the academic · 
"ends meet". Vle recoom~:;nd that he be i ;sued a speciq.l 
certificate indicating his attendance c.<; .Bible Scho·ol and 
the courses to which he was "exposed"·.· .... It should 'not be 
the regular diploma since this presupposes successful 
.completion of courses. . . 
Ellen and I have returned to South Africe. richc · in spirit from 
• our "Malm-ti Fxpe~ience". I should count it a pr::: •; ilege to go again I 
Very sincerely,in our L~r~~ j',!,.t.&_ ~~ 
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JOHNSON REPORT 1978 
August 1978 
"Will you go to Selima end help teach?" was the telephone message we received 
on the lCth of ~ny 1978. That sounds like ? Macedonien cgll, doesn't it? When 
Jeen end I hnd been npproeched of this possibility ebout s month earlier, end efter 
enquiring RB to subjects to be taught with eveilnhility of materiels, we reedily 
agreed. to go. Perhaps two weeks pessed before R letter ceme saying that other 
arrangements hed been mode end we would not be needed. ~ut Sod's plons end pur-
poses are often different thnn we anticipate. 
During the 1977-78 conference year the church in Netel-1renskei wes practicing 
the Faith-promise method of giving to our new end growing church in Melawi, its 
mission project.· iJy conference time some ~28t: was eveilsble f'or the project in 
addition to having paid over ,;.350 for Rev. Phiri 1 s travel expenses to our 1977 
Annual Conference. Once it·wss decided thot we were to go to ~Alewi, our missionary 
co-workers increased the amount to over a500. So God geve us the unique privilege 
of bein.c llis ambassadors and like· Paul of t.he New I'estament, bearers oi' true brother 
love expressed in such a practical wey. 
Following the graduation service on 3C July, gifts of four gleeminf, newly 
imported English bicycles were presented to ~ev. ~oses Phiri and the Church Board 
of frustees. It was they who during e brief interim decided ~here these new 
machines were to be placed And who would use them. As Pastor Fhiri seid, 11 tie have 
a great and wonderful God. We now have four new graduates end God has provided 
them in their ~ork four new bicycles~" lt was a day of rejoicing and thAnksgiving. 
Our verious ~odes of travel to our destination, Salima, ~rovided new insights 
into the demands end difficulties of the Mal~wian traveller. Our jet flight from 
JohAnnesburg to ~lantyre was cheaper than lest yeer (a 45-dey excursion for Rl88) 
end enjoyable and brief. After en over-night stAy with our Church of Christ friends 
Bill end Daisy DAvis, we climbed ebo~rd e t~o-en[ine prop for e one hour flight to 
Lilongwe. ~e too~ tbe airport bus to the bus rank end there caufht en overloaded 
bus which became increesingly so for roost of the 65 miles to Selima. Upon our 
request the driver stopped about three blocks from the Church Center at dusk. A 
local lorry oper9tor recognizing us from lest year picked us up and delivered us 
right to the gate and a warm v;elcome by Brother J!oses Phiri, his family and, of 
course, the students. 
Classes began the next dey, Monday 26 June, terxinatin[ et noon on ~ednesdgy, 
2 August. ClBsses were taurht six days a week. Six students were in attendance. 
The courses teu;ht were; Ezekiel, 3esic Principles of Church Gro~th, Daniel end 
~arrie~e end the Family. Cn July 30th Alfeyo Mpululs, Stanford Kye~athemange end 
Depoer l<e.t:}'>~?Za received their diplomas. 
It wes a particular joy to see the Church Center lookinf neat end inviting. 
All the old cors end screp hnve been removed from the beck yerd which now became 
e volley bell court during the term. Rev. ::'hiri is also giving Attention to 
painting and equipping a new classroom -- e large room thot the thalus had previ-
ously used of'f the office. This move should prove to be e reel boon to both 
students and te~chers, providing a quiet and relaxed atmosphere. 
It was a deli[ht to attend church services at Salime, Ghipwete and Lilonewe. 
As Cler~e De!'ille exclai~ed, 11 \·/hst e. joy to see so ronny :nen in church!'1 Jeon and 
I 'ttere present at the Lilongwe F. !~. Church where the first four cherter mer:.~bers --
three men end one wornrm -- were rece:i.ved into full membershi!J by Hev. Phiri. The 
totel ettendence ~as 16 men, 8 women, 2 young girls end 12-15 children. There 
were six baptisms also. 
The new church ~ells et Chipwete are made of burned brick aw"iting the rafters 
end corrur;oted iron. llere again 3od has £rBciously answered Postor Vosen 1 prayer 
by sending Cave ~ordquist to do the job. The membership at this ploce no- stands 
at ~0~, e fantastic gro~th record in four years! 
3rother Phiri's g~cst burden end concern is the treici0g of edciit~o~~l 
pnEtors to meet the ~eecis of this grc~inz church. lt is his ~esire to ?~~c& 
those tre.ined e:1d in t.1·eining .inner; c5i.y churches et Er::ronr:s-,_ l:BEUnt;u, L-' r::_:";·~~::e-.~ 
Zo~b~ enci 2lentyre. His request is tbet e Bible School with five to six mnntt~ 
of treining durini:; the drier end cooler months, J,:erch through JcU[l.<s"~, be o:o~t-;c' 
s.nd stefi'ed for th~ .coc::ing cslender yeer. Ee seys '.het tLe:e lire <::,x or tse-ven,' 
your!g. men v;ith Form 2: to Form 4 education that ri!:mt to begin treidi-;[ l::::'·~cdh' 
he trust the 3~f will recognize Rev. Moses Pbiri 1 s request ~s e priority ·End ~~~A 
mone:J' end personnel available for this most essentiel prcje.ct. 
~e join 3eth in saying, •It bes teen a privilege to heve a part in traininf 
so!Ue of the Church's leaders. .C.ut it rr;ekes one !'!.\,ere tbst es the church [r'.C1·:s • 
it needs our.preyers more than ever. Only God can 'grow e church'.~ 
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